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ISSUE ZERO



One has to get going. This is what writing is, starting off. … It does not mean one 
will get there. Writing is not arriving; most of  the time it’s not arriving. One must 
go on foot, with the body. One has to go away, leave the self. How far must one not 
arrive in order to write, how far must one wander and wear out and have pleasure. 

One must walk as far as the night. One’s own night.
—Hélène Cixous

Impossible to ask what AGON stands for if  we do not mean to—here 
in this very space—mark our arrival, and see to our arriving; here in 
this very space; observing what it is this writing is meant to make occur, 
to produce or reproduce, as if  here we are writing what is already 
written; bearing witness at present to something that—because it has 
already occurred—has long since passed us by. Impossible in such 
conditions, then, to arrive, to author our arrival, to authorize our 
publication. Instead we will, as if  we have a choice, orbit around the 
question, asking ourselves and being asked recurrently, if  here we are 
not yet arrived, when, then, will we have our arrival marked—here in this very 
space—or, when will we have marked our arrival, or, when will we have arrived 
in order to mark this point at which we will arrive? Or, finally, if  we are not 
exhausted by our circumbound course of  unarrival already: when, 
then, will our movement towards arrival be satisfied, and when could 
we remain unmoving for long enough to be asked what is it we stand for?

But not yet. Not now, for first we must arrive. Then, we will 
need to settle in. Our apologies; isn’t there always some delay!
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Until then, our arrival remains ongoing, even now—this reading, this passage 
(line by meandering line) serves as both documentation and production of  our 
advent; advent because its roots—spread from the Latin adventus—grow within an 
etymological soil that is troubled by radical difference, whose elements are at odds 
with one another, conveying the sense, all at once, of  an arrival and an approach. 
And we, too, are troubled by this compulsion to know; well, which is it? demanding it 
be one or the other. So what do or could we mark here with this editorial adventus?—
an arrival, or an approach? Is our arrival an occurrence indefinitely suspended; an 
arrival always due to arrive? or an arrival always ongoing; an endless intercession 
between the approach and the arrival, always performing but never completing 
one or the other? Such an irksome, incessant moment. Indefinite suspension; ours a 
movement which does not swallow space but is swallowed by space. Movement as its 
own illusion. Writing as the rupture of  the replicative abyss. Fiction (which swallows 
everything) as fission.

And as we approach, what is to tread softly or to fall into the moment of ? Treading 
into the present surely ensnares the significance of  any celebratory remark—any 
demarcation of the arrival. The instance of  arrival, the acknowledgment of  the 
embarkment, the knock-on-the-door is all back to zero. Entrance as exit, or extrance. 
The advent of  AGON: a sweet scissiparity from one into zero, zero and one as the 
same. Swimming in messy afterbirth. To embrace zero is to embrace everything. Zero 
is to be home, to leave, to return again: Heimlich. The comfort of  the beginning is that 
it simultaneously constitutes the end. What exists now is the omen, the suspension 
that time folds in on itself, through recurrence, through compulsion, through death. 

We all well know that the advent is the statement of  (dis)appearance. The child 
we have birthed will come to pass, turned to nothing but scant pages. But through 
the eyes of  the unbeginning and the advent, we see the bright lights of  a hospital 
room—the split from zero into two. We bypass one, as one remains ourselves. Two is 
the recognition of  the centrifugal force that is zero; what comes from you must also 
come from me. The crack of  lightning between a pair of  thighs as the womb deflates. 
The eking of  light as a shovel breaks the earth exposing all of  those beings that know 
well enough to remain home, to embrace zero.

Whatever number n comes to signify this or future issues’ place within the series, 
still we will have come no closer towards a having-arrived. Issue one (which this issue 
certainly is not) will only re-begin the circumbound route again; another attempt, no 
doubt still useless, to try once more—to speak or declare our arrival, to seek to give 
this one a name, a different one this time, a name of  greater worth than Zero; a name, 
yes! of  One, or Two, or n once and again. And yet all the while becoming neither more 
nor less than what we are now: un-arrived, our screaming body sluicing through the 
womb as unborn, and thus, for the course of  our wandering to come, always Zero;
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marking our failure with this something that represents nothing, this absence of  or 
less than a one which would be produced, finally, were we only able to arrive; arrive 
at this point at which the project could end, at which all labor could rest, because we 
will have arrived and thus become One, or one-as-the-first which would be as well to 
say: one-as-the-last.

And from this failure comes the trying-again, the next production of  the 
reproduction. Again with all of  this life, again with all of  this death, swimming in 
the mess of  amnion  again and again, seeped and spilled from the (mis)carriage that 
delivers us only towards our arrival, but never into it—because the space of  an arrival 
is one into which one must enter—swimming in the messy afterdeath after the nth failure 
that conceived of  this reconception of  our aborted trying-again (still because we have 
not yet sensed the slightest movement forward or into).

We turn or return to (as though we had taken our leave of) the theme of  
conflict—Le conflit au service de la…; a mission statement which announces no mission, 
which loses itself  in its utterance, a declaration which verges into the territory of  
interrogation. Conflict in the service of…? and here we presume the mark of  a question 
raised to impede this ellipsis which verges into the indefinite and is itself  an infinity 
because the elliptical is circular and it is cyclical, because it is ever wandering, because 
it is ever stammering; because it marks a statement whose fullness and totality has yet 
to manifest. An arrival always on the verge of  arrival.

Again we return to the question of  what it is that AGON stands for, and force this 
question into correspondence with our presupposition of  this newer question: What 
is it that AGON stands for; conflict in the service of  what exactly? A problem of  
preposition, perhaps. Conflict in service of, or towards? But towards what, then? Itself ? 
A conflict of  self  against self, self  against other, other against self, and other against 
other? An incessant, screaming antagonistic heterogeneity? Yes. Without question 
(or perhaps without answer). But in the immediacy of  the this-against-that, the these-
against-those with each counterposed as well against themselves (conflict in the service 
of  or towards everything; yes, maybe that’s it), we find within this antagonism the 
profound intimacy which arises from (or is itself) this incredible violence, because, 
as Hélène Cixous writes, “the typical character of  our secret scene [is] the person 
who loves us and who kills us.” Because “[l]oving and killing absolutely cannot be 
disentangled.” Because “the only person who can kill us is clearly the person who 
loves us and whom we love.”1

This entanglement, this service: to serve nothing and no one. If  we are expected 
for arrival—to do the work to be in service of—then there is an expectation and 
anticipation of  our labor, for us to place and bear the weight upon our backs and 
become the bearers of  our own deliverance. In this position we are autonomous, we 
are sovereign. In terms of  the agon, we are fractured into parts: in service of  love, in

editorial
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service of  chaos, bowing down to the violence of  ambivalence.
Because there is brutality in the embrace, and there is a murderous madness in 

the fever of  our adoration. Thus, maybe AGON stands for nothing, and is instead 
the very material or substance or sensation(s) produced by an intimacy so immediate 
it ultimately aims towards murder—to have and to hold this other which is so much 
like yourself  and so irreconcilably different within you, inextricably, for all time—
or a violence so cruel its movements mimic the gestures one performs when one 
is in love. The flesh of  one brushes against the other’s, fingers from both dueling 
hands interlock, the cheek of  one body preparing for the takedown nestles against 
the other; the movement against functioning as a movement towards. The movement 
towards affecting the implosion of  all that claims stability; thus compromise is the 
lover’s myth: the economic flow of  energy that allows a balance between self  and 
other meets annihilation in love.

To be in agony | To be in love is to be split, to be thrust into the center of  two 
antipodes; between pleasure and between pain. As if  pleasure is not often such a 
prodigious misery which we each time rush to relieve. As if  pain is not such a profound 
pleasure that some parts of  us long to languish in it, to sharpen the assailant’s blade 
ourselves so that its edge might penetrate our flesh a little deeper this time.

When we are thrown into physical combat, do we not reach out towards the 
flesh of  the other, to feel it upon and against our own, and to share these sensations 
alike? The hand clasped above and over the wrist, the fingers clasped against the 
throat, the waist against the adversary’s—this is the intimacy of  the agonal struggle. 
The pleasure, the violence, the agony of  a proximity so poetic and profound that it 
demands nothing less than the spilling of  blood, the blooming of  bruises.

AGON does not stand or remain, then, but is birthed from struggles of  such violence 
that do not mirror but are the embodiment of  the intimate cruelty of  Eros—this 
form of  agony so pleasurable it tortures; a torture which, in its turn, produces the 
rupture from which bursts new life. AGON must be, must contain within itself, must 
become pregnant with and ceaselessly deliver nothing but itself; itself inasmuch as this 
self  steals into, latches onto, and becomes everything else, and thus affects a profusion 
of  selves from the explosion of  the one; the movement from one to zero to produce 
the many, the innumerable. The call of  AGON, our cries of  agony are an appeal 
to find a friend in the minotaur we are sent to slay, discovering that the Latin soil of  
adversus from which blooms the English adversary signifies a movement both against 
and towards the other. A process of  indefinite arrival, of  infinite unending delivery 
for which birth becomes the first moment of  death. A call of  intimacy. A call of  
passion. A call of  combat. A call of  conflict in the service of....

 
— LK & SR
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Unconditional

You felt my body before cut nerves
and glands carved out, before the swollen
fruit that shrank, raisin-shaped, over months.

You beheld the concave contours of  my chest,
guinea-worm tubes emerging red,
descending sides to drain in cups of  suctioned blood.

You knew the overlapping skin, vacuumed
pleated pastries free of  meat and nipple-capped,
wrapped in cellophane to keep the swelling down.

You palpated the stitch that sewed expanders
to my skin, cupped the tear-drop silicone,
the bulbous second tries that stood out straight.

You clutched me when I bawled from strange
flesh formed from borrowed strangers,
dead skin waiting for absorption.

You stayed through infection, explantation,
the hospitalization and reinsertion,
the frequently cancelled plans with friends.

You stayed pre-change and post-change,
tenderly knowing me as woman,
the greatest man I’ve ever known.

five poems
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Gram

“Since man is mortal, the only immortality possible for him is to leave something 
behind him that is immortal since it will always move. This is the artist’s way 
of  scribbling ‘Kilroy was here’ on the wall of  the final and irrevocable oblivion 
through which he must someday pass.”—William Faulkner

As I wrangle with the vacuum of  oblivion,
resisting the finite nature of  time, I
script this tribute to Mary Sarlo, our maker,
master, and protector, sublime All.

I remember well my grandmother’s eyes,
microcosmic shimmers, multicolored
divine—yellow, green, blue, gray,
exuding the wisdom of  Ages.

Matron of  18, her eyes spoke sentences,
silent, powerful. Like magic
she could spot a four-leaf  clover
just strolling through the yard.

She watched us play from the kitchen,
prepping cookies and Heavenly hash.
“Just stay for dinner,” she’d ask,
bribing us with candy or sliced pie.

When I was younger, we baked marzipans,
shaping apples, pressing cloves for stems,
wielding mimesis, exacting love
through doughy art like clay.

We fed the birds with balls of  Wonder
Bread, tossing manna to green grass,
transparent umbilicals trailing every toss,
her yard a womb of  warmth for spring.

She speaks now, beyond the grave,
laughing, scolding, soothing my cries,

christine webster-hansen
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a voice emerging, subconscious,
connected still to this earthly realm.
She waits, this Eve, at peace for her 18,
alive in the morning rays, the rain
replenishing roots, our Mary,
as she dances our eternal human song.

five poems
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We Strings (of Theory)

Composed completely of  vibrating strings,
multiple dimensions unseen by human
beings who see shapes measured as space
comprising the time it takes to cross them,
we are not unlike a cross-stitched history of
sentences, languages, strings woven of  all the
past’s words spoken, memories as streams of
conscious flow to constitute I am, was, and will be
me, us, and them, one instance of  a fractal string,
microcosm of  generations, still primordial atoms
and Eves with our double helix strings, our
fight or flight, the self-warring cannibalization of
duplicated selves duped by appearance,
the outer shell, our individuations of  we.

christine webster-hansen
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five poems

The Female Gaze

Apparently unsized (or incorrectly surmised)
by the males in the faculty lounge, I stood,
sized-zero, long-haired, newbie at the copier.
Apparently too dainty to “profess,”
I was no simulacrum of  scholarship,
for a new gentleman—or just man, unjust,
entered the room, his gaze skimming past
me to the table of  men.
“John, Psychology,” he said, putting out his hand.
He greeted the others, soliciting from each a
handshake, eye contact, name, then discipline.
When they’d finished, I approached him and said,
“Christine, English.” Silence permeated, followed
by stuttering. I thrust out my hand and met his gaze.
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Hairy Glutton

Ah, the ritual of  morning puke,
chunks of  tuna post-engulfed,
wrapped in goo that strings like mozzarella.
Streaks down the window pane
from the highest tiered seat,
clumping brown on the baseboard,
drips slowed by hot metal fins,
slowly hardened, coating carpet
fibers that smell like fish.

The reduced breakfast portion,
post-weighed, chopped for the kitchen shark.
Today’s meal was a previously untasted delight.
Shit, the unguarded bowl, fully paced floor,
sniffing, circling, time clicking in my mobile phone.
Can I air-lift him to the tile, catch it with a bowl?

Back turned, sound of  retching, splatter,
aftershock drips, not one room but three.
His brother licking at a spilled pile.
Clorox wipes, butter knife between the slats,
bitching goddamned ever-loving cat.
Next time I’ll monitor, bear the begging
stare beyond the taken bowl.
Vet says he’s healthy, but he will beg again,
Soliciting new meals for his vomiting head.

christine webster-hansen





At first, I thought the small hunched doorman at the nearby hotel 
dressed in heavy, unseasonable clothes had been straining to listen to 
our conversation, but he’d fallen asleep while standing upright. As my 
eyes returned to Mr. Wasserman, a strange black box had been placed 
upon the table. The contraption was the size of  a large tome. An 
intricate viscera of  wires crowded inside its hollow shell like a jewelry 
box filled with trinkets and charms.

“Doubtless, you’ve heard of  Wilhelm Reich’s orgone boxes? No? 
Well, Reich purports his boxes accumulate the energy—the sexual 
vibrancy—that saturates the atmosphere,” Mr. Wasserman said. He lit 
a cigarette. “For Reich, such libidinal energy is what others of  us might 
deem a higher cosmic power. Our access to this—effluvium, let’s call 
it, can get clogged by our psychic obeisance to various bureaucrats and 
authorities.”

“I suppose this box you have here, then—”
“Dear no, an orgone box is the size of  a phone booth: a sauna 

where an individual can sit and marinate in the...life-force. This box,” 
Mr. Wasserman said, lowering his voice, “is my own invention.” Mr. 
Wasserman idly stirred his cup, though he took his coffee black.

“Then what is it?” I asked. I folded my arms.
“My own research into bioenergetics revealed that Reich had 

misinterpreted his findings. But he hit upon an essential point: the 
body’s biochemistry is regulated by excitable currents of  electrostatic 
pulses. Part of  the reason Reich has failed to understand his data is

Will 
Cordeiro
The Box
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that our body’s currents, especially those responsible for memory, obey probabilities 
involved in quantum tunneling, the processes by which an atom emits particles in 
radioactive decay—”

“Sure. And this box?” I asked, sensing Mr. Wasserman was waxing scientific.
“Yes, this box here...” Mr. Wasserman pursed his lips, evidently searching for 

words to explain his device to a philistine. “It emanates waveforms, which react with 
your body’s. By measuring the electrostatic fluctuations, I can record your baseline 
patterns of  excitation. In short, the read-out displays your inherited memories. 
By aggregating over a large population, I hope to configure the collective cultural 
memory of  our ancestors, perhaps as far back as the prophet Elijah.”

“And what good would that be? What need is there for your fancy equipment—if  
anyone wants to bother, don’t we already possess most of  this ‘cultural memory’ in 
the form of  Torah, folktales, literature, history?”

“Ah! Extracting the cultural memory is only the first step,” Mr. Wasserman said, 
becoming more excitable. “The next step is to recalibrate the bioenergy levels of  our 
Jewish brethren. That is, we reverse the process: we give Jews back their total ancestral 
memories, which they have lost or repressed. Having available to us our spiritual 
past would make us a true nation once again. When this occurs—the temple will be 
restored: restored inside of  us. We will obey the genuine Law rather than indulge in the 
mere study of  laws. It will mean the coming of  the Messiah.”

I admit, the idea made my heart flutter, but I also feared getting swept up in Mr. 
Wasserman’s whirlwind of  speculation. Mr. Wasserman sat back, interlocking his 
fingers on his barrel chest. A glint sparkled in his eyes, then the sun broke through the 
clouds, and it appeared he had no eyes—his glasses went blank.

“And just how far have you proceeded with this plan?” I asked.
“I have already collected a number of  read-outs.”
“So, you’re seeking to add my memory-scan to the others?”
“No. The data has stabilized. Any more would be redundant. I’ve eliminated 

statistical noise. I believe the nascent memory of  the patriarchs is within our hands,” 
Mr. Wasserman said, patting the strange black box. “The task,” he continued, 
flashing a queer look that turned my veins to ice, “is to transplant this memory into a 
chosen vessel.” Mr. Wasserman stroked his chin as if  he possessed a beard.

“And by that someone—you mean...” I didn’t finish. Mr. Wasserman stumped his 
cigarette in the leathery monkey’s paw that he used as an ashtray. Mr. Wasserman 
had been cultivating my friendship for the past year, timing his visits to the café to 
coincide with mine, engaging me in intellectual banter. At last, he’s finally revealed 
his ulterior motive. Well, I knew better than to ask, “Why me?” After all, such a 
question would only occur to the one chosen.

“Sleep on it. Return here tomorrow at the same time; tell me what you have

the box
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decided. Good day.” With that, Mr. Wasserman picked up his things and departed.
I wobbled homeward through the city, lost in the daze reflected off towering 

glass. But it grew overcast. Then, a sudden downpour emptied the streets. The shops 
shuttered. Watery grime sluiced the avenues. I tramped home gulping and damp, 
drenched to the bones.

I reached my apartment complex to find the corridors dark. All the clock’s hands 
pointed upward, motionless. I groped along the walls, finally reaching my room, 
where I toweled off and climbed into bed, too exhausted to change out of  my clothes. 
I listened to the echoes of  thunder reverberate off the buildings. Sleep would not 
come. Or perhaps I was already enfolded in its recesses. I tossed and turned, wrestling 
with dreams in a shadowless realm.

I arose, at last, and looked out my window. Below, in the alleyway, I saw the 
silhouette of  a figure. He had the shape of  a muscle-bound giant, a real monster, 
but was covered in mud from tip to toe. He didn’t move. I discerned a short, white-
bearded old man girded in sackcloth nearby. The little rebbe slapped more mud 
on the huge figure and pronounced an incantation. He smoothed the mud, and, 
standing on a milk-crate, poked his finger in, giving the creature a mouth. The rebbe 
wrote on scraps of  paper, which he scrolled up and placed in its oversized mouth. 
He pushed the paper in further. The mouth-hole swallowed it down. The rebbe 
recited a blessing and bound a phylactery on the creature’s arm and crown. Giving 
the mud-man a kiss on his temple, the rebbe stepped aside and prayed. The golem 
sparked to life.

I quietly stole down the steps of  the fire escape, following them. The golem 
shambled like a toddler, holding the little rebbe’s hand for support. The storm had 
passed, and I inhaled the ozone and fetor, the pungent after-scent of  rain. As I lurked 
behind, I had to weave and dodge through the streets, a city now filled with vacant-
eyed somnambulists. The golem, overgrown and awkward as he was, hadn’t attracted 
the notice of  any passersby. When I looked into their faces, I saw why: the other 
wanderers all wore masks of  mud, as well. Their whole bodies were besotted with 
earth. In fact, I realized, each of  them was also a golem, perhaps. I began to lose sight 
of  the rebbe and the brute he created. A small crowd had gathered around, impeding 
my progress. I hastened after the little rebbe, the only genuine human I’d perceived 
with certainty amid the throng, while the point of  his ash-colored beard parted the 
sea of  faces.

The quicker I walked, the more grime I sloshed up, and the more I bumped into 
the muddy limbs of  others. Glancing down at myself, I beheld my frame slathered 
in the hardened solvent of  caked-on dirt. No glimpse of  unsoiled flesh remained. I 
began to taste dank humus falling into my mouth. My skin felt encased; it became 
increasingly difficult to flex my joints. The filth had buried me as it had my fellows

will cordeiro
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inside a body made entirely of  earth. Inwardly I began to implore that some 
benediction might wash us clean. The mass of  earth-walkers slowed and hulked, 
becoming a field of  statues; they, like me, must have felt the dirt tighten and begin 
to solidify as if  into stone around them. Their faces petrified into dull expressions of  
unbreathing horror. Just then, lightning cracked and rain cascaded from the heavens. 
Our prayers had been answered, I thought. Wet streaks hit the statues, but instead of  
wiping off their dirty costumes, the rain dissolved the creatures whose very hearts were 
composed of  mud. The deluge fell upon us, and I began to crumble. I puddled away.

I woke up into a blaze of  light. My day-lit reason had trouble shaking the suspicion 
that this dream was prophetic. The clocks were no help, but the height of  the sun 
itself  told me I had overslept. I needed to return—I would meet Mr. Wasserman and 
give him my decision. I threw off the damp clothes I had slept in, putting on dry ones, 
and I made my way to the café.

When I arrived, Mr. Wasserman sat stirring his black coffee as he had the day 
before. The curious mechanical box stood open on the table. Taciturn, he drummed 
his fingers on his chest. The sunlight revealed tiny scratches on his lenses. He took a 
puff from his cigarette.

The golem in my dream—they were the earthbound Jews who lacked the guiding 
spirit of  tradition: lumbering automata without the wherewithal of  memory. Without 
remembering our past, we would not be cleansed of  the earth; we would over time 
become cleansed from the earth. No, in order to avoid the fate of  the golem, that 
creature of  base materiality, the spirit must be infused into us, our collective body 
invested with a power that wouldn’t simply melt into the backwash of  history; and for 
this purpose I had been singled out, whether as a redemptive sacrifice or a resplendent 
savior, only fate would tell.

“I accept,” I said, trembling. “Allow me to be the first one who is touched by the 
powers of  our ancestors’ memories.”

“Yes. I knew you would,” Mr. Wasserman smiled. “You’ll find the whole process 
is ridiculously simple. We hook up the box to your scalp here, like this, and the 
electrodes send their signals through the barrier of  your skin (which makes a good 
conductor, actually), which reconfigure the brain’s bio-electrical circuits. Now, just 
relax. This will be over momentarily.”

I felt a glowing, a tingling. My mind reeled. How far I seemed from my own skull!
My breathing became steady, rhythmic. My chest expanded into an abyss, inside 

of  which I tumbled down and down, endlessly suspended. A vertiginous loss of  
direction, falling or ascending. I saw flashes of  faces, the honeycombs of  buildings. 
Cities dissolved into clouds racing by. Mountains cascaded with light. Vast avalanches 
of  the dead, a frozen sea breaking apart with undulations. Such scenes sped by faster 
and faster until they blurred into chaos. The sun eclipsed; the stars withdrew their

the box
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shining. Time flashed in the stillness. The weather disappeared. Days condensed, 
overlapping, inclement with darkness.

Out of  the black mist, a faint outline returned. Mr. Wasserman appeared, emerging 
from the cloud of  smoke he exhaled from his cigarette. An ordinary afternoon. 
Everything looked the same, even a little banal and shopworn. The palm leaves waved 
and fretted. The flags of  the nearby hotel snapped in the breeze. The tiny doorman 
disappeared momentarily behind a marble column. Then the doorman stared me in 
the eyes and tipped his cap. The doorman—was it possible?—the doorman was the 
little rebbe from my dream. Was I mad? Maybe I had misinterpreted the golem. Were 
these, instead, nocturnal signs of  what would happen to me if  I accepted this awful 
gift: my past would dissipate, my brain would wash away, my heart would be engulfed 
by the waters I presumed would cleanse them? My personal memories would be 
dissolved into the electric scan, the collective current? Everything pertaining to my 
mere person would be lost; I would be no one.

Or, no... Perhaps I’d crossed a threshold? History pulsed through my nerves and 
veins.

Perhaps I’d already entered the age of  miracles?

will cordeiro





Allow me to begin by stating that I learnt to accept death from a 
young age and this pulverised me with gratitude. The following tale 
is a recount surrounding my unprecedented birth. It should be noted 
however that to this day the specifics of  the incident in question are 
at best equivocal, and so the tale exists as an assemblage of  anecdotal 
evidence and my own mind, and I personally am partial to the abject. 

I was born in a postmodern city. Sex was illegal at the time, I believe 
the credo of  the big-daddies at the top was, Acquiesce or be lobotomised, 
although this may be false. People had resorted to perversion and 
chaotic exercises of  power were back in fashion. The protagonists in 
my recount therefore will all be deviants, and their names will all be 
political metaphors like DEATH. (This city is Death’s pastiche). Those 
who robbed themselves of  their sex made themselves the slaves of  
this city. Women said, O fuck O fuck O fuck!, invented a new language. 
Picture it: Now they’re hedonistic. Now they communicate through 
their Fuck. They fuck and write at the point of  disintegration. Dissolve 
the altar of  sanctity. Write polemics against virtue. Without delay then 
let me now introduce to the boisterous circumstances in which my life 
began.

9 p.m. A stage in the downstairs of  THE JAZZ CAFE in 
Camden. The upstairs of  THE JAZZ CAFE is filled with the 
night’s patronage. In front of  the stage are twelve rows of  stained 
red plush chairs. The night’s men begin to trickle to their seats.
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The red velvet stage curtains open. A huge bed covered by white gossamer is centre 
stage. To the left of  this bed, a broken armchair, an empty picture frame. The light 
is fuchsia. Overlooking the set sits a crude cardboard backdrop depicting a crude 
garden of  Eden, as if  drawn by toddlers. Two seated gentlemen talk in hushed 
tones.

Gentleman 1 (tall, dark and handsome, whispering): Seen this one before? She’s a regular, 
really gets me going.

Gentleman 2 (tall, dark, almost handsome): No...No...Not this one. I usually can’t tell the 
lambs apart. Hey man, you know, I forgot to ask, is everything alright with Barbara?

Gentleman 1: Barbara? (Despondently) Fuck her, man. I’m not even thinking about 
Barbara right now. Or at all. The fucking whore.

The pink wash flickers.

Gentleman 1 (Whispering): Women are the devil’s gateway. Eve bit the apple and the 
world’s been rotting to shit ever since!

(Chopin’s Nocturne in E-flat major, Op. 9, No. 2 starts to play softly)

Death, a young girl with the romantic countenance of  those girls you always like 
to see in tears, saunters to centre stage. While her beauty had once contrived those 
sentimental traps all too familiar to the poet, she begins to dance with slow, pious 
solemnity, instantaneously exploiting her grace of  its voluptuous charm, and so her 
disposition appears worn-in, angelic, but all too accessible. 

Death speaks:
       
“I am a bundle of  desires, nothing more. I have no identity, no real place or purpose. 
I am alienated displaced but embraced within myself  because certainty of  anything 
is impossible. Humans reflect and refract off one another, reflect what they truly are, 
usually horror. Theories of  self  are falsifiable only in the presence needed to expose 
the self, the SELF is capricious and malleable, so...(jumps jovially legs bent square up onto 
bed) I want someone to envelop me devour me I want to devour to be shrouded in 
birds nest bracken arms and enclosed because then it’s true that I am loveable!”

dance of the seven veils
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(She lends a sudden, severe look downward, craning her swan neck. The gentlemen 
have also noticed her ample breasts) 

      “I believe this within myself, but what proof  is there that the statement is true?” 

Death starts to remove her clothes. She strips voluptuously, grazing nails against gooseflesh. The 
audience is at once captivated by her cunt wherein her pubic hairs are pruned so as to resemble The 
Cross of  Saint Peter.
     
With sovereign superiority, naked as on the cusped eve in which all convulses to life, her insect hand 
strips the bed of  its gossamer, revealing the battered body of  a woman lay spread-eagled. The woman 
is inert, she makes small pathetic fish-like gulps for air. Death smiles morosely and clown-like, 
smiles like a whore plotting the most delectable debauch! (Oh how I adore her!) 
     
And so burning was this heavenly woman’s fervour that she disobeyed the body of  that helpless 
woman in a matter no less comfortable than voluptuous and hitherto unknown to all that watched. 
With freshly furnished blade she did cut into that whelping piggy’s stomach, writhing her hands in 
such a way that they appeared to cavort around the cavern of  her womb. 

The vessel emptied, ravaged inside and out with unequaled address and dexterity, the babbling 
mass is at last removed. The audience raises to their feet and cheers, the final cadence of  Death’s 
capricious leitmotif.
   

The End.

I admit that the preceding tale is undoubtedly diluted. Regarding the aforementioned 
anecdotal evidence I used in its construction, both gentlemen relayed their eye-witness 
accounts to me with such pugnacious bravura on the eve of  my fifteenth birthday (as is 
the custom), that it made their pricks noticeably stiff! Which is why, my friends, it would be 
nothing short of  sin to not infuse their account with my poetic mind! Alas, it falls short, I 
know it must, but in my spare time I spin reveries of  my mother’s expiry (what is the use in 
crying over split milk?), or rather the moment just before it in which I was discharged from 
her body and cradled by the supple hands of  Death. My (true) mother was the tragedienne’s 
trinket; she is nothing, no longer existent, I obliterated her like a biological bomb. It was here 
then, in this life, in this crimson whorehouse that I learnt how to fragment myself, how to be 
everyone and no-one at once, how to annihilate, how to weaponise my cunt, how to indulge, 
how to reject that dogmatic chimera we call morality, how to be a pinhole poetess.

lily gilbert





Time warps, spirals, folds, and loops in an Academic era of  
schizophrenic perspective. This Postmodern condition undoes history 
as a linear narrative–as a grand story of  ‘us’–and rather corroborates 
a fractured, heterogenic complexity. Some 30 years before French 
Deconstructionists began to dismantle knowledge, structure, and 
authority, Antonin Artaud theorized and theatricized space and time 
through the virtual: reality without actuality.1 Rather than a purified 
centralization of  past and present, body and mind, above and below 
through order, process, and correspondence, the former binaries are 
fractured and liquified, paradoxically unifying through and as chaotic 
multiplicity: Anarchy.2

In and through the pages of  his 1934 text Heliogabalus: Or, The 
Crowned Anarchist, Artaud invokes a performance of  history, in History, 
as history. A French actor, playwright, and avant-garde theorist, 
Antonin Artaud is known for manipulating immanence through and 
as the Theater of  Cruelty.  As active non-representation, the Theater 
of  Cruelty performs becomings of  the Outside within, through, and 
across an Onto-Aesthetic-Affect-Network, summoning anomalous 
entities by theatrical rites.3 From this current, Heliogabalus functions 
as active Historicism, a Performative History in that, as such, history 
becomes as the text, rather than the text recounting a becoming long 
since passed. The historical performance Artaud awakens theatricizes 
the past as esoteric Epic, an occult Drama not separate from existence

1. Deleuze & Guattari. What is Philosophy. p. 156.
2. Artaud. Heliogabalus. p. 41.
3. For more on Antonin Artaud’s Theater of  Cruelty see Cabrales. “On the Xenopoetics
    of  Alchemical Theater.” p. 7-16.
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but as the “true magic of  the real.”4 Artaud, though, is not merely fabulating—
fictioning a past from which we came–but is also infecting his present; he is setting the 
stage through a staging of  stage setting. This dramaturgical chronomancy conjures 
an occultural feedback-loop: the occulture of  the present births and feeds a past 
interwoven with magic, myth, and esoteric religion, a former context which itself  
feeds the latter context from which it was born; it is as a serpent consuming its own 
tail.  

The three sections of  Heliogabalus detail the religio-familial genealogy of  second 
century Roman Emperor Heliogabalus, the socio-religious world of  the period, 
and the saga of  Emperor Heliogabalus as such. Section I, “The Cradle of  Sperm,” 
reveals a land called Emesa, home to the Temple of  Elagabalus, god of  gold, the 
Sun, and desire. Artaud traces a spasmatic spiral from Heliogabalus and his kin 
back to cosmogenesis, through rituals and rites, magic, and prophecy. “The War of  
Principles” continues the historical performance through a multitemporal splicing 
of  past and present. Philosophy, Theology, and Mythology comingle beyond time in 
anarchy, sex, poetry, and blood. This theoretical interlude both lights the world stage 
of  Heliogabalus and establishes a signal–a calling-out from and outside time–a virtual 
rift between the former world veiled in History, and the contemporary worlds of  
Artaud and the reader. The concluding and lengthiest section, “Anarchy,” establishes 
the rise, reign, and ruin of  Heliogabalus. The Esoterrorist Emperor establishes an 
administrative approach of  abject anarchy. His very name is a calculated force: Fire 
and Death; Earth, Sun, Moon, and Saturn; Man and Woman; God-King and Holy 
Priest.5

“...he saw what myths there were, and applied them. He applied for the one and 
perhaps only time in History, real myths. He cast a metaphysical idea at the vortex of  
poor earthly and Latin effigies nobody believed in anymore...He punished the Latin 
world for no longer believing in its myths or in any myth...”6

Heliogabalus rules through Myth as a myth; he is a tyranny of  sacred violence, holy 
transgression, and decadent disgust, unifying his world through chaotic (dis)order. 
From this, Heliogabalus meets a proper demise: a defiled corpse bathed in blood, 
excrement, and rebellion. 

This Historical record is injected with elements from Artaud’s time deemed 
‘esoteric’ and ‘occult.’ Astrology, alchemy, geomancy, cults, Sun worship, ritual 
sacrifice, animism, secret rites, orgies, and numerology to name a few.  Many of  
these terms and practices are sites of  contemporary debate and analysis–discursive, 
linguistic, and polemical–addressed through the field of  Western Esotericism.7

dramaturgical chronomancy

4. Artaud. Heliogabalus. p. 126.
5. Ibid. p. 80-86.
6. Ibid. p. 101.
7. Granholm. “Esoteric Currents.” p. 49-54.
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The histories and Historical discourse of  said terms are inconsequential to 
Heliogabalus, for they perform in and through the text as schizohistorical* mise en 
scène: the accoutrements of  the world stage which establish it as such.8 It is not about 
what Artaud understood of  the esoteric terms he used, but how they became in 
history through Heliogabalus. Furthermore, it is by these terms–fabulated back almost 
two millennia–that an occultural feedback-loop begins to reel.

Artaud’s pitched-back occultism becomes historical as a second century Roman 
Occulture. Occulture, briefly, is affective content within, and an elemental component 
of, culture; it “refers to the environment within which, and the social processes by 
which particular meanings relating, typically, to spiritual, esoteric, paranormal and 
conspiratorial ideas emerge, are disseminated, and become influential in societies 
and in the lives of  individuals.”9 For Heliogabalus, occulture is pushed to the limit 
as historical becoming, Historical content, and social becoming: performance, 
phenomenon, and object. 

Heliogabalus qua history poisons the past with culture from the future. The 
esotericism of  Artaud’s interwar France has traveled through time to find a new 
home. Having raised the curtain to this fabulated history, Heliogabalus qua History, 
pulls forward the Roman Occulture and presents it as the past: something which 
was and from whence we came. Finally, Heliogabalus as a physical object, the book 
titled as such, is itself  something which exists in and as culture. The presence of  this 
book–given the multitemporal occult origins and the schizophrenic discourse of  its 
content–is thus occultural, and influences the contemporary society in which it is 
located, disseminating its schizohistorical venom into life and lives. This circuit of: 
history, History, society; performance, phenomenon, and object; setting the stage 
through a staging of  stage setting–creates an occultural feedback-loop.

This feedback-loop is transtemporal and virtual. The present travels back, not 
through a linear timeline, but rather through a non-Euclidian abyss beyond time: 
within the chaotic multiplicity of  (dis)order. Hatching in the past, and from the past, 
the present-now-past slithers forward, again through anarchy as something new 
which is ancient. It is (re)born into the present, establishing the loop. The present 
which departed is the same, for history led to that very present; but as history itself  
has been fabulated, it is a present transmuted by chronomantic voyage. This loop is 
then virtual, for it is a reality, though with no actuality. The loop is a becoming in a 
plane of  immanence, meaning that from chaos, the infinite movement of  Artaud’s 
schizohistory is an event which gives chaos paradoxical consistency.10 This consistency, 
unification of  multiplicity, is the schizohistorical anarchy of  Heliogabalus, which is 
becoming Time twofold–the ouroboros–as historical performance and Performative

rowan elizabeth cabrales

* The term ‘SchizoHistory’ was used by C.F.P. Miller in “Artaud’s Heliogabalus” (p.1) though with no
   definition. I am here and henceforth operating this term to mean: a splitting or fracturing of  History for
   the sake of  complication, disruption, and augmentation.
8. Artaud. Theatre and its Double. p. 37-42.
9. Partridge. “Occulture is Ordinary.” p. 122.
10. Deleuze & Guattari. What is Philosophy. p. 156-162.
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History again, and again, and again.      
To argue that this dramaturgical chronomancy–this manipulation of  time through 

aestheticized and active Historicism–was Antonin Artaud’s intention, purpose, or 
goal in writing Heliogabalus is not necessary. The Performative History of  Heliogabalus 
is something that Heliogabalus is doing, not limited to what Artaud did. While it may 
be so that Artaud was aware of  the fragile and malleable nature of  History, and 
as such history, it is Heliogabalus which reels through time, writing, poisoning, and 
deterritorializing.11

It is to be noted that Artaud’s Heliogabalus has been harshly criticized by 
contemporary Historians as an inadequate, pseudo-scholarly impostor, a “fiction 
masquerading as scholarship,” nonsense and ravings from a delirious imagination.12 

These claims are bolstered on the grounds of  Truth, fact, and empirical objectivity, 
and as such fail to acknowledge Artaud’s Aesthetic thought and its iconoclastic 
subversion of  Historical tradition. Nearly a century after the fact, one can locate in 
Heliogabalus the becomings of  Hyperstition: Schizohistorical projects which navigate 
the anarchy of  history, pitching feedback-loops, time spirals, entities, actors, and 
information through the future by means of  the past. Hyperstition–just as Artaud’s 
masqueraded impostor Heliogabalus–is a fiction which makes itself  real.13 In 1934 
Artaud summoned forth a transtemporal ouroboros, and beyond time this serpentine 
monster has metamorphosized from basilisk to demon, now loose in the digital 
archives of  virtual history.

dramaturgical chronomancy

11. Artaud. Heliogabalus. p. 49; 126.
12. Arrizabalaga y Prado. “Pseudo-eunuchs.” p. 43-47.
13. O’Sullivan. “Accelerationism.” p. 13-16
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I was clocked on back garden walls chasing cats. Checked by people 
immunized behind shields of  back garden glassed windows. Staring 
as I crawled the edge of  what they thought their own private domain. 
Their safe zone. It wasn’t what they were or who they set their eyes 
upon: Me, it happened to be, but that was just coincidence. It was cats 
who feared me there. It was cats I never caught. The many stares I did, 
the zero cats I didn’t.

Cold out, I looked up, a full moon, and those eyes as I crawled the 
walls toward home. I gave in, finding solace in the beckoning howls 
arousing cat meows and barks from sleeping dogs. They believed it. In 
the howls. In me. Tired and hoarse I slept the night within. 

<><><><><><>

“There was howling. Did you hear it? Last night,” my mother said. 
That was me I told myself.
My father looked up, the head of  his egg in his hand as he 

contemplated doing. 
He coughed. 
Up was up I thought so I cropped my egg to see inside. Soft within 

translucent goo wobbled out unsolicited.  
She persisted.
“Who was it, I wonder?” she wondered.
My stomach churned. I couldn’t eat.
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“It sounded like a banshee. Werewolf, something like that,” she said. 
Elbows out in take-off mode, my father tore his egg asunder, plunging down into 

its hard-boiled center.  
“And a full moon as well, wouldn’t you know,” she continued. I eyed his side. His 

hard-boiled egg. As she was wont to say, I liked mine soft. But I didn’t. He saw me 
looking and he smiled a kind of  smile and clumped a lump of  egg and plonked it 
down on a slice of  bread and smothered it all in salt. He bit. I watched. 

“Are you not going to eat your egg, son?” she said. I wasn’t because I couldn’t. I 
buttered a slice, a chunk of  bread and ate that instead. My father eyed me slathering. 
Watched me eat as he ate himself, his slice, as I ate my own, a slice of  bread. He 
smirked but not a smile because a smile was not his wont as she was inclined to often 
say. 

I coughed. The bread beneath the butter as dry as bread could be. Lodged in 
awkward circumstance my throat aerobics sent it on its way, slowly. Reluctantly. 

“What are you barking at?” she bellowed.
I glimpsed another smirk. 
“He’s barking at the breakfast table!” she repeated.
My father coughed a proper cough. I soldiered on the butt of  bread and coughed 

another so-called barking cough. 
“Stop barking at the bloody table!” she shouted, standing up, dropping butter 

knives and throwing teaspoons on her clanking side plates belling up dead air above 
the breakfast cluttered table as she swept a cleaning hand across the crumby wooden 
top. 

“You’re like a dog over there,” she said. I brought my nose to the egg and sniffed, 
my eyes on the runny white drooling down the side about to harden on the table. My 
father finished and upped away out the door before my mother fixed the circumstance 
as relevant. She asked him something about the something or other. Then after that 
a thing or two concerning other stuff around the house. She waited a minute before 
pressing him on something else. The front door slammed. I heard him start the car. 
Then something else about the grass being due a mow. I stood and flung the uneaten 
egg away. It hit the wall above the bin and sidled across the greasy paint. Out of  
steam it stopped. Stuck to the wall it slid down slowly toward the bin.

Like every other day I got myself  prepared to go to work. 

<><><><><><>

My father at the kitchen table drinking from a can of  beer. What remained he pushed 
the rest away across to me. I sat and grabbed a glass.

“You never go out,” I said.

conversion rate
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“You won’t either,” he replied.
“I won’t?” I said.
“Sooner or later,” he said. “You’re just like me.”
Bored with beer the whiskey appeared. 
“You not drinking?”
“Later,” I said.
“Go on. There’s no harm in it.”
I left. Returned. After midnight. I jumped the side gate into the back garden. 

From outside there he was. I saw him. Inside, on a second bottle. I circled the lawn 
for a place to hunker down. Beneath the hedge at the back I rolled myself  under and 
tucked myself  in for the night. 

It was morning. Stiff, I stretched myself  to rights again. Through the glass I saw 
him at the table. And her, by the cooker. Waiting. The both of  them.

“Sit down,” she said. “I’ll have your breakfast ready in a jiffy.”
“Eggs all round,” she shouted. Dog rough, he grimaced.
“You were out late,” she said, cracking egg heads on an edge and dropping them 

dead in the pan. Rasher meat sizzled next to other stuff on the grill.
“Go on, drink your tea,” she urged us both. “Before it gets cold,” she said. He 

frowned half  a mug’s worth in a single slurp. I followed suit. He swallowed hard. Last 
night’s mulligan of  odds and ends gurgling within. One up man ship began the day. 

“Where’s Aisling?” she asked. “Your sister! She should be up by now.” 
Fried eggs furied in bubbled oil. A scramble for integration.
“Where’s she after going?” she said, flipping the eggs up and over onto plates 

warmed beneath the grill. Sausage and rasher deemed done were piled high for good 
measure with plates slid down the line our way. 

“I hope they’re not too done,” she said. 
He took his egg in mouthfuls, waiting, watching me as he did. I cut my egg in half. 

Frog spawn slides pushing hard against the rest on my plate. Vomit trickles gurgled 
up prompting silent retching. He smirked.

“You not hungry there, son?” she asked, standing at the cooker, staring at the 
greasy wall beside her.

He finished and lit up. She followed suit. I scratched myself. She inhaled.
“What are you up to?” she said, through interrupted exhales. 
“Do you have fleas or what?” trapped smoke escaping as she spoke. 
It felt like fleas. I scratched some more. And then some more again. 
“You’re like a dog over there, you are,” she said, laughing. She coughed to make 

way for more smoke. A hoarse, raspy kind of  thing. Her cough for all occasions. He 
leaned back shooting smoke out his nose, pleased with himself. I was like a dog and 
he saw that in me.

larry deery
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<><><><><><>

“What the hell happened to you?” Aisling asked when we met later.
“What?” I said, surprised.
“Your face. Did you fall?”
“I fell. I must have. What’s it look like?”
“It looks terrible. Like you were dragged down the street. Jesus, what happened 

to you?”
“I must’ve fallen. I fell, I suppose,” I said. She asked a lot of  questions and her 

questions needed answers. I had to talk, say something, otherwise she would just wait 
for an answer regardless. It wasn’t always easy with her sometimes. There weren’t 
always answers to questions and there weren’t always times I wanted to answer. This 
was one but I answered anyway. I knew I’d have to. 

“Tell me! You haven’t told me what happened?” I realized I hadn’t answered. I 
felt I had but I knew I hadn’t. It went like that sometimes. She never waited for long 
though. She never let up on me. 

“What are you scratching so much for?” 
“Ah, you know,” I answered.
“I know what?” she said. “I know what?” she repeated. She didn’t know. That was 

the problem. And she wanted to know. And that’s why she asked so many questions. 
And why I had to answer. To satisfy. And when I did, she was straight onto something 
else again. And the only way past the moment was with an answer. Truth, lies, makey 
uppy fairy tale anything. It didn’t matter. Or be forever stuck in that moment. 

“I fell at work the other day,” I told her.
“You fell at work! How’d you fall?” 
“I fell.” Thereafter forever after an avalanche of  follow on follow up questions. 

What hospital did I go to? Which doctor? What did they say? Who did I tell? What 
did my mother think? But I got a pass on those. I knew when a question was not a 
question but a probe. I couldn’t say how but I knew. 

I told her that they didn’t know that she hadn’t come home last night. They never 
did. They’d wait and then they wouldn’t, forgetting what they were waiting for. I told 
her she’d have to show up for dinner though. We went into town after then.

<><><><><><>

“Did you see what happened him?” Aisling said, not seconds inside the door. To my 
mother! 

“What now?” she shrieked. Or just about, running into the hallway, in her apron, 
abandoning the dinner inside cooking on the gas.
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“What?” she asked, turning to Aisling. Aisling told her.
“When did this happen?” my mother asked, turning to me. 
“The other day. At work,” Aisling answered.
“At work?” she said.
“At work,” Aisling said.
My mother pulled my head by the hair to see the damage done.  
“What happened you?” she asked.
“He fell,” Aisling said.
“You fell?”
“He fell at work,” Aisling said.
I fell at work. Steady as she goes. And holding water. My father sauntered in from 

the back garden. 
“He fell at work,” my mother said. “Did he say anything to you about it?” 
“You fell at work?” he said. “He never said anything to me about it. Did he say 

anything to you about it, Aisling? He never said a word of  it to me and the two of  us 
sitting at the table there last night. Not a word.”

I treaded water while words spun and twirled in the air overhead circling and only 
reached up for and pulled down when needed. My father nodded toward the kitchen 
when he smelled the burning and my mother took off in a hurry toward the smoke 
followed by the other two while I ducked out and disappeared upstairs.

I stood in the bathroom facing the mirror. I closed my eyes. Ugly me with cuts 
and scabs all grazed and bruised and red and raw and all that other stuff beneath my 
scratchy flesh. I fell. I fell at work is what I said. I fell at work is what they heard. I fell 
at work is was the truth. There wasn’t bandage big enough to cover what I had. It 
all hurt and it could hurt more than it did now but it didn’t. Not right now anyhow. 
Concealment for beginners, the who inside the me looking at the mirror.

I listened through the door to the downstairs uproar. I fall. You fall. We all fall. 
Over and over. My mother ironed. Steam hissed as she pounded cloth into submission. 
My father in a corner with his paper. Two voices, hot air. Silence. Consensus. The 
cat out of  the bag I wished I wasn’t there and I wasn’t. Down the stairs and out the 
door. Gone.

<><><><><><>

And there I was. At the door again, the law on either side of  me.
A light came on. My father would be up. But instead my mother answered. A 

Policeman sandwich and me the meat in the middle. Unseemly it appeared as the 
door slowly opened before her.

“What happened you son?” 
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“Drunk, ma’am. He gave this address as his home address. Would that be correct, 
ma’am?” a copper asked.

“What’s wrong with him?” she said, flabbergasted by the travesty of  what she saw 
before her. 

“It would appear that your son is drunk, ma’am,” the second copper spoke. I’m 
not I thought. But I was I knew. Spastic gesticulations compounded my standing and 
possible rebuttal. I declined comment and carried through on that. 

“Drunk? Impossible. He’s never touched a drop in his life. No! Not my son.” She 
looked me over and beyond that even. Farther than I’d ever seen her look. 

“What are you going to do with him, so?” she asked.
“There were complaints, ma’am.”
“Complaints? From who?”
“From customers in the pub, ma’am.”
“What kind of  complaints?”
“Barking, ma’am. Customers complained of  him barking.”
“Barking at what?”
“At them!”
“Who?”
“The customers, ma’am.”
“The customers? But is there a law against that?” she asked, her eyes on me, her 

mind at home again.  
“No, ma’am. But we’re issuing him a warning this time.” They thrust me forward 

through the door and left. 
“What happened you there?” she pointed, watching blood splatter the floor. I 

couldn’t remember. I must’ve been drunk. The coppers were right. I was probably 
drunk. I couldn’t remember. 

I fell over as soon as she let me go. There I was two inches from flat on the floor 
when she screamed. Zero inches produced a clattering noise from sudden stop and 
impact. I saw my father’s feet approach. I saw them stop. I heard him laugh. I saw 
him click his heels and turn. 

“Help me get him up,” she shouted, and him laughing his way back to where he’d 
come from. I clawed my way up the wall and clung to it for verticality. 

“Come inside, son,” she said, leading me by the hand. She sat me down at the 
table.

“Someone led you astray? Was that it, son?” she asked. He sniggered behind his 
paper.  

“Let me get you a cup of  tea. It’ll do you the world of  good.” 
“There’s some terrible people out there,” she said, putting out stuff for the tea.
I remembered mugs, their sound as clunks dangling on her fingertips, delph
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righting itself  in clanks and coming to rest on circled bottoms as thuds beneath the 
table top wood. I remembered hot tea sorely skim soft bloody lips. I remembered 
nothing else.

<><><><><><>

He was dressed, sitting at the table, ready to go. Next day Monday. I could tell. Pain 
permeated warped labyrinthine pockets in familiar places. Furniture. Room. House. 
Air and all. Everything hurt. What I was willing to face narrowed as I walked. Closer. 
To what? I didn’t know but everything hurt more the longer I didn’t want it to. 

She fussed. Like she did every day. But Mondays more so. It took a big push to 
get the week going. 

My fall from the previous night. And the one before that. The one at work. 
They persisted somewhere inside my head. And others I didn’t think so much about 
anymore. Two legs no longer worked for me. I was failing the verticality test. I’d need 
two more. Another pair of  legs. Four all told. 

“Are you alright, son?” she asked. I was. If  I could get my hands on another pair 
of  legs I would. I didn’t tell her that though. 

“Barking?” she said. “Who ever heard of  a person barking in a pub before? 
Those two policemen!” 

He paused, mid eat. His head turned toward the noise. A mouthful of  bread and 
egg for all to see diluted then washed down with tea. 

“I just don’t know,” she finished. 

<><><><><><>

The police had me home another night the following week after my barking bout. 
Different coppers but diligent none the less and unusually familiar with who I was. 
My mother came to the door.

“Barking again?” she asked, crossing her arms.
“Chasing cars,” the copper said.
“How many?” she said, pulling me in the door.
“Enough,” he said. There would a detective around in the morning to investigate 

some more he added. 

<><><><><><>

The detective arrived. 
“There’s someone putting him up to it,” my mother said. The detective nodded his
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head and pretended to write in his notebook. He forcibly suggested I see someone 
about my drinking and my animalistic bents as he called it.

“What drinking?” my mother said, getting up and taking his mug of  tea away 
from him. “He’s only ever drank the once and we all know how that turned out.” 
He certainly did. The detective was in the loop on everything. He had a file in his 
lap and flicked through it. Someone was keeping their eye on me and it was all going 
into that file. 

I said yes to everything and promised to behave from here on out. The detective 
stood up, staring at his half-finished mug of  tea in my mother’s hand, nodding his 
head as he did. I knew that nod. I knew what it meant. He was watching me. He was 
the one filling the file full of  me and my goings on. 

My sister entered as he exited, smirking like she knew it all. Too many people 
knew too much about me already. It wasn’t what I had in mind for life. Keep my 
head down and get on with it rang a bell with me. Whatever “get on with it” meant. 
This would have to change. Get back to the way it used to be before—before before I 
suppose. Whenever that was and whatever it meant. I had some trouble pinpointing 
the “before.” There was one. I just couldn’t think what or when it was. 

I had it within me to turn back the clock. No one else could do it but myself. 
Besides, there was only so much you could tell people. What I knew for certain was 
that it was important to know who to tell and what to tell them. I thought I had that 
worked out pretty well at this stage. But there was always room for improvement. And 
Aisling was that chance on improvement. But I could have been wrong. So I asked 
her out for something to eat.

She told me I was talking through my arse when I told her about me falling over 
so much, and being so unsteady on my two legs and all that and how I thought I’d be 
more suited to having four legs instead of  the usual two. Being on four legs seemed 
natural. More me really because I was always on the point of  tipping over onto my 
face. She told me to look where I was going. 

Then the questions abruptly dried up and I didn’t know what was happening. 
It was because she had something that she wanted to tell me. She told me she was 
pregnant as she picked at the crumbs on her plate. She couldn’t believe how hungry 
she’d become over the past few weeks and decided to order another bit of  pizza for 
herself. She wouldn’t tell me who the father was and then said that she wasn’t sure 
who he was. She’d narrowed it down to three fellas, one whose name she couldn’t 
remember. She told me not to tell anyone. So, I decided to tell her what was really on 
my mind seeing as though we were clearing out the bad stuff.

“You need to see someone. You need to talk to a professional about all this stuff.” 
She said the same thing a hundred times a hundred different ways, one 

after the other until she’d exhausted all the many ways she could have said it. 
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“And don’t be telling your mother either!” she screeched.
I needed help, professional help is what I thought I heard her say. It wasn’t what 

I wanted her to say. I’d gotten it wrong. And the bad part about taking a chance like 
that was that there was no going back on it. No putting the stupid genie back in the 
bottle. I couldn’t say that I was only joking or ask her to forget about it. They never 
forgot about it and they always went running to someone else to tell them what I’d 
said. Hence the police file and the knowing smirks from people I’d never met before 
in my life. It was all coming together in some sort of  an inexplicable way. 

“You’re not a dog and you’re not going to become a dog,” she suddenly shouted 
for all to hear when she’d rattled through all her questions and then went on to answer 
them herself  because I just sat there dumbfounded at her barrage of  whatever it was.

“Are you mad or what?” she said, fishing for a hundred different ways to describe 
for anyone in the cafe who was listening how crazy I was to be thinking such things.

“A dog? Why not a cat? Or an elephant!” Then she paused for a breath and 
started right up where she’d left off.

“Have you thought of  trying out for a giraffe? You certainly have the neck for 
it.” She went through all the animals in the jungle to all the animals that roamed 
the African continent to all the animals she could think of  that they had in the zoo. 
People at other tables perked up. She finally exhausted the possibilities of  it all and 
got up to leave. I had to chase after her all the way to catch up. 

My father was still at work but my mother was home. I could hear hot metal being 
brought down hard on the wilted ironing board. My father had already reinforced its 
legs but they still creaked and groaned. She was ruthless with household implements. 

“He wants to be a dog,” Aisling blurted out as soon as we were in the door. 
“He wants to be a what?” my mother asked. “A dog?” she repeated, just to be 

sure.
“He wants to be a dog,” Aisling said, plonking down into an armchair, pleased at 

herself. I stood over in the corner by the window curtains.
“You want to be a dog?” my mother asked, turning to me. “Come over here,” she 

said, “and sit. Come on, sit down.” I sat. I suddenly felt hot after all the rushing and 
the stress of  Aisling’s interrogation. Beneath my clothes my skin was reacting to the 
heat and sweat and I started scratching to ease the itch.  

“Look!” Aisling said. “The dog has fleas.” 
My father entered the room.
“You’ll never guess?” Aisling shouted out, jumping up and doing a twirl in the 

middle of  the sitting room.
“Guess what?” he said, sitting down in the armchair she’d just vacated.
“Jeddy. Our Jeddy wants to be a dog.”
“Are you hounding me or what?” he said, laughing. She laughed too.
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 “We’ll need a new iron,” my mother said.
“What’s wrong with it now?” he said. 
She beat the iron against the ironing board. The ironing plate fell to the floor. 

She lifted the iron to examine it. Steam spouted out in jets from the holes beneath 
and caught her in the face. She let it drop. He jumped up and picked it off the floor 
ripping the flex from the wall as he walked away. He’d already glued it, nailed it, 
screwed it. She’d wrecked it like she’d wrecked every other household implement 
she’d ever had. The ironing board was next. 

She grabbed the iron from him and threw it in the bin. They turned, listening to 
it hiss watching steam rise through gaps in the lid. 

I slipped out quietly into the garden, digging into my spot beneath the hedge 
watching through the window as he tried to put the iron together again. Then the 
lights went off and I huddled up to sleep.

<><><><><><>

They took me straight to the station house this time. The detective was there waiting 
like he knew I was going to mess up sooner or later.  

“I’ve been watching you,” he said, from behind a table.  
I knew someone was and I guessed it might be him. I was right. He’d been 

watching me, whatever that meant in his world.
He threw the file on the table in front of  me.
“Care to know what’s in there?” he said. What did I care about knowing what I 

already knew. People were always looking for something to do to annoy other people. 
This was his way. He was no different to anyone else.  

“Cat got your tongue?” he said. There wasn’t a cat in the land to mess with me. 
I just wanted to be home and safe in the garden again. Still, he persisted, waiting for 
me to “crack.” I didn’t. I had nothing to say. He was the one to crack.

“Come on then,” he said, finally. “Let’s see what Daddy-O thinks of  the state 
you’re in now.” 

A uniform appeared and manhandled me all the way to the house. 
My mother answered the door. 
Charges were being filed against me. It wasn’t the end of  the world. I was 

being released on my own recognizance but there were conditions to my release. 
There were conditions to everything. I didn’t care anymore. I caught my mother 
looking at me like she was trying to squeeze what she was seeing into a tiny bottle 
of  nothing and looking around for a cap to fit so she could seal it all off forever. I 
sometimes felt that way too. Sometimes. Throw it away. Throw—It—Away. Throw 
it away. Throw it away I said to myself, over and over. And over. Throw it away.
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Then it got to the good part. 
“He’s given me his place of  work but as far as I can glean, he was fired many 

weeks ago,” the detective said. He’d been watching me alright. 
“Oh!” my mother said. My father and sister appeared in the hall from the living 

room.
“Four legs good. Two legs bad,” my sister joked. They both laughed.
“And he buries his beer in the back garden,” my sister added, laughing, doing a 

twirl all pleased with herself. 
“His what?” my mother said, aghast. “He doesn’t even drink.”
“Doesn’t drink!” Both my father and my sister blurted together. They turned to 

look at each other and laughed hysterically.
“He doesn’t!” she said adamantly. And that’s when I fell over and hit my head 

on the floor. I was up as quick barking at the floorboards, blood dripping from 
somewhere onto the floor. I barked. And I barked. And I barked. And I barked. 

Was it over yet? Was I done with? I took off running into the sitting room and 
jumped up on the couch. What did they know! What did I know! I realized that now. 
What did I know? What did I know that was happening to me? What had I done to 
try and stop what was happening to me? What did I care what happened to me? 
Why was what was happening to me, happening to me? I fell asleep. It seemed like 
too much thinking to be thinking about. There was a way and I was moving along 
that way. I was going that way. I was becoming that way. I couldn’t stop myself  going 
that way. It was to be. It was me going away someplace else. And I couldn’t stop it 
anymore.

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

Growl here now long time time forever slow moves don’t remem happen much before 
now growl I lot drugs I think doctor drug not sure bark stare at door lot wait door open 
curl up sleep lots miss outside no visit no see people food good bark I dog finally
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a man and woman meet at TATTERDEMALLION, the secret fetish club 
tucked away at the end of  Bannon Ave, where Hawntag ends and the cities 
begin. the man and woman find one of  the private rooms, known in the 
club as Masochistian Suites, to expand on their encounter. they bypass the 
manacles and stirrups that adorn the suite, buckles lightly clacking in a faint 
breeze, and just submit to the kind of  carnal ferocity only a chemical blend 
of  alcohol and anonymity could stoke to this home-game pornographic 
degree. she fucks with a hissing gasp, he with a sneering grunt, each one 
taking mental notes of  how each inch feels at this exact moment, the walls 
and chains translating the noise in their echoing.

she is on her belly and he’s on top of  her, tightening her ass in his grip as he 
pumps when the door opens. the room goes dark in the shadow of  a large 
glob that now blocks the doorway. the man and woman peel themselves 
off each other to cautiously advance toward this black sun obstruction. the 
light flashes on, clicked by a force unseen. the man instinctively grabs the 
woman’s arm and throws her toward this wheezing monument, a massive 
butting head that emits a chamber-pit blast of  static howling. she rolls over 
the bridge of  its oil-black nose, its viscous ink leaving coal-smears across 
sweat-varnished backmeat, ashes trapped in beads of  glisten like mosquitoes 
caught in the line of  drooling tree sap. the male’s gaze is now laser-locked 
on the slow-rolling growth of  this cranial bulk, studying its details with 
gaping-mouth patience. it blares with the kind of  color gradients found 
on scrambled cable signals, only its features are more visible due both to
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their immense size and captivating otherness. the face’s mouth seems to be sheathed 
(or perhaps even fused) with a thick vagina that’s been cut to sit over the jaw like a 
balaclava. the scent wafting out of  the opening of  the face; the enticing musk of  a wet 
pussy with the lowkey halitosis odor of  coffee stained teeth and film-resined tongue, 
suggests that the interiors of  the oral and genital cavities linked into one tunnel.

just above the face’s brow, nearly taking up the spacial entirety of  its humidity-
steamed forehead, were two letters, an S and a G, hooked together in one jagged 
shape, a rorschach test that could be interpreted as a coiling of  worms. the face only 
spoke 4 words, with the detached cadence of  a sardonic lust killer;

MY NAME IS BLORT.

sitting on your knees. arms behind your back. pulled and tied in chicken wing 
formation. blindfolded with peach-grey gauze that’s been wrapped around the head 
into a hood that frames the mouth that has been gagged with a hard rubber eyeball 
toy.

the rope from your bound arms is tied to a bar held in place between your cuffed 
ankles. gossamer saliva coats the eye ball gag like liquified spider webs, greasing the 
area around the mouth, drool peeling off the thick layer of  dark red lip balm as if  it 
were varnished in paint thinner, running down the chin and neck, mixing with the 
lamp-coaxed sweatbeads that slick the meat of  you with a blinding sheen of  salty 
glisten. the flesh of  your neck is dyed in all the colors of  a domestic violence double 
rainbow. 

they unhook the clawed silver cufflinks holding the gauze tight around your skull. they 
slowly roll the gauze off your head, letting your slicked-back hair breathe, allowing 
for some spit-curls to rupture across the scalp. 
adjust your eyes to see the stage director of  the stressed centerpiece that has been 
made of  you. they’re clad in a crimson leather body suit, masked in a hood that’s 
been patterned to resemble a giant eye ball. your eyes flash wide for a second before 
settling into narrow slits that hungrily scan the inevitable interloper of  your twitching 
pink guts. 

an arterial-gloved hand plucks the eye ball gag out of  your mouth, snapping the tape 
around your cheeks that held it in place. a grunting exhale exfoliates the ear drums, 
followed by a succession of  gasps, hisses, and coos as your face is slapped, your throat 
is choked, and your mouth and nose are respectively clasped and pinched shut. you
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suck at the leather fingers for a moment before they pull down your lower jaw, 
pressing down on your tongue and elongating to snip at the tonsils. a white splash of  
stomach bile spurts across the cold meat wrist like a frilled orgasm.

A CINDER BLOCK is being dragged across a thickly painted concrete floor, the 
bass-heavy scraping colliding off the walls in crunched-gear echo, by a bicycle chain 
that has been bolted to the center of  itself. the end of  the chain is wrapped in a bulk 
around the knuckles of  an opera-gloved hand, belonging to that of  a naked woman; 
heavy-assed with a strong back, like the implausible muse of  an masturbation-
deranged fantasy artist. the woman’s head however is completely covered in thick 
black gauze. 

The woman keeps dragging the cinder block until she stops at her destination; a 
sparse crib that serves as a pen for a low-key deformed infant; cleft pallet breaking the 
lip and leading its splits up the nose, left eye sealed over with a blank patch of  skin, 
ribs visible from malnutrition, the soft spot on the back of  the head seemingly larger 
than normal, though it’s difficult to tell. 

the woman pulls up the cinder block by the chain, resting it in the palms of  her 
gloved hands. she raises the cinder block over her gauze-masked head and throws it 
down across the infant with enough propelled violent force that the infant is almost 
immediately reduced to a mucus-chunked crimson gristle. 

a large watermark slowly materializes over the lingering shot of  the pulped infant, 
reading DAXIS. 

stocky woman. hair pinned back with dishygenic oils. mouth nearly all gums. smeared 
green lipstick stains teeth, stubby from bacterial abundances. approaches a rocking 
bassinet. lifts up a harpoon gun. points it directly into the bassinet. faint cooing. holds 
for thirteen seconds before pulling trigger. harpoon hits the innards of  the bassinet 
with a squelching crunch, like a spear of  bundled sewing needles being snap-vaulted 
into ground veal butt. with quick tug of  the rope that connects the harpoon to the 
barrel of  the gun, the target is removed from the bassinet. the woman helicopter-spins 
the gore-wadded catch at the end of  the harpoon, its necro-souring meat scrapped 
off by the stucco walls of  the industrial nursery.

jism spurts across the back of  a cellphone, the battery cooking out the moisture, 
broiling the sperms to a black-green gum. stability is the kind word for stagnation. 
aimless restlessness rung through the filter of  stunted emotional intellect. stimuli
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gorging skeleton bloat, unwelcome by all. boxed up too tight in a package whose 
accommodations have been woefully misjudged by the sweat-fogged eyelines of  a 
death-worked drone. 

couple on a bed in a sparse industrial space. girl on all fours. silver hair in a fluffed 
bob-cut. large man behind her. she is getting fucked with an open-mouth smile, hips 
grabbed by his large hands. right hand releases, reaching to a stand on the camera 
left. grabs a thin wire. keeps fucking her. keeps smiling. gasps and grunts and escaping 
spittle. wraps the wire around her throat and pulls. chokes and coughs. coughs and 
chokes. his teeth grit and his eyes bulge. her tongue curls out of  her mouth. she bites 
off the tip of  her tongue. blood fills her mouth. keeps fucking her. holds the garrote 
with left hand. right hand reaches behind toward the pillow. pulls a .44 magnum 
pistol out from under the pillow. pulls her up. still fucking her. puts the gun to the 
back of  her head and pulls the trigger. her face explodes, lobbing gore across the 
lens. a hand casually wipes it down. clouded with pink smears, a soft filter over the 
view of  the brute still fucking this brain matter blow up doll. releases the garrote. 
pounds harder and faster... screaming and laughing and cumming sharply into the 
smoking pulp of  her bullet-ruined head. the watermark on the corner of  the clip 
reads DAXIS.

aluminum siding prophylactic vertically rolled like cylindrical gauze down the length 
of  a ninety-six hour erection, bruised to gangrene from its libidinal overstatement. 
the hard-on is then gobbed to its perpetually flushing blood by quick-drying cement; 
the concrete clag having been heavily chunked by pebble chips and clusters of  chain-
kicked gravel into a cadaver-bodied shellac. 

baby corpse recovered from burning auto wreck. baby fat seared to car seat like 
butter on skillet. baby spine bent in half. baby gut meat sandwiched between baby 
head meat and baby cock meat. charnel ouroboros of  baby doll parts. baby arms and 
baby legs hang down in a crumbled clay like ruined pottery on a spin wheel. 

a mentally challenged 50 year old man orbits the children’s section of  the Hawntag 
Public Library. pudgy, balding, stout-limbed, mump-jowled... wire-rim glasses, 
oversized white t-shirt peeking like a skirt from under a puffy black jacket, dark jeans 
and cream velcro sneakers... sausage fingers tented in prayer hands, leeringly bows to 
friendly little girls while making Tina Belcher noises. 

2am’s icy neon. stare agape while focusing on the ambient crackle of  “Always 
Forever” by Cults. next in the queue; Needle Contaminated Pork live set. pink face
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tanned by cellphone light beneath a comforter damp with secretions. 

lately everything is divided between two categories; what i will always hate and what i 
will grow to hate. simmering days and boiling nights, ebbing and flowing with all the 
grace of  undiagnosed schizophrenic episodes.

prepubescent boy—age 10-11. ankles and wrists cuffed tight with belts. blindfolded 
with ace bandages three layers thick, red spots spreading out into small holes and 
skinny drips around the nose, eyes, and mouth. neckbrace inhibits movement of  the 
head. two figures emerge, one on the left side of  the frame and one on the right. 
naked, visibly erect, wearing oiled black driving gloves. they are holding electric 
drills. they each raise a drill to the boys’ temples. off camera, a muffled Andy Warhol-
esque voice says “mmaliright.” the men activate the drills, boring into the sides of  the 
boy’s shrieking face. the men drill until the bits are docking. they roll the drills inside 
the brain, gaping the wounds and scrambling muscle. 

camera stops. 

cut to next scene. 

close-up of  the boy’s face, unwrapped, leaking various lubricants. a mushy, cloppy 
sound can be heard. camera pulls back to reveal the two men mashing the boys’ 
temples with their crotches, grease-gloved hands tussling his mushroom hair. one 
last thrust, shutter and grunt. cocks pulled out, trailing strands of  cum that web 
prepubescent brain matter. boy body slumps down, ass in the air. spermatozoa drains 
out from power-tooled cranial holes, the men flicking their gore-dampend cocks 
across the boy’s bony ass cheeks. 

in the past year of  restless nothing punctuated by panicky fuck-all, my sense of  loss 
has been renewed; sharpened and cutting deep, burning my guts and crackling 
my brains, overcast enlivening arthritic pangs across calloused fingers and plank-
tenderized muscles, pleasure receivers cobwebbed with dust mites and pregnant with 
crickets.

no one suffers but you, right? 

surely no men carry burdensome secrets within, do they?

no men harvest scar tissue from unsolicited fornication, wounds and sores that weep
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clear metallic blood from an unbraced orifice that’s been mutilated by parched, 
insistent cocks, sperm-grimed maggot bulk protruding from demonically unflattering 
physiques, chubby behemoths right out of  molestation PSA central casting, guts 
of  such an intentional bloat that they seem to have been pumped with air at a 
service station, perspiration-varnished meat domes of  black-clogged internal organs 
generating a reflux plume that locks the cadence of  their voices in a belching stasis, 
sporadic body hair implanting a picture of  cheese blocks rolled in the waste-bin of  
a barber shop...

...who is truly more brittle; a 75lbs 6 year old merging with the fluff and metal of  
a compressing box spring, or a 26 year old waifish priss whose fumbling discretion 
schizophrenically fluctuates between fugue states of  callow opportunism and 
begrudging regret?

which truly does more to undermine trust; being questioned or being denied?

which is truly an assault: an indulged proposition vaguely made ugly through coerced 
hindsight, or the prolonged sores and tainted meats that linger long after the impact 
of  direct blunt force physical trauma?

an otherwise pristine charmed-lifer slightly quaking their lip when hazily recalling 
shared drunken encounters during a voluntary deposition, or a streetwalking 
runaway facially pulped with fists and chemicals, fucked in fragments with wood and 
steel, wheezing from mashed lungs that have been punctured by shards of  kicked-in 
rib bones, broken limbs webbed in fire-popping nerves, police tape like a velvet rope 
cordoning off a grisly sculpture at an art gallery?

small boy standing by railroad tracks, playing a game on a tablet. two older boys 
approach him. one older boy moves behind him, the other remains in front of  him. 
the older boys are holding hand saws that have been filed down into large knives. the 
small boy doesn’t notice the two older boys until one saw is pushed through his back, 
followed quickly by the other saw being stabbed through his belly. the small boy lets 
out high pitch whines as the older boys push and pull the hand saw knives through 
his tiny meat. the face boy saws up the the small boy’s chest, while the rear boy saws 
down the small boy’s waist. sun flare on the spotted lens turns all three boys into 
glowing white shadows; grime-pocked cherubs merged by the saws into a paper-doll-
chain and lacerated by beam-flails of  the lord. 

large translucent letters begin to crawl across the heaven-blurred triplet ray; an

floating stain
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impact font signature that spells out DAXIS. i remember when i was the age of  a school 
shooter, clinging desperately to the hope that the one girl i had wanted every day for 2 years 
would finally give me a chance, despite her barely concealed loathing of  what this obsession 
had made of  me.

the two of  us were able to keep it relatively civil, and i confined my frustration and self-
loathing to band practice and increasingly deranged masturbation habits. but one day i 
couldn’t hold it in any longer.

we were sitting in the cafeteria, and she was griping about her aunt giving her a gift 
certificate to the Gap, and for some reason it was this annoyingly trite expression of  moody 
teen angst that started the reactor, and i launched into a pretty nasty tirade about her being 
a poser, and... at the top of  her lungs... in a crowded cafeteria... at a table full of  friends and 
acquaintances... she called me “dickless.”

it was in that moment that the revenge fantasies directed at her succession of  boytoys were 
now sharply pointed toward her person... doing physical harm to her... nearly mummifying 
her body in spools of  garrote wire, dangling her at the neck with a belt that has been wrapped 
around a meathook fixture in the ceiling, whipping her exposed flesh with extension cords, 
the blooming gashes sutured into pink slits with glue fresh from a hot glue gun, branding 
and carving my initials across her skin ala Krug and Mary in Last House On The Left, 
raped until its a fuck, fucked until its broken. the permissive nice guy shit clearly wouldn’t 
work on this fucking pig. she needs to be deconstructed until there’s nothing but a fissured 
cranium being held together streaks of  mascara, snot lobs, and split lips. 

it wasn’t about not fucking me. it wasn’t about not loving me. it was about not respecting 
me. leaving me alone for entire seasons once things got too real. not being direct. making 
me afraid to be direct. for all the well-maybe-later’s. for us making out on more than one 
occasion only for her to tell people that i’m “more like a brother.” for her warm facade and 
pre-scripted cuteness acting a mask for vengeance-motivated sociopathy.

she hated the word “cunt.” maybe i’d brand that word on her cunting forehead... ventilate 
my percolating loathsomeness through carving out her blood in order to alleviate the 
enhanced stings of  rejection. it acts as an emotional/intellectual detoxifyer, enabling me to 
go about the rest of  my day without coming apart at the seams. processed, digested, and the 
waste expunged from out hearts and minds.

SOMETHING DEEP. SOMETHING VICIOUS. SOMETHING PURE. FUCKED 
TO THE CORE. CORED TO A FUCK. FACES THAT GRIT AND CONTORT

n. casio poe / d.w. cammbua / richey walker
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UNCONCERNED WITH MAINTAINING A MANUFACTURED DECORUM.
ONLY ACTS THAT VILIFY. IMMUNE TO POSTURING. TIGHTENED 
HARDENING HARDENED TIGHT. HAIR STAINS PILLOW CASE. BODIES 
POUR A MATTRESS LAGOON. SLAP LANGUAGE. WELT CALLIGRAPHY. 
GASP HARMONIES. ARTICULATION FAILURES. HURT STASIS. ACHE-WEBS. 
EXCESS SALIVA. NO TACKY RADIO. CONSOLATION VOID. CREEP FEVER.

a young woman being dragged down a staircase, her chin clipping each step on the way 
down... a visibly younger woman being mashed repeatedly against the corner of  a burning 
oven while her bound hands hover its open door... a troublingly young girl being menaced 
with a large cattle prod while she trips into the toppling detritus of  a hoarder’s filthy 
kitchen... a black screen with the word SOON in plain white text... a large white wrench 
coming down on a glass table covered with voided brain matter and near-mulched viscera 
and chewed-out skin fractals... a quick flash of  the letters DWM. 

i allowed them transport through all the doubt i’ve willed into solitude’s completion. 

4 of  them entered. beings from the inversion of  our multiverse, lined up like sardonic alt-
rockers in a music video. they resemble bodies found on scrambled cable signals; wriggling 
figures of  melting neon and screaming black, faces locked agape in a mongoloid sneer. their 
throats grind out a garbled harshness that sounds as if  entire sentences are being smashed 
into a single word. i can articulate but one portion of  the encoded esophageal noise:

SHARGNOGAIM GARMONGHAZI!

with the utterance of  this whatever, each being is vertically halved by a gash of  harsh light. 
the four beams merge into a crucified monster; head is that of  a mutant toad, torso a grainy 
blow-up of  an acephalic infant’s moaning face, left thigh a portal to a pile of  skulls. behind 
the also transparent right thigh a pornstar billows smoke in a pillowy fountain between her 
parted lips. for each second i study this corporeal collage a crease in my brain gapes open, 
enabling thoughts to prolapse into ropey blossoms that burst out of  my skull in fat curls of  
donkey meat. 

the four from earlier return to slide their hands into the fissures at the tips of  my now 
tentacled brain, directing the hemorrhage of  their essence into the marble husk where an 
approximation of  an inner self  had once claimed occupancy.

i lounge in the alley-crawl between violation and acquiescence, resisting all pause.

floating stain
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Woman/Baby

woman moving// over packed dirt// dress colored //shit// water stained// cotton 
gown// garment// more beautiful//stained in the ways// of  loss//babies head //round 
as moon// poking between cleft// of  //burning crotch// bush thick //as briar patch//
baby miscarried// in clawing// dark night //of  uterus//arms stuck//clawing //sutured 
hole//sweat of  flesh//gluing cotton dress//to skin yellow// as buried skull //or//
unbrushed tooth//weight between legs//heavy as//a deadfall// necrotic pulp// bristling 
thighs// leaving marks// like rope burn// weeping red//blistered// inside of  fatty// 
white thigh //curdled by dead tissue //scraping womans legs// babies head// lolling like 
moon// across sky// dark as pitch//corpse wax //covering head//like moss// in forest// 
of  burning crotch//thick and yellow// as old tooth//baby dangled// half  in womb //like 
worm// wriggling//in apple//patiently cored// from its hull//milk thistles sticking// to 
cotton dress//cutting bird boned// ankles//feet bare// tender//thistles drawing blood//
thistles carving runes// in ankles// mother of  dead child// gurgling in growling dark// 
stream gurgles//in growling dark// creek gurgles//in growling dark// sounds like/ baby 
choking //on steak// or other foods//thick with fat// and grease//babies head like moon 
//poking from clouds// of  thick black hair// the mother of  miscarriage//dragging legs// 
through milk thistle// sap sticky// on legs // creamed to//white thighs// corpse wax //
yellow like moon// welting inside// white thighs//legs mowing //down path //beaten 
like bodies//strewn in fields //of  abuse //clots of  phlegmy birth// wasted in fold// of  
yolky cloth//bushmeat of  crotch//full of  black hair//and// flesh thickened// with long 
use// clots of  dead birth// phlegmed from// eternal wound//of  crotch//split lip//
cramping gut//in center//of  all things// holy//the mercy of  //wasted life //dragged in 
hellish// light// mouth open //to burning wind //bees flying// into tongue// pounding 
with poison// in half  scream// burnt in throaty //whole// body shivering//scurvyed 
breeding//baby head// plump as fruit// seeding //in friction of  legs//bushmeat 
calloused //years of  long use// stale piss //dribbling// down leg //musty //filled with 
filaments// of  fear//golden clusters// of  heat //smoothing down leg// in fear// of  dead 
birthing// filaments// of  dead birthing// stillborn in filigreed lines// dripping down 
leg// like baby shit //clinging desperate// to trunk of  legs//trunk of  legs// baby shit 
smooth//wet covering trunk// of  thighs// thin branches// of  calves //ankles brittle//
as bird eggs// brittle as //beer bottles//worn by long rains//baby shit// stored deep// 
in the uterus// leaking out //like a garden hose// smashed with nails //leaking like pie 
filling// overflowing pan// baby shit//stored deep inside// mother //dead droppings //
flowing //like water// over thirsty// trunk of  legs// blessed// with// dead//life// of  
dead life of  dead baby of  dead baby of  dead baby of  dead baby of  dead baby of  dead baby 
of  dead baby of  dead baby of  dead baby

woman/baby
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Butchery Has a Smell

Butchery//has//a smell
O Lord

That belt of  furs//you wore
It stitched itself
in dreaming

The blue moon//of  the blade
Arched and flashed

Up//the stomach
The entrails slithered out

Onto //the//grease//of  grass
Bright pink and steaming

in
The mystery of  gut and coil

O LORD
You laid that body down

Washed twice
Washed twice

You laid that body down
The golden skin//in oil
The golden oil
Dripped// from//skin

the greasy grass
Shone bright white
like nocturnal flowers
turning towards the moon

s.m.h.
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five drawings

his own technique
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a new pet
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five drawings
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five drawings

at the ready



It was late June, the Aegean was transparent, and the swimmer felt 
utterly content in its soft embrace. He had left his towel and portable 
chess set on a deserted crescent of  beach and had plunged into the 
maternal waters of  the summer sea and simply begun to swim. He had 
no destination and no purpose. But to swim endlessly seemed a worthy 
activity, if  not exactly a cause. And so he swam, slowly paralleling the 
coast of  Spetses, the occasional sandy beach, the rocky shore with 
its sea urchins and starfish, the outcropping headlands marking his 
progress, the gently curving coves unfolding like the body of  a beloved.

After a timeless stretch of  time, a small, deserted beach tucked 
between two promontories slowly came into view. As he approached, 
he saw a man reading on the beach, his head supported by a driftwood 
tree trunk. He did not wish to emerge from the sea, to invade the 
other’s privacy, but, after more than an hour of  total solitude, he felt 
an urge to speak to a fellow human being. So he called out yassou, 
and asked what was beyond the next headland. The bronzed solitary 
reader looked up from his book, contemplated the passing swimmer, 
and in a quietly stern voice, gave an oracular response: 

Keep Ithaka always in your mind
Arriving there is what you’re destined for.

Nodding his head thanks, in puzzled acquiescence, Alexis kept on 
swimming. He was astonished to have encountered those verses from

Alexis 
Levitin
Swimming
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Cavafy’s great poem “Ithaka,” called out to him by that solitary figure, an unlikely 
prophet in a modest black bathing suit, on a narrow strip of  yellow sand. He wondered 
how that uncanny directive could be relevant to his progress along the shores of  
Spetses, with the entire bulk of  the Peloponnesus between him and Odysseus’ Ithaka 
in the far-off Ionian Sea. Surely the advice, nay the command, was not precisely 
geographic in nature. And so, mulling the stranger’s words, he continued his slow 
progress through the serenity of  the glassy sea.

Beyond the headland the rocky coast continued, deserted. Soon he saw that what 
had looked like a peninsular was actually a small island with boulders and low-lying 
scrub. As he drew near, he could hear the insistent shrilling of  cicadas under the 
hot sun.  Slowly he passed the island, then decided to circle around it. He found a 
tiny beach, but there was no sign of  life. Further on, however, he was surprised to 
discover a very small chapel, blazing white under the midday sun. The island was 
clearly uninhabited, yet someone had built the chapel. As he swam by, he thought 
he glimpsed a candle flickering in an alcove beside the front door. Perhaps the white 
chapel, sharp-etched against the blue Aegean sky, was dedicated to a local saint, 
to be used only on his designated feast day once a year. Alexis continued his quiet 
breaststroke and left the chapel and the island behind him.

The water remained warm and comforting and so he swam on. Finally, he saw 
a sleek sailboat anchored in the distance before him, its elegant lines mirrored in the 
stillness of  the sea. As he drew near, he could make out the name engraved on the 
stern: Invitation au Voyage. On the mast there flew the flags of  Greece and of  France. 
A lanky young man was stretched out on the deck, reading a book. He was protected 
from the sun by a simple awning. The swimmer drew near and for the second time 
on his leisurely journey, he called out yassou to a stranger. 

The stranger looked up and put down his book. He returned the greeting, but in 
formal English: “Good afternoon,” he said. The swimmer asked permission to cling 
for a bit to a buoy hanging from the stern of  the pleasure craft. He quickly declared 
that he had no intention of  invading the boat, he only wished to rest for a few minutes 
from his pleasant, aimless swim. As he clung to the buoy rope, he could see the cover 
of  the book the stranger had been reading. Stark against a black background, was the 
word Anabase. He had read the book in T.S. Eliot’s translation back in grad school, 
but its content was lost in the mists of  the past. The slender Frenchman seemed not 
to mind the unexpected visit. The swimmer asked if  St. John Perse was one of  his 
favorites. Bemused by the question, glancing back at the book in his hand, the young 
man replied: “He is not only a fine poet, but it so happens, he was my god-father as 
well.” The swimmer was impressed. He dared to inquire further. The Frenchman 
continued in elegantly accented English: “St. John Perse was a close friend of  my 
grandfather. You might have heard of  him: Jules Supervielle. In any case, due to that

swimming
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connection, my father grew up knowing St. John Perse and stayed with him and his 
wife when he was in France. As for me, I was named after him.”

“Your name is St. John Perse?” 
“No, my name is Alexis. His real name, you know, was Alexis Legere.”
The swimmer was astonished. Had he swum all afternoon with no clear aim, no 

destination, only to find another Alexis in his path? Had he come all that way to find 
himself  in another man’s skin, another man’s charmingly French-imbued English? 
Was this Alexis his destination? Had he been swimming, unawares, towards himself  
during all those aimlessly pleasant hours?

Or had he been seeking, blindly, a stranger, an Alexis with the same marker as 
himself, but with an unfathomable otherness within? 

“I, too, am Alexis,” he finally offered. His counterpart was startled, then smiled. 
“What a coincidence,” he said. “Or could it be,” and his voice rose with a 

modulated ironic lilt, “Could it be a case of  synchronicity?”
Bemused, they went on to chat about South America, since the Frenchman had 

grown up in Uruguay and the swimmer had lived for years in Brazil. They went on 
to discuss modern poetry, praising Rilke and Lorca, Celan and Pavese. They talked 
about voyages and where they might lead. They talked about the endless search for 
we know not what. Alexis on board offered a sip of  red wine to Alexis the swimmer. 
And as the swimmer, waving good-bye, started to turn back, since the afternoon’s 
empty beauty had already been answered, however ambiguously, Alexis on board 
the Invitation smiled a most amiable benediction and called out to the receding figure, 
slowly returning to where it had come from: “Et alors, mon vieux, bon voyage!”

alexis levitin
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four poems

Eleven Butchers Gloar

The ghost piano swells in the clitoral distance,
nibbling all the slop excellence of  brief  and simple rites. 
—What strange beasts. What odd loves.
What excellent players. Some light,
some comedy, some candy—
whiskey, chocolate and your
fine little arms are the 
linchpins on which 
this tale spins, dreaming 
from the waist up,
both sides of  my voice
farsickening the sky. Animosity 
spills like grains of  pepper, a grey dove 
nestling in the porch fern. Only the illusion 
of  peace, the orange of  the sunset—a missile 
that pierces my heart’s penalty knife will do. 
But I am the beautiful one.
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Too Closer Far

With no one to milk them, 
the heavy horses, brilliant and white, 
suffer and sleep into a dozen red pails, 
a dust museum’s requiem example 
of  comfort to others—the ones who crawl, 
who go down to the sea in a salt-smell 
of  nocturnal purring. Still, I would like 
to empty you, cleanse you, dry you—
sew your sides wide open, arms flat above 
head, hands and long fingers pointing north, 
eyes ever up, legs straight, ankles bound to float—
sweep aside the ghost droppings and kneel within,
grasp my paddle and push out, out away from here

matt dennison
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Point the Spokesman

Today I sought oblivion and failed—
all the distant me’s resisting—though
once I fought the raging ocean,
beat its waves black with my
feet and hands, seasoned its lightning
sky to death and slapped its bobbing
head with the palm of  love—the singularity 
of  a piece of  light upon reflection, the gloom 
of  aquaria, the horns of  the snail, the handle 
and the spout that will always align the surrounding 
thousand moments of  truth, flattening for all time 
that cheapest of  words—understanding—duly
abhorred by all rich labors.

four poems
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One Acre Left

She knitted her moose-gut rug
while saying, “It’s hard to talk about
how the dirt feels in the shovel—
the pots, the pans, the walls,
the young mother smiling
at the babe in her arms,
the first, the last, the only
luxury item she will ever possess.
The waitress’s old hand 
bringing us fresh pie—
the brown ghost crawling 
elegiac over the mouth, 
playing the pucker-pipes’
vile gesture of  respect. How 
the cat doing flips in the street
is not playing. How the night within 
its etiquette complete observed us 
wandering the darkened streets to count 
how many definite bats are now ceiling
your house in the deep dark maybe of
everyone with a picture of  themselves
crying pinned to their sleeve and 
how the sun, when the moon 
has just laid her eggs.”

matt dennison





All tingles, rages and twinges are all part of  the malaise, moil and 
agony of  an unmet need, the need reeking of  lack, sloth and inertia, 
ghastly boredom. I could frisk through a crowd and not see the most 
common and unremarkable of  them, in ruined buildings I could sit 
and meditate, or swan down to barmaids for carrion to feed my itch. 
By solstice, ageless and inaudible, by midsummer, crass and glib, I 
could be sitting in the shade of  a church, and a fume of  cloyed mollusk 
could rouse me, I could even on islands, here and now, hear the bray of  
half-assembled horses. I could fall drunk in the flowerbeds of  a quaint 
country park. All dolorous, I could know this in the moment, picking 
flowers with my teeth. By autumn, I could hear a chorus of  fowl, 
and drudge up the waterlogged creeks and flounder. By year’s end, I 
could reef  on the dire moss of  a deserted dock, everywhere now and 
everywhere then, as the pelicans thrash, and chase me into a language 
that might disappear, or a freer, free country.

I could talk to the moths, musing dissolutely rather than 
impetuously; or, wildly at odds with the pastoral decor, of  cadavers and 
dodecagrams, the myth of  flight and its pamphlets that kill the brain. 
They fall like stones, back into life from the cattle-floor, astronomies 
all pinned to the pern. I could bide in the moon’s sarcastic fire, clean 
my wounds before I return to the faunus. I am the face, the voice, the 
breath that leads me to and away from bounds, the lips that make 
up for the ides of  idle chatter, aching with mounds, allness, colossus, 
argonaut, perhaps they are not compounded, slowly unraveling,

Evan
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Desolator
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possessed, and unaccountable. They are all pioneers, and fly to fire instead of  water.
I could dive in, its dark hue evoking the forest of  the sky, and fibrillating with 

failed gravity, and its trees singing in aria with bullfinches and warblers; a new coition 
is sapped off the surface, and dotted across bowers in marmalade moans. I could truss 
myself  abreast, husk and all, and return to life from the other to digest the last face 
discovered, a trompe l’oeil of  veils in succession, beginning to guise around the world, 
it was a morose business, this felled Yggdrasil: the sky, the evening sky, the empty sky, 
bludgeoned, burned, garroted, and coloured in vitriol, the fungoid, the incipient, the 
tickle of  disorientation, over the lethargic windmills, an especially unsavory kind of  
decay, an insufferable decadence without crescendo.

I was on plinth-sized pedestals, a maquette of  ouroborean futility, a point of  view 
from cartogravures, on empty see-saws and carousels, a desolator, eyes lucent and 
cragged, yoked in a cometfall of  the philharmonic of  terror, now shaping its dents on 
the handmirrors of  humanity, xerotic, eczemic, dysplastic, bequeathing its denticles 
to the spines of  bibles. I fathom that withering, I feign that oath, I foist this drowned 
man they’ve called a pilot. Catch me if  you can, but I’ve reached my last port of  call, 
the centre of  my cosmic lameness, forever rearing up for ruination, vainly wailing, 
unwilling to die.

I am not men. I was never men. 

desolator
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o quartet

portrait of o

the term is there pointing back at the source as it tries to emanate a dance it tries to
break out of  its little spoonfuls of  thoughts that reel around in the cup it believes its a
necessity if  a necessity brings about a little of  the same it waits in intervals of  minutes that
don’t amount  it looks like a person with a hat and no shoes      it wanders around in
a dark part of  a room and makes a circle out of  a square there is a little bit of  light here that
we step into to see it  it keeps a purse half  open and starts to talk to the curtains 
       it laces up its boots and its off to the races  it puts itself  down like a sick dog or a 
cup of  hot coffee in the morning before work it works like it likes the smell of  sawdust its a
rebel inside of  a lidded locked dome  underneath its skirt it likens to the small town 
brambles and the thorns they stick in young boys’ sides it is an animal with a face but no
mouth  it makes expressions in clouds that yammer back and forth at each other without 
partaking in the cloud gazing your pressure feels its way around the lines of  the space

your eyesight is a gift and curse of  sworn words and keeping structure in the walls of  the
prison your perceptions bang on each other without warrant or warning  it does similar 
things  it smells without smelling it speaks without speaking its trying to find a way
out of  the next cycle of  the wheel it keeps yelling at the day you keep yelling at it     it
walks back out from the corner and reveals itself  from shadow it reveals itself  to be another 
word in the next sentence that we haven’t spoken yet                   you begin to hold down on
the palms of  your hands with the points of  your fingers          you talk down to it like you talk down 
to your dog or cat        you tense up like a fusty wound            you bring your fist to your face
               it spits out the blood for you  it curls up in the sun for you and cooks like a
cracked egg  it beckons your weight out for you  you plant the anger in the cushions 
that it hides its hide behind  you and your needy looking and prying it tears up and 
goes away it counts a number with trees in a different wood it pushes a cloud up from the
ground and looks up from that ground it grinds its teeth between sunken cheeks there in 
the words: the grinding and the gyrating of  the closure     the walls closing in  everything 
there is made up of  cold heat of  hot snow clogging the pipes of  the days you 
lick your lips with the hatred     it picks up a rock and eats it whole you beat a line to the
next outline of  a law     you wait till the sun goes down and hold onto your britches like they’re the 
last piece of  you left after a gashing wind no place like the next place           made
to blind  made to tarnish the eyes with soot and creeping tears  particles to irritate 
                   roads to try and map out existing fissures to frustrate with woe     it sucks in a breath
and walks in a circle    you cringe with the thought of  having thought about it it turns around 
and places its face against the dirt it circles into squares into halves into ecstatic nihilist

visions               it is not as sure as it could be if  seen
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          o flicks a wet match

pen and frame lying notes
in succession  there’s no
food in its stomach something
curls up in the middle of  the
room to watch  leave the
back door open while the grievances
lurch forward  I am tired
I am so so tired                and
swimming again loosely played
in the thought of  having been
in water the day is a crack
in the wall sucking oxygen can’t
seem to get past the drywall
kitchen floor with holes for
draining reminders of  bunking
in rooms with boys dirty taught
outline of  the past in hard
thoughts for public playing against
piss ridden doorways  the looser
no the harder the better  I
still lie in wait  closer to
two AM I get to be more natural/
    caustic

but supposedly the lacking is
killing me  I don’t know you
standing in one pinch of  sun from
a slatted sliding door  shudder to
think of  the last seconds of  a year
gone  seeping inches into 
the present a pinched off present
to put you in yr place         inside
the lines scratching pain from
beneath a blanket baring sores
for an empty room with a cell phone
playing all of  my personalities on
youtube  I wish I could pick and
choose I couldn’t stop

n. amara
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in passing cold saddle from
the other side of  the partition
calling  cropped up cans plates
and cigarette butts and the getting 
up inside that age again bearing 
a sickle cell worth that stabs inside two
fingers wide 

                 plunging into the same set of
fears again in a secret word or a note that
tinkers around for ages it aches
o god  it aches  no
bagging limit       big sack of  the
sorry ways       singing to the
tune of  lets play breed again
all of  the old honeys and the
dragging make room for the babies
of  plans again       and a new lock
of  ideas       a sharp split a porch
to lay on for a night it’s 
such a hard of  heart layman’s
terms way of  picking up for the
same telemarketer everyday  the
dead air of  the dream spreading
surplus and singing singing
in the wind and air     certain rhythm
certain dancing       till it hammers a
particularity on and calls it
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          o digs deeper

I’m avoiding myself  in the mirror
 the heat is tragic                flayed
bottom to top with the wrong rhythm
wrong gimmick in the step and there’s
too much of  the dead pulses to pull
the full self  thru I need prisms
for scrying the death of  every
subject that knocks knees pressure
from the lip of  a cliff  courtesy
of  clean air and small words the
syllables start eking thru                turned
judgment around small placing
slow steady  this body cracks
peels on words                a wish and a 
simple line can’t find the damage
in its heart of  heart arresting
anger slim danger near tops
of  words the knees falter it
needs urging on 

   I can’t make
a lense of  this needle eye of
this daylight name pushing
swords thru public spaces
keeping figurative action like
a locked gate  and near no one and
near nothing  the new letters
trace the old lines and regroup
into too few new phases                spaced
out in the record of  the day
cropped up peering from shadows
in the rain she knows they
were all wrong/wrong song

neat places and the neat things
we will do there a pad of
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pages stabbed thru with preempting
daze the curb rolls in to
raise up and replace the lines
concrete cased brackets create
backward streets                old homes
made new made old               the
severity of  the cause
                comes from craving some
                thing whole 

                 they hold steady 
fire of  the room                 fire of  
the close calls in crowded
corners                a swift day from
a ditch curls skyward  a small
smoke from down in the whole
the nearness and the distance
won they draw in the scenery
replace the stitches with a 
mouthful of  hot blood turned
silver against the wall  cutting
into the mirror  the new
age again the new age again

the trimmings of  the day
now in stars and a dixie
cup the trimming goes
away empty hard tense where
they went hard fog over and
the lanes keep drawing themselves
I keep the business end nailed to a
free beam in the pasture
full of  fixtures  the roads
choke on the old and go there
to wet themselves on rust
and nails                old railed road ties
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I keep laying down on the
line I lay down and I keep
laying down the line I keep
living the words with the
horrible blood of  the past
the past keeps itself  fresh
for the mulling of  the present
GOD OF THE SELF FRESHENS
UP IN THE BACK ROOM
 shaved like a dogged dog
show prize keep dogging my voice
keeps this longing hot

GOD OF SELF  that’s curtains for
Us she’s laying in the dirt 
 near passing, she just
passes out you know the
ledger of  the days and the
reason we wanted to get
out of  graves  today just
didn’t happen  if  you feel
agile leave a message
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o quartet

o burning curling shaking

near the beams the thing lingers
a passage in yr book describes
the desperation of  peeling off
the new losses as if  they never
took place. I’ll be waiting it
says I like the flavor of
dead air                turn clockwise
to a blunt object of  affection
a resuscitated cry masked with
dry coughing  rued days
build up into a lung’s callous
blank plate an open circle
a meal for two or four
ten tons of  meat for feeding
a loose piece of  oxygen
two as in the number
make mistakes I bury under
no lessons are taught let alone
learned here  

   up in the corner
can’t you see it a masked
man a pulling from the edges
a ripping in the circle  the
breech                 a cave in                circling the
wagon  a trough full of
mud  two again split
in two by the moat of  guilt
the characters scratch out them
selves  a ghost in thin lined
fog  the mask is for protection
from the human elements 

   the placement
of  the pain is impeccable                an
aural storm of  longing  after
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the pride wears down the guilt
eats its dinner  I make wishes
in frozen doorways many lanes
many lines lead ways where the
ambulances break down and the
borrowed hours wait
 two horses suspended
running messages of  greying
skill lack of  content, lack of
filling, unfull

   the empty head
leading with blank feet                blank
peace  a normalcy of  ends
taking up residence in the hollow
of  the jobs craters of  kinetic
energy burn our forests                on a
terrace dangling tarot cards like
feathers turn again and wait
turns to weight and mends by
gravity broken breaking it
again    curbing wind placing
grains of  sand on the tracks
fresh grain of  salt in the
morning fresh rain of  faults
after mourning  we stop to
make the outline of  our self  I 
start to make the coffee

no two are alike the one is
a kind of  knife that possibility
cuts itself  on  O piecemeal
wanderer O peace of  mind O
nly comes in the grave                death is 
a false claim on the wealth of
the self  the bottom shelf  full
of  a dust of  speaking  word
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shrapnel                lying debris lying to
me I’m a poacher  sailor fucker
mother  crystallization of  the need
of  need                hit the sun like a piñata
cold rays fall forward from
these days of  swords
 
                 some swarm to come by
something petering into a dry hum
simply it ends soothingly dry
guilt crushed into warm ash  a
sifting sound         I pass under a 
dim light                I press on hard through
a net of  flies they kiss me
hard inside of  the stomach of  the 
words  no the lessons are not here
the acid of  waking brings up a 
belly full of  reeling

o quartet



My father spent years stripping the bark from trees.
“I want them to be naked like I am,” he’d say.
He screamed at passers-by. My brother hid from him inside the 

house. My brother was always a passer-by. My mother told stories. She 
rolled her own cigarettes. We had a sister for a few years and then we 
didn’t. My parents told us they let her live but they had no interest in 
ever finding her. 

Bark-stripping got us into trouble some years back. My father, an 
idealist by nature, decided to strip the Trembling Giant, also known as 
Pando, Latin for I spread out. The Trembling Giant is the world’s oldest 
clonal colony of  Quaking Aspen. Pando takes up hundreds of  acres 
of  land somewhere in Southern Utah. After he read about Pando, 
Father began to grasp objects more tightly, he enunciated his speech, 
he shaved, he bathed, he even began reading again. 

“It feels great to work towards something,” he’d say to his 
psychologist. 

He always apologized to us. He told us that he wished he could tell 
stories like our mother. Instead, he cooked. When he discovered the 
Giant, his meals, our meals, became more exuberant and inspired. The 
food induced visions of  Acanthostega crawling onto the shore. All the 
while, he made his plans. Pando sat there—the oldest living thing, the 
heaviest. He left early one morning, his knife between his teeth as he 
drove. He left no note. Our mother borrowed a car from our uncle, 
her brother with calloused fingers. When we arrived in Utah, they had
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already jailed our father.
“We got him trying to kill the tree.”

Our father came home depressed. He slept restlessly, speaking in tongues, groping 
at our mother in the night. They started sleeping in different beds. He spent days in 
the attic. He read Marx. He watched silent films. Our house reeked of  marijuana. A 
forest started to grow in our backyard.

He decided to stay in bed from then on.
My brother, who, by then, had left home and founded a university in the tunnels 

of  an abandoned gold mine, came back to help. Our father no longer shouted at 
him, though he was still a passer-by. My mother told us a story when he arrived. The 
night we spent in Utah, she dreamt of  her mother, father, and siblings floating on a 
raft, carried further and further away from her by the waves. Sea birds sounded over 
her head. She awoke in the hotel room to a scream. A shot rang out in the hallway. 
Neither me nor my brother woke up. She sat in the silence for a while, stood up, 
locked the deadbolt, and fell back to sleep. The next morning, Mother said, she 
gathered our things and took us home. 

Then Father spoke, telling us he finally had a story.
He said it came from the time of  his incarceration. They barred the windows 

in the cell, letting in a small amount of  light; there was no bed, no roll, not even a 
blanket; the toilet was a wooden bucket in which spiders had nested. He occasionally 
digressed into the nature of  his crime, saying:

“They had it all wrong! I wasn’t trying to kill it. I just—I just...” 
He continued to set the scene: the guards, the food, the first few days in a solitary 

cell. On the third day, a man named Francis arrived. My father couldn’t remember 
what Francis looked like but he told us they jailed him for shooting an Albatross. 
Francis told our father he was wrongly accused, that everything would sort itself  out 
in time. Laying on the ground that night, Francis said that this wasn’t his strangest 
experience. Once, when he was young, he worked in an assembly-line at a factory. 
This, Francis said, was during the era of  Intelligence, so the function of  the factory 
had to remain a secret. They had Francis assembling Gear 209b to Metal Component 
47b and attaching it to Body Section 27. But one day, two men informed him that 
he was to switch positions. They called it a promotion. Francis became a part of  the 
Communication Team. He couldn’t tell anyone about this position. Instead, they 
expected him to tell people he was a janitor. This made Francis feel ashamed. His 
wife and children thought he cleaned floors and toilets. Instead, he learned how to 
translate a code being sent to the factory.

He took an oath.
He excelled in his work. The messages contained the names and quantities of  the
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objects the factory produced. No functions, just numbers, names, and dimensions. 
If  he ever told anyone what the factory made, or what he actually did at the factory, 
they would charge him with treason and kill him. However, this was beside the 
point, according to Francis. He didn’t find the job itself  strange; something strange 
had happened at the job. During lunch one day, a young man approached him. 
The young man wore an eye-patch and made sounds with his mouth. Francis tried 
to understand, but found the noises indecipherable. The young man grew angry. 
Francis, not knowing what to do, simply finished his lunch. As Francis rose from 
his seat, he looked up. The young man had removed his eye-patch. From his empty 
socket came a flash, then the young man’s body began to melt. 

Ants emerged from the liquid carrying a roll of  film across the floor. They 
disappeared underneath a wall. Two men met Francis outside of  the break room, 
terminated his employment, and relocated him to a small, unmapped island 
“somewhere near the Bermuda Triangle.” He lived at the bottom of  a lighthouse. 
His only task was to shine the lamp during the night. During the day, he sat at the 
top and looked at the horizon. He told our father it was an illusion of  perspective, 
something one could never really reach, but was most certainly there. Wherever we’re 
located, at any point in time, Francis said, we could occupy someone else’s horizon—
like the boats being pulled towards the land and the seagulls ascending over the 
waves. After about eight years on the island, a man from the factory visited Francis.

The man put him on a boat.
“Now I’m here,” Francis told our father.
That night, they slept side by side, their bodies giving each other warmth. In the 

morning, two men came to the entrance of  the cell, greeted Francis, and escorted 
him down the cold hallway. 

Our father never saw him again. 
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Semiotics—Semiotics, boiled down, is the study of  signs, such as 
objects (wedding rings) or behaviors (handshakes), and the possible 
interpretations of  those signs. Modern semiotics, as studied today, 
comes from theories outlined by Ferdinand de Saussure, who defined 
it as “the life of  signs within society,” and from Charles Sanders 
Peirce, who terms signs as “something which stands to somebody for 
something”.1

The French, evidently, were fascinated by this emerging field, as 
great semiotics theorists from the twentieth century include Claude 
Lévi-Strauss, Jacques Lacan and Jean Baudrillard, with outliers in 
Jakob von Uexküll (German) and Valentin Voloshinov (Russian). 

Many, when writing, blended semiotics with ideas from other fields 
of  study. In much of  his work, Roland Barthes often approached 
semiotics through the lens of  personal writing.

Not simply semiotics in the big, grand world. But semiotics as it has 
applied to me.

Accompanied—Prior to beginning my research, here is the little I knew 
about Barthes: he was a French academic with Marxist leanings, many 
of  his texts were meditations exploring the subject of  semiotics, he was 
a gay man (to this day that he was a gay man is not well-known) and he 
had lived with his mother nearly all his life. Her death destroyed him.
That is a fact.

Her death (although to an outsider it would not seem much of  a
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shock, as she was eighty-five and sickly) turned his world upside down. Barthes died 
three years after his mother, of  complications from being struck by a laundry truck. 
There is still much speculation regarding his death. I have read it was an accident, 
plain and simple. I have read too it was deliberate, a suicidal misstep into the path of  
an oncoming vehicle.

That he lived with his mother is only important to explore here in that it means 
he did not live alone. Someone was there while he worked and wrote and theorized. 
There was someone with whom he could speak, freely, at any hour of  the day. There 
was someone who could listen, when it was frustrating, when the words refused to 
come out orderly, instead staying a tangled snarl of  black ink. Someone he knew. 
Someone he loved.

I have found there is a tendency to dismiss this arrangement within the world of  
writers. Having someone there, consistently, be it a mother, a brother, a husband, a 
wife, a partner. This is seen as unimportant, secondary, an element outside of  the 
writing. But I would argue that having someone, living accompanied, is the very 
thing that allows writers to keep writing.

I can see now why the death of  Barthes’s mother killed him.
 

Labor—The only way I can describe what it feels like to write is stolen from a song 
by Stooges frontman Iggy Pop, “Open Up And Bleed.” Arguably, that is what he is 
most famous for, slashing himself  to ribbons with shards of  smashed glass and broken 
drumsticks while performing. This is my personal shorthand, what I scribbled in my 
notebook while I tried to bring this all together into some semblance of  coherency. 
Writing is hard work. I am not, by nature, an open or an honest person. Spilling 
out family secrets, spilling out my secrets, spilling the truth out onto the page hurts. 
It is dragging the stem of  a broken wineglass across my breasts while an indifferent 
audience watches on. Open up and bleed, my blood is ink. This is a labor not 
recognized.

Yes, of  course, writing is satisfaction. Writing has helped me process. Writing is 
what has kept me sane over the past three years. Writing is pride. Writing is pleasure. 
But. Writing is hard work. And this is what people seem to forget.

An act of  creativity (writing, painting, dancing) is still an act of  labor. There is a 
price to be paid, be it physical, emotional, or mental (often all three). Writing does 
not come easy. Bleeding out by my own hand is not an act I go into willingly. And 
there seems to be an alarming failure to understand this, that creativity does not 
come free. I think of  some people I know, who are juggling school, two, three jobs, 
who are scraping and pinching together, who are meeting the minimum when it 
comes to completing assignments, who have the time and the energy and the focus 
for little beyond what is required for class.
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And then I think of  some people I know who are producing works of  creativity 
on their own time, who are being published in credible magazines, who are giving 
readings, who are being paid to give readings. The difference is not skill or money. (I 
am only well acquainted with those who are living paycheck to paycheck).

The difference, I would say, is those who have the time to produce these works of  
passion are not in this life alone. They are married, they are engaged, they are in a 
long-term relationship that is something quite close to a marriage. It is not that debt 
and rent and paychecks are no longer a worry, but that those worries are shared. An 
artist accompanied has the luxury of  being able to think beyond those worries for a 
short stretch here and there. They are alone to forget and write, freely.

Procrastination—I avoided working on this essay. I did not want to sit down, think, put 
in the work, false start after false start, typing out half  a page only to realize later it 
is useless. Absolutely, I would gain a certain enjoyment from this, writing on a topic 
about which I am most interested. Undeniably, I would lose myself  to the work, find 
a pleasure in writing about the pleasure of  writing. But I also knew this would drain 
me, exhaust me. Pleasure gives, yes, champagne bubbles of  pride. But pleasure also 
takes, cramped shoulders and a headache from staring too long at a computer screen. 
To get to pleasure takes a good amount of  committed labor. I did not have it in me 
to perform this labor.

Instead I binged seasons of  already-watched television on Netflix. I will admit, 
readily, there is no pleasure to this. It is a waste. But I have been feeling so overwhelmed 
lately, so exhausted and raw, the emptiness of  watching whatever was next in my 
queue was preferable to work. According to some theories from some schools of  
thought, our society is structured in such a way as to encourage this. Barthes writes in 
The Pleasure of  the Text: “Boredom is not far from bliss: it is bliss seen from the shores 
of  pleasure.”2

We deny pleasure. It is looked down on. Perhaps this is because we already know 
real pleasure, true pleasure, has a cost. Pleasure, like sex, will wear one out. Yes, it 
feels good but leaves one tired, longing for a nap, a rest, before moving on to the next 
thing.

 Or perhaps our society is structured in such a way so that we are always reaching 
for pleasure and then pulling ourselves away when the moment gets close. Pleasure, 
denied, gives us something to which we can (hopelessly) aspire. The carrot and the 
stick.

Class—There is an unspoken paradox in academic writing about class, one in which 
I am netted, in which Barthes was netted, which has faint, feathery tentacles around 
even Karl Marx. Let us be frank; theoretical writing regarding class is rarely written
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by those of  the working class. 
Marx’s father was a lawyer. The family enjoyed the moderate wealth of  what 

we now term middle class. Barthes, raised by a single mother, had grandparents of  
wealth. I write this in a college class, working towards a degree. Growing up, there 
was never debate, there was never any question. That I would go on to college was 
implicit. Yet for the privilege to sit in this class, I am putting myself  into debt. Aspiring 
to college, the norm for me, is a luxury that is beyond several girls with whom I grew 
up. I live in an apartment in the city. I work two, sometimes three jobs, to make rent.

Barthes (rightly) criticizes bourgeois culture, yet lives and acts within it, teaching 
at universities, a home in the heart of  Paris, frequent vacations to the country. This 
is not to invalidate Barthes’s meditations on the semiotics of  bourgeois culture or 
Marx’s work on commodity fetish. This is simply to remember, to remind myself, 
how insidious the system is. Work on the perils of  creating a system built on the 
broken backs of  the poor has a difficult time gaining consideration unless it comes 
from the mouth of  an academic, someone who has reached bourgeois standing.

Pleasure is what one writes about when one is deep within the writing. Pleasure is 
the state in which one works when one can write freely, uninterrupted, without worry, 
without constraints. Where is there the time for the working class to ponder, to reflect, 
to turn ideas around and over like a piece of  glass caught in the waves of  the sea? 
Where is the space to encourage such impractical, useless, self-indulgent thinking?

Pleasure is what one writes about when one has a small wealth of  time and money.
 

Accompanied II—And of  course, who would Karl Marx be without Friedrich Engels?
 

Holy Matrimony—Or, what about Virginia and Leonard? Who would Mrs. Woolf  be 
without her editor? And what of  Sylvia and Ted, doomed marriage that it was? Or 
Mr. Dunne and Mrs. Didion? Let’s go beyond writers for a moment, if  you will allow 
me to make that jump. What about Georgia and Alfred? Frida and Diego?

I am not saying such marriages, arrangements, were perfect. I am not trying to 
say these relationships were always ideal. But there is a pattern here.

Semiotics: the study of  patterns, and what they mean.
 
The Theorist—Roland Barthes was a French professor, author and theorist who is best 
known for his work with semiotics, with his theories best solidified in his 1957 text, 
Mythologies.

Born in 1915, Barthes’s father was killed shortly after he was born, leaving 
Barthes to grow up in the curious position of  coming from the upper class but being 
raised primarily by a single mother. He contracted tuberculosis as a young student 
and the disease affected him over the course of  his life, most notably leaving him
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unfit for military service. Exempt from the Second World War, he studied at the 
University of  Paris, earning degrees of  classical letters, grammar and philosophy.

In addition to semiotics, Barthes contributed greatly to the fields of  Marxism, 
structuralism and eventually post-structuralism. He was influenced by Karl Marx 
and Jacques Lacan, in turn influencing other theorists such as Michel Foucault and 
Jacques Derrida. With works such as The Death of  the Author and S/Z, Barthes worked 
within the field of  literary analysis and criticism. The Pleasure of  the Text was writing 
about and reflecting on the writing process, while referencing Marxism and semiotics. 
A Lover’s Discourse and Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes were slightly more personal 
works, yet still continued to work in more theoretical and academic concepts.

The final work published within Barthes’s lifetime was Camera Lucida. In the vein 
of  semiotics, the text dealt with what and how meaning can be conveyed through 
photographs. However, the text also deals with the recent death of  Barthes’s mother. 
Currently, Barthes may be most known to the world outside of  theory and academia 
for the text Mourning Diary, which is a published collection of  notes Barthes wrote in 
the days and weeks following his mother’s death. Released in English in 2010, the 
text was translated and arranged by Barthes’s close friend, Richard Howard.

Read—The works in which I immersed myself  over the course of  November were 
The Pleasure of  the Text, Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes and A Lover’s Discourse. Having 
read Mourning Diary for a separate class recently, that text was also very much on my 
mind over the course of  this project and I found myself  often returning to it to skim 
through the passages.

What I really wanted to understand was The Pleasure of  the Text. That was what I 
found myself  thinking over, returning to, referencing in notes. I did not understand 
when I first began. The word pleasure rankled me, confounded me. Call it pleasure, 
call it bliss, call it happiness, call it contentment; the feeling has been particularly 
hard for me to come by since the summer. I did not understand pleasure is something 
towards which you work, for which you work.

I did not understand exactly what kind of  pleasure was being discussed.
 

Walking—I have always walked to write. Walking provides a necessary break, to 
stand and stretch, perhaps go out for a cup of  coffee. Walking provides the chance 
to breathe, to leave the work, to comb through the stubborn knots of  words that just 
won’t come out right.

Writing is more than simply fingers on the keyboard. The joke about writers is they’ll 
say, “I’m writing!” as they sit and stare off into space. Perhaps more than any other 
creative labor, writing looks easy. No droplets of  paint staining faded jeans, no smears 
of  charcoal across the side of  a hand. No one sees the hours, the days spent thinking.
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No one sees the ideas which simmer and boil in the back of  the brain. Before the first 
word is even attempted on paper, various rough drafts are composed in the head.

At least, that is how it is for me.
Barthes, in The Pleasure of  the Text, writes, “A writer is not someone who 

expresses his thoughts, his passions or his imagination in sentences, but someone 
who thinks in sentences.”3 You see, I have always had difficulty with remembering. 
This is a common side effect of  surviving some traumas. Memories come 
back not in impressions of  sensory details but in words, the words I would use 
to describe the event. I cannot remember the image of  the desert where my 
father lived for two years, but I can recall the words I used to set that scene, a 
paragraph of  a nonexistent essay. A rough draft of  the memoir I will never write.

Was this how Barthes felt? Was this what he meant? Did he imagine his mind 
as a battered notebook, as I picture mine, pages stained with splotches of  coffee, 
lines scribbled in black ink, some phrases here and there furiously scratched out?

Walking: both a continuation of  the work and a diversion from it all. Barthes 
roamed the streets of  Paris, a reprieve of  one kind, but also took frequent 
vacations to the countryside. Reprises from his reprises, these vacations, a chance 
to gain fresh insights into his work in the quiet calm of  a bucolic paradise. 

I walk, too. Across Division and up Rush, through Gold Coast or up North 
Dearborn. I walk along the lakefront, and through Lincoln Park, which was once 
a pauper’s graveyard. I walk up to old Cabrini Green along Curtis Mayfield 
Way, where the abandoned townhouses stare sightlessly down at me from behind 
chain link fences, and down to my school, across from Grant Park. I walk, and 
walk, and walk. When I want my own change of  scenery, when I want to walk 
through the empty fields of  the countryside, I walk faster through the city, legs 
hard against the pavement until a stitch in my side steals the air from my lungs. 

Walking, here and there. Barthes did this. I imitate as best I can.

The Piano (understanding)—Standing in the center of  a ballet studio, a row of  six 
girls. The studio is newly renovated, high frosted windows that smudge the green 
field outside, wooden floors gleaming bright and proud with a fresh coat of  wax, 
a wall of  polished mirrors. Four girls are the same height; one exceptionally tall, 
one exceptionally short. Five girls have hairspray-slicked buns, an elaborate mess of  
stray hairs and bobby pins. One girl does not, her hair blunted, licking her neck in a 
tapered ducktail. There is a piano in the corner, never played. 

At the old studio, an elderly woman with a frizz of  mousy hair squinted at sheet 
music and picked away at ivory keys, but she is too old for that now. The piano, the 
player, the ballerinas dancing to live music; all once staples of  this world, all fading 
away.
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Now music plays from a sleek plastic stereo perched on a shelf, glaring down at 
the girls like an angry owl.

One tradition which has not changed is the pointe shoes. These six girls will sew 
the attached ribbons by hand, lengths measured and carefully cut to wrap around the 
calf  at the proper angle. The class is full of  beginners, at pointe work and at sewing.

Most of  their shoes are sewn wrong; when examined by the instructor, the stitches 
will be deemed unsatisfactory. The ribbons will have to be ripped out, resewn.

And inside the shoes, the girls’ feet bleed. Blisters bubble on toes wrapped in a 
layer of  lamb’s wool matted and going yellow with sweat. The blood seeps through, 
staining the greying cotton inside of  the slipper. When the girls walk flat-footed across 
the floor, their footsteps thud heavily, though they are trying their best to be graceful. 
The toe of  the shoe is a box, tightly pressed layers of  glued paper, hardened to be 
strong as wood. 

This is what we balance on when we rise to our toes, to swirl and leap. A 
steppingstone, mere inches wide, of  paper and paste.

The girl with short hair has suffered through years of  ballet. Her grandmother likes 
that she does it and pays for enough classes for the girl to keep advancing each year. But
the grandmother does not pay for enough classes to pay for favor. The instructor pays this 
girl little attention, the corrections scattered sparsely throughout the lessons. This girl has 
resigned herself  to always being in the back of  performances, always at the farthest end 
when the students are at the barre. She did not ever think she would reach pointe.

Yet she has. And it is so satisfying. Even the warming exercises, shifting weight from 
foot to foot, rotating the ankle in every conceivable direction, walking endlessly from 
wall to wall on the toes, whole classes dedicated to just that. The learning of  how to pull, 
to rise, to balance. Even the sewing and the resewing and the resewing. Even the sore 
muscles. Even the blisters, which pop in class and heal in the in-between and pop again, 
week after week. Even the tying of  the shoes to her feet at night, to sleep with them on 
and mold them to the exact shape of  her feet. 

There is the performance at the end of  the year to look forward to, yes, but the classes 
are what bring her joy. It is the practice that pleases. The looking in the mirror, the seeing 
of  herself, sweating, in a leotard that is too thin and too small, awkward, and yet, and yet, 
briefly, somehow, elegant. A ballerina on pointe.

The section of  Barthes’s writing which slams me into this memory is not even about 
the piano, not really. But I think in words and it is the word piano that reminds me of  all 
the other words I have strung together with that one. Another unwritten essay, stored, 
forgotten, in the back of  my mind.

           
Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes—“Le jeune fille bourgeoisie ~ the middle-class maiden,” 
Barthes writes. “Surrounded by political upheaval, he plays the piano, paints watercolors:
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all the false occupations of  a middle-class maiden in the nineteenth century.”4 The word 
piano, the implications to which he is referring, it reminds me of  this. Ballet. An act, a 
memory I have not thought about in years. But once remembered, I could not shake 
it. On my later walk, I kept going back to that memory. To the studio, the shoes, to the 
pointe and to my toes, permanently deformed. A memento from a life now left behind.

When I quit ballet, for a year or so afterwards, people would ask me if  I missed it. I 
said no, quickly, easily, an answer that in many ways was true. But also, in many ways, 
was not. I missed that pleasure, that pride, which was remembered, and now impossible 
to ignore. Through all the other hobbies and arts at which I have tried my hand, I have 
never felt the same way as I did about ballet. 

Ballet was something I did, and I took joy in the simple doing. This was the seam. 
This was the erotic. I understood, then, on the sidewalk, Barthes’s words and memories 
tumbling around my head. I had cracked this idea like a pomegranate and could eat the 
fruit within.

Ballet, I did not like it, it was not fun, but it gave me the greatest pleasure I have ever 
known.

The Piano II (and yet—And yet it was hard work, ballet. Every year, I wanted to quit. 
Often after class I would cry in the cold quiet of  the bathroom, waiting for all the 
other girls to leave before I dared slink into the dressing room and change into my 
jeans. The pleasure was there, yes, but those moments were few and far between.

The rewards of  that were clearer then than they are now, with writing. The end-
of-year performance, the beautiful costumes, the sticky smear of  heavy stage lipstick, 
the proud grandmother waiting with a bouquet of  red roses. The rewards of  writing 
are, what? Published work? Awards and acclaim and tenure at a university? Where is 
my grandmother, in all of  that? Proud of  what I’ve done.

And too, ballet was not a singular labor. I was in the class with other girls, we did 
not always like each other nor support each other, but it was all of  us standing in that 
line, practicing one same movement. Movements which were taught, movements 
which had come from Cecchetti himself. The instructor who watched and critiqued. 
Like this, girls, she says, tapping my inner calf  to sharpen the turn-out of  my plié. Like 
Cecchetti would use his cane to prod the legs of  his underperforming students.

Cecchetti, who collapsed in the middle of  a class he was leading one November 
afternoon. He died the following day.

But what I mean to say is, the work of  ballet was not all on me, as it is with writing.
 

Ideology—The memory of  ballet, that took a long time to bloom. To crystallize into an 
idea I could put into neat words. What I first grasped reading Barthes, the indication 
that perhaps this text was not all a foreign language, was from a section on meaning.

4. Barthes. Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes. p. 52.
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In The Pleasure of  the Text, “The text needs its shadow: this shadow is a bit of  ideology, a 
bit of  representation, a bit of  subject.”5 To Barthes, the smear of  ideology is what leads 
to pleasure. Without it, the writing is simply insubstantial. No pleasure could be found in 
the writing of  a piece which held no shadow, and certainly, no pleasure could be found 
in reading such writing.

I found myself  agreeing with this idea. After all, this very idea was what was 
tormenting me so with my own work. I found my writing without meaning. The vapid, 
pointless ramblings of  a twenty-one year-old pretty white girl. I was paralyzed by my 
work’s shallowness. I agreed with Barthes, yet I did not know how to apply a shadow, this 
bit of  ideology, to my own writing. And this I saw as validation of  my failure as a writer.
 
Ideology II (and yet)—And yet, now I am not so sure it is quite this clean cut.

I still regard my own work as shallow, vapid. But perhaps the problem is not 
only with me. Ideology. A grand word. Hints at dedication, a great body of  work, 
toiled over for a long time, revised to perfection, shared with, edited by peers. 
Communism is ideology. Semiotics, all theory, academia in general. Working
towards that, something big, something important, a manifesto, a masterpiece. Yes. I 
want to, desperately. But how can I find my own ideology, write it, when there is no time? 
How can I put in the labor towards that when I am working myself  to mind-numbing 
exhaustion, just trying to pay the rent, the tuition, just trying to put something in my 
cupboards other than canned soup and instant coffee?

Notes towards this essay, scribbled in purple ink, “i cannot handle the toll of  
being honest and being open in my work when jobs and school and polite 
society and being able to survive just walking down the street requires no 
openness, no honesty. pleasure is work, hard work that goes unrewarded, 
often. no one to show. i am so drained from existing i can’t feel pleasure. i’m 
so drained from living i can’t write.”
            
Open Up and Bleed—The beginnings of  this essay, the first idea I abandoned. I 
crumpled up the sheet of  notebook paper on which I had written this and hurled it 
the short length of  my tiny studio apartment. My plan was to fake this, to write what 
I thought should be said, to earn my passing grade in the class and move on. To 
write what I thought sounded good. But I could not shake this idea. Like a ghost, it 
lingered, cold fingers stirring the grey matter of  my brain, whispering in my ear.

“the point i’m trying to make here is fuck this outdated advice that doesn’t 
recognize the vicious cycle of  being unable to write because i don’t have 
the funds, the time, the energy. fuck every professor who told me to write 
once a day. fuck every professor who expected me to open up and bleed, 
write about the past, the hurt, the trauma, without creating a place that
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was safe to do so. fuck the fact that i was never told how hard this is. fuck 
the fact that writing feels invisible, unseen. fuck the fact that i’m reading 
and writing about pleasure in a class at a school i’m taking out loans to 
attend, a school i hate, in the hopes that i’ll learn to live what i love and 
make money so this school can solicit annual alumnus donations from 
me. fuck the fact that i’m in this alone.”

Accompanied III—Did Barthes, living with his mother for all those years, ever worry 
about being able to pay rent? Did he ever worry if  there would be enough to pay the 
electricity bill and to buy groceries? Did he ever fall victim to spiraling panic attacks 
over money? Over careful budgeting and the gut fear of  an unforeseen, unavoidable 
emergency purchase? What would he know of  my realization that I would have to 
keep working alongside the man who sexually assaulted me, seeing him every Sunday, 
because that job paid too well for me to consider quitting?

When I think of  that arrangement—a lifetime of  living with your mother, every 
day awash in the endless ocean of  maternal love, support—jealousy makes hot tears 
flood my eyes. My friend, submitting their manuscript to an editor, with the husband
who works seventy hours a week, taking the brunt of  their worries about rent and 
bills so the manuscript could be written. Jealousy there, too.

This is what we do not talk about when we talk about the lifestyle of  the writer.
So much of  success is chalked up to talent. We do not draw back the curtain to 

show the mess of  wooden beams and wires behind the scene. We do not admit that 
while talent is what gets the words on the page in a way that might catch a reader’s 
eye, the list of  ingredients which leads to success is much longer than talent alone.

To use my stolen shorthand, if  writing is the act of  opening up your heart and 
bleeding, who is there when you return from the painful, pleasurable depths of  your 
own words, with the hydrogen peroxide and a box of  band-aids? Who is there to 
do the labor necessary so you may be afforded the time to worry over your creative 
projects? Is anyone?

Academia—But do not take any of  this at face value. It is only a theory. Only a theory 
to make sense of  the patterns (real? imagined?) that I see all around me.

Pleasure—“pleasure is stability. pleasure is safety.” I do not feel safe and because 
I do not feel safe, I cannot write honest or true. I do not trust I can go to that edge 
between pleasure and pain, the seam. I do not trust I can go there and come back 
in one piece. I have wondered for so long what was wrong with my work, what was 
holding me back. There were topics I wished to write about, yet when I tried to put the 
words to paper, each attempt was unsuccessful. I wondered what was holding me back.
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Is it this? Is it fear? Is it fear born from the knowledge that I am unaccompanied?
What Barthes meant: pleasure, from leaving, from exploring, from writing.
Unsaid, but this is pleasure too, that which keeps you safe, allows you to go to 

(and come back from) that seam: someone there, someone waiting for you to return.
In Mourning Diary, less than a month after his mother’s death, Barthes reflects on 

a word overhead. This is in November, the beginning of  what will be his first winter 
without his mother. I have never seen France, much less France in November. But I 
imagine it looks like a Midwestern November. Cold and grey and wet. The kind of  
weather that compounds sadness. A bad time to be in mourning.

Barthes is in the bakery, making a “frivolous” purchase, an attempt at normalcy. 
An attempt to cheer himself. “Taking care of  the customer ahead of  me, the girl 
behind the counter says, Voilà. The expression I used when I brought maman 
something, when I was taking care of  her. Once, towards the end, half-conscious, she 
repeated, faintly, Voilà (I’m here, a word we used to each other all our lives).”6 

I’m here.

6. Barthes. Mourning Diary. p. 36.
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Bulblike people linger on the coast. Sticky-elbowed tourists, microbiomes 
ricochet frozen waterfalls of  fat, Mickey Mouse hats from around 
the globe, dead post-laser surgery glares plump up every attraction.

Abel fiddles with the headset cord. Radicalized for twelve an 
hour, he hacks back his student debt, all the occult power of  money 
turning in on itself. His body gave up somewhere near the womb. 
He was struggling to function before the more popular diseases 
took hold. Disrobing, he mimes being berated for nothing. So many 
metonymic alibis for his behavior have been ground into his ear.

His coworker Yvette sits in the break room. She gestures to Abel, 
tossed headlong into herself, laughing. More drool than head, he 
thinks of  her like an unhooked colostomy bag. She’s fishing in her 
stoma. Dark purple port smiling wide enough to swallow. He wants 
each sentence choked at the source of  their scream. But the closer 
they get, the more she leaks. Gas hissing in the pouch, ballooning their 
mutual fundament. Some people can’t communicate without a price 
tag. Beneath the call center Abel’s hands are sieves. Closing his eyes, he 
paws at ghost pills. In half- digested grit, patched beneath the tongue, 
he’s, at last, successful in joining bubbles with the sewage of  others.

Cain tattoos his talking points across everyone he meets. A single 
neuron desperately searching for walls to clatter, but the cavities in 
his skull are stuck dilating. History is a pileup of  mistaken identities. 
The drain chokes. Cain posts his empathies against any conservative 
thing, enforcing it by accident. He spends most of  his time getting laid
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behind the snack bar of  museums. Each pair of  legs falters farther than the last, a 
pile of  rocks reshuffled. His teeth dull themselves on stranger’s thumbs, attempting to 
deaden the speed at which they scroll.

Everybody’s in their little mask at grandma’s house. Except Abel, who is now 
referred to as a fascist by Cain for such rampant neglect. The hospital mask Cain 
re-masked for months, fringes split, fabric lodged with mold, darkens. He runs off to 
pulse courageously at his group chat. Grandma, in some relived hospital nightmare, 
keeps asking who everyone is. Cain checks and rechecks Instagram. The hearts begin 
to touch him. All the hot girls wearing witch hats have shown interest in his donations 
to small Black businesses.

To God, life looks like a sagging eye. Through which his children try to block him. 
He administers pelvic clutching to his motorcycle. All this amateur porn takes its toll, 
he thinks. Cain sees God’s eyes flash in Abel’s, trying to blitz through. Fractal pupils 
fisheye Wi-Fi’s probes. The unwashed sky stirs, clouds slick like raw egg. Grandma 
drools, cackling numbly. Dying is like taking LSD was the mantra of  her New Age 
books, but she’s never had a trip this weird. “Trumpist!” Cain is somewhere yelling.

Five paces out the door and Cain’s already tuned in and logged off, his pentacle 
rim job keeping him hip. He exchanges video game cheat codes with the tapeworm 
in Eve’s apple. In an air conditioned vault, iMacs bubble in scrambled rows. They 
force him to play through a cheap modeling of  himself  as he murders Abel over and 
over, unlocking no achievements. Rats emerge from every opening. Blood speckles 
the keyboard. A holographic mala spins backward in front of  Cain, the sight of  
which reduces his smiling unmasked brother to a pile of  ash. And they were both 
naked–standing before a small mound of  ashes, screaming–God and his grandson. 
And they were not ashamed.

cain & abel
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When Irises

When irises were exclamations, God was watching. We agreed to disagree 
and vice versa, logical impossibilities be damned. I’m not a gymnast, 
on no list, but special anyway so bless my preconditioned heart. Glad 
activist, I didn’t care to see it then, nor do I care if  I recall it. Calcified or 
cartilaginous, some nerve was had and the incriminating statement had 
redeeming features coming out its ears. Unanimous it was, the practice 
that was codified and architectural the oversight, so I said to my likeness, 
Let’s eliminate the middle man; may what is ominously portend more.

four poems
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Sonic Boom

Either I’m all torso or all yours. The subatomic particle that jacketed 
the appendage of  the invertebrate, the good news not yet listened to, 
on being taken at its word the zeroth domino would be the last to fall. 
Impetuously in absentia, I can’t dance with city hall and be a member 
too, so thy will be undone, piñata – I reserve the right to restore lost 
horizons last July, to rid my lineup of  iotas and be useful.
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Der Augenblick Der Wahrheit

Your inattention is anathema to me, the visual equivalent of  perfect 
pitch. Your question is rhetorical, as is my answer. As all metaphors were 
mixed, to leverage was to share, a day without a clairvoyant was one too 
many. Laps of  luxury were leaning, untoward. To trigger snowflakes, 
dis the lilies and they’ll spin. To waver is to flare. Time Signature, my 
frame is not orthogonal to yours. Go over or around the motions, get no 
consolation prize. You’ll have ein augenblick to walk away with or ein 
augenblick will walk away with you.

four poems
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Cutting Corners

It’s either raining or I’m reading from a script or no good deed goes 
unpunished or my reflection’s swinging at me as I’m badly matched. 
Potential energy is everywhere. There’s not one life to pass before me 
but my own. Should I but love the poet, hate the poem, or let the living 
rehabilitate their living ere they call me home, I may correctly self-assess. 
The lip I pick to kiss the fish with is itself  a fish and in my medium I 
undulate with open eyes. I undulate with open eyes. I don’t remember 
having fulfilled social obligations. Of  eight corners, none are painted 
vacant. Having talked to God they’re happy for a time and suddenly the 
earth’s all form and void. The morning glories fade to pink. I passed the 
exit as I thought it said EXCITE and had a headache or had planned to 
laugh at you and wash my hair. As surely to my home in an abandoned 
missile silo food and water will be brought to me I will know bliss.

heikki huotari





Foulmouthed and hungry, for breath, for whatever makes tongue and 
tooth not feel that specific sort of  wet dry, that smells like smelling 
myself  at an early age, when I pull miniature wind through my 
teeth from side to side or back of  mouth. I aim to have my spit taste 
something other than sour, occasionally biting off bits of  my cheek just 
to turn something over resembling water or metals. When the cheek is 
chewed enough the feeling becomes like the sex of  another. I drink of  
her in day, without enough respite to draw actual maps.

Step ripened calf  heaving mournfully into view upon a precipice. A 
chance.
Most of  those I have ever known here have traits one could find 
inspirational but not once have they aligned with my appetite until her. 
A would as old as need. 

Soft site sugar fills the campus clean. Fragments searched into scale 
maps when trained on a scent. 
Not sure I can really find myself  in daydreams much longer. Find 
myself  without water but an excess of  blood. This is pressurized fable. 
Heating into exit, suddenly a dunce. 

Where is she now, I can only imagine her in positions she has already 
been. The slight after musk of  desert slaked privacy, over-rawed.
Tongue in a cut on a cut on a cut. 

Pure, I’ll
Pure Relent
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Cornered. Memories are soft, you can hold em in your hand. 

Jungle of  veritable enemy swarm. Blood baked stakes as good as thumbs when I 
can leap from hearth to hold. I remember when blades weren’t the pinnacle. When 
a flintlock would save your scalp. But we are in different wastes now. Glass to sand 
instead of  the reverse. 

Blindbruised. Blind tutelage. Here we are, sliding down disagreement. 

None of  my survival has ever been harder than a day of  normal life with or without 
her. Fingers like a hasp at the edge of  her. Hinged at the knuckle, the bolt peaked 
from beneath. 

I keep kith and ken in the same bag of  holding. Purse of  protein. Fag of  want.

Agony of  predicament, outlines the knowing truth. To be barren is a loss, to be 
desperate feels like unlife. Insight feels droolingly stupid in a privated state.

My enemy is of  musculature but is not it itself. Hair on knuckle, lips totem themselves 
to shape grunts. We speak politics when we need to wrestle slower. Anything to get 
a war over.

The last time I mapped it out in ground, heaved and hurling I found a sightless vision 
to wake to.
Slowly pulling a large egg of  hardened and sturdy excrement out of  me. Placing it in 
the sand. Waiting for sun to do something I guess.

Caked is even my own recourse. Sheepskin gauze keeps me out for now, brocaded 
stuffs for shallow wants. Takes guts. 

Want in cheek for further sheer is antagonocratic. Sipping from cans of  coke left 
for eons. Last bits of  fizz somehow reach up toward embryotic ghost of  aluminum. 
Flirting with rupture just as it loses it’s bite. Bringing skin to mouth to find ambrosia 
floods in real time. Surface tension, tensile taut. Wait a minute for seconds.

The texture left on teeth by coke not unlike what I experience now, decompressed as 
imagination grows weary and the maw still needs. 

Youth is to be humbled in the face of  interred burden. Every place you’ve ever been 
is neither dawn nor dusk. Half  glycerin gait.

pure,  i’ll pure relent
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The last time someone held harm to my own neck I managed after awhile only.
“Leave it.”
And they did. And I hold it now myself. 

Patience is but derision for the synechdochic lurch toward belief  in some time as 
forever. 
In dreams I felt you shit as if  it was my own relief. 

In this place, as I learned when I arrived, the monarchic sprawl is a custom by which 
you become the subject of  the first king you come in contact with. A lot to run into. 
Hatched. 

Bastard twitch response enters the deracinated directory. Pulling myself  off in the 
knick of  time. 
Just to see in the sun, you’ll find it makes you salute. A diagonal mother to wipe your 
chin. 

Pooling at accretion I wonder where she’s gone. Aren’t we all but the wound dressed. 

I’ll make it back. One man deprivation tank succumbing along the dunes. 

Split open belligerent humours. Seppuku sepulchral spilling spell. 

Pure relent.

xylon otterburn
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During the course of  my abominable existence, I’ve had occasion to abandon very 
many things—in the end, I’ve abandoned everything—right down to the very 
idea of  Existence. And it was while I was searching for INEXISTENCE that I 

rediscovered what God is.
—Antonin Artaud

The creation of  humanity, despite occurring by means of  the extension 
or imbuing of  God’s substance into the figures He formed, produced in 
the same moment His withdrawal. In a dialectical play of  manifestation 
(of  the created) and disappearance (of  the Creator), Simone Weil 
writes that God renounced Himself  through His ‘creative act’: “The 
Creation is an abandonment. In creating what is other than himself, 
God necessarily abandoned it.”1 God Himself  minds or reminds us of  
this in Jeremiah 23:23 when he asks, “Am I a God who is near, and not 
a God far off?” His is a nearness mediated by unfathomable distance, 
and our relations to and with Him subsist by means of  a mutual 
interconnection to the emanations—the potencies, the forces, the 
stages of  His creation we can locate within and beyond ourselves—of  
His creative process; an intercession on behalf  of  God or of  humanity 
by means of  registers of  His potency that span the limitless abyss
between us.* We take this idea of  figures of  humanity (here of  flesh) 
abandoned by their Creator by the very means of  their creation here as a 
model for the forces of  formation and creation in the texts of  Pierre

1. Qtd. in Blanchot. The Infinite Conversation. p. 117
* These being the ten sefirot on The Tree of  Life.
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Guyotat; to he who, as Creator himself, regards “the work [he] create[s as] undoubtedly 
within me and in my hands like a kind of  intercession between me and the world or God.”2 
The aforementioned emanations that establish this dialectical linkage between Creator and 
created belong to the Jewish Kabbalah (to the sefirot, specifically) which we must situate as 
the foundation of  the divine aspects of  Creation since Guyotat, the same as God, concerns 
himself  above all with the creation of  living figures and the elemental formation of  bodies.

...the elemental formation of  bodies; because we, with Guyotat, recognize writing as elemental—
as Jacques Derrida writes,

element, elementa in Latin, are letters, literal atoms of  writing, the stoikheia of  
which the Greek Atomists Plato and Aristotle speak, but also the principles, the 
elements of  sciences, and also, as principles precisely, the four elements that 
make up and contain the whole of  being, of  the physis or of  cosmos, fire, water, 
earth, air of  the physical breath, the spirit or the soul of  life3 

because every letter is a particle, every word an atom in a universe of  animated 
figures; a universe which breathes, which is given respiration through the breath 
of  its Creator—the neshamah, or soul, which is a breath issued from the mouth of  
the Divine itself—a breath given from on high, from the highest point, or sefirah, on 
the Tree of  Life; this highest point being the sefirot of  Keter, the unreachable, the 
“air [or breath, associated with the Hebrew letter, Alef, that is not a letter which is 
pronounced through a sounded intonation but through a silent breath] that cannot 
be grasped.”4

And these animated figures are brought to life in processes of  creative acts whose 
certitude and integrity are vouchsafed by and grounded in the infinitude of  God. 
“The word precedes action,” writes Guyotat. “The real is only the future waiting to 
be named; even if  a Creator God no longer exists—or almost, even if  his mythological 
trace remains!—for me then—Christ does, inventing himself  a father—the memory 
of  his creative gesture remains in the gestures of  men.”5

His mythological trace remains absolutely, remembered through, remaining in, and 
(re)produced in ‘the gestures of  men,’ an idea which resonates (‘remains’) with what is 
written in chapter 1:1 of  the Sefer Yetzirah, or the Book of  Creation, which reads

And He created His universe
with three books (Sepharim),

with text (Sepher)
with number (Sephar)
and with communication (Sippur)6

Aryeh Kaplan, in his translation and commentary on the Sefer Yetzirah, writes on this

to speak the body into being

2. Guyotat. Coma. p. 21.
3. Derrida. H.C. For Life, That Is To Say... p. 22-23.
4. Kaplan. Sefer Yetzirah: The Book of  Creation in Theory and Practice. p. 133.
5. Guyotat. In the Deep. p. 60.
6. Kaplan. Sefer Yetzirah. p. 5.
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particular excerpt, 

“Text” (Sepher), the physical form of  the letter, pertains to this continuum of  
space, since form only can be defined in space. This is ‘universe.’ Number 
(Sephar), implies sequence, and this is the sequence of  time, which is the 
continuum of  the “Year.” Finally, communication (Sippur) applies to the mind, 
and this is in the spiritual continuum, which is “Soul.”
These three words also define the term Sefirah. First, the word Sefirah shares 
the root with Sefer, meaning book. Like a book, each Sefirah can record 
information. The Sefirot thus serve as a memory bank in the domain of  the Divine. A 
permanent record of  everything that has ever taken place in all creation is thus made on the 
Sefirot [my emphasis].7

The sefirot are also referred to as Midot—meaning measures or dimensions when translated 
literally—corresponding to the word Sefar (boundary)8 which allow us an understanding 
of  delineation between Creator and creator, and the etymological linkage with Sefer, 
or book, characterizes the sefirot, like texts or like books themselves, as enclosures 
(the materiality of  the book enclosing the text inscribed within). The body—we who 
are living, made animate by the neshamah or spirit which is born of  the breath of  the 
divine—is a similar sort of  enclosure, retaining within it the potency with which God 
created its form and functions, characterizing we ourselves as embodying the sefirot 
through which humanity “partakes of  the Divine”;9 our very being as possessing a 
creative potency which “parallel[s] something in the forces of  creation.”10 Therefore, 
the sefirot not only represent the stages by which God formed the world and everything 
within it, but are named by these stages—“With Wisdom, God established the earth, and 
with Understanding, He established the heavens, and with His Knowledge, the depths were 
broken up,”11 and, “Yours O God are the Greatness, the Strength, the Beauty, the Victory, 
and the Splendor, for All in heaven and in earth; Yours O God is the Kingdom”12 [my italics 
in both quotes to signify each individual sefirah].

While we may grant that God has abandoned us from (and through) the first 
moment of  our formation, as Weil claims, we come to understand that He remains 
active within our world in extensio through the sefirot, those ‘books’ within which, for 
Guyotat, the text of  God’s ‘mythological traces remain’ (understanding that God 
created through acts of  speech that were themselves simultaneous acts of  writing; 
understanding that “He created His universe / with three books...”). Our arrival 
unto this understanding is one whose formulation, if  pronounced, would echo Job’s 
declaration that ‘from his flesh he shall see God’13 since the flesh is the enclosure of
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God’s written text (our flesh the binding of  a book written in His tongue), and which 
guides us to the realization that, because these sefirot “serve as a memory bank in the 
domain of  the Divine”, Guyotat, as a vessel of  these emanations himself, is therefore 
capable of  reproducing the divine acts of  Creation in texts of  his own, that from his 
divinity he shall see the flesh of  his figures.

“Creation is God’s fiction,” writes Weil, and though this statement is written in 
the same sardonic tone in which she writes, “This joke of  God is what we are,”14 
for Guyotat this would no doubt be a truth that is both sacrosanct and serious, and 
certainly he would regard Weil’s first statement as one which imbues his work as well 
as God’s with the utmost beauty.

There is no place that is empty of  God—Ain Sof, the infinite—because He is the 
limitless light within whose negative space opened by His self-constriction we ourselves exist.* 
This constriction by necessity needed to occur prior to all creation, and thus He 
needed to withdraw Himself  from it directly, otherwise creation would be dissolved 
into the one-ness and unending infinity of  His all-encompassing and formless light. 
This paradoxical movement produces a play between presence and absence, distance 
and nearness, enabled by the sefirot with and through which He remains within and 
involved in the world, as well as through our own souls (we who are imbued with the 
divine breath of  Creation) since we are ourselves each a vessel which contains His 
light and His substance. “Just as the soul fills the body,” writes Kaplan, “so God fills 
the world. Just as the soul sees and is unseen, so God sees and is unseen.”15 Kaplan 
goes on, explaining that it is this soul—since it is a breath ‘blown into’ our bodies by 
God—that functions to connect us directly to the divine spirit and therefore to God; 
that our connection is mediated by this spirit. “[W]hen God ‘exhales,’ He does so 
from His innermost being. Furthermore, even after having placed His breath into 
man’s body, this breath is still not severed from Him. This indicates that man’s soul is 
an extension of  God’s breath and is directly connected to him.”16

Of  course, all spheres of  life reflect the light and respirate the neshamah of  God’s 
breath, a phenomenon on which Guyotat reflects when he writes that

God cannot have created the world with human senses: creating a species of  
insects, of  fish, for example, wouldn’t He watch the world through the eyes of  
the species He is creating? ... There is something of  this in human creation, in 
fiction, in how a figure appears and is formed. The temporality of  the book is 
the temporality of  evolution. What is ideal theater but the moment when the 
creator disappears in favor of  his creature, when those creatures speak, answer 
one another beyond his control. When I think of  such a scene, I hear the most 
beautiful language of  desire.17

14. Qtd. in Blanchot. The Infinite Conversation. p. 116.
* This negative space and constriction will be explicated in a section further on.
15. Kaplan. Inner Space. p. 13.
16. Ibid. p. 17.
17. Guyotat. Coma. p. 77.
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This most beautiful language is the same in which we hear pronounced the echo of  
Weil’s idea of  the disappearance of  the Creator—though for Guyotat “in favor 
of  his creature”—at the moment of  the creature’s creation; an invocation of  a loss or 
resignation in authority implied by the beyond of  the Creator’s control ‘when one 
creature answers another.’ But in all of  this, in these stages of  Creation, within and 
emanating from ‘the book’ and ‘in fiction’ Guyotat hears language.

To this point, Kaplan writes:

With each act of  creation, the Torah reports that “God said.” Thus, “God 
said: let there be light,” and “God said, let there be a firmament.” The decrees 
through which God brought creation into being consisted of  sayings. These in 
turn consisted of  words, and these words were formed out of  letters. Hence, it 
was through the letters of  the alphabet that the universe was created.
... It is thus written, “Forever, O God, Your word stands in the heavens” 
(Psalms 119:89). The very words and letters with which the universe was 
created are also the ones which constantly sustain it. If  these words and letters 
were withdrawn for even an instant, the universe would cease to exist.18

There is language within the world and within us; within the forces of  creation (the 
sepher, the text) that write or author us as figures made animate within the book of  the 
world. Let us not forget the elementa, “the stoikheia of  which the Greek Atomists Plato 
and Aristotle speak [...] that make up and contain the whole of  being”; these lexical 
and elemental pillars which are the molecular structure which both are and uphold 
the neshamah of  the world, this neshamah which connects us directly to and with God. 
If  the Lord’s Prayer in Matthew 6:10 teaches us that God’s will shall be done “on 
earth, as it is in heaven” (‘As above, so below’), then it is Guyotat’s writing (Guyotat’s 
prayer) which demonstrates that the Creator’s will shall be done in the text, as it is on 
earth, and that this Creation is not merely described by but occurs through language 
and thus produces something palpable, a corpo-reality. Guyotat writes: “The more 
I intervene physically in language the more I feel alive; to transform language into 
Word is a voluntary act, a physical act.”19

Guyotat speaks elsewhere of  the marvelous fiction of  The Bible and its 
extraordinary figures, the religious dreams and visions he experienced in his 
adolescence, expressing his desire to ‘keep’ those hallucinations which moved him 
to declare that he “could still claim today my desire and torment of  the period.” He 
goes on: “In my adolescent years, God was an extremely present and familiar being. 
I saw him, dreamt of  him. He was my real father. He was the one who put the germ 
of  poetry in me, without my really wanting it. I would have been able to live better, 
without it.”20

Strange to speak of  poetry as a germ, no? as something which begets an illness
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when writing is the very thing which gives Guyotat life (through the intercession of  
his figures), although, given this curious phrasing, it is no surprise to find Guyotat 
elsewhere refer to poetry as a sickness when he remarks to his interviewer that, as 
a child, he “was already writing poetry, [...] was already affected by that strange 
illness.”21 He speaks in this same interview of  his “desire and torment” as a child, and 
how he “could still claim today” the two together. Desire. Torment. The sorrows of  
being called to such a tragic destiny. Guyotat cites the figure of  Saul, “with whom I 
am in sympathy [because h]e refuses a God-created destiny.”22 He discusses Saul’s 
resultant happiness from this refusal, but recognizes as well that “this choice leads to 
depression and madness.” It is strange, then, to recognize that Guyotat’s acceptance 
of  his ‘God-created destiny’ leads to this same effect; this sense of  happiness alloyed 
with ‘depression and madness.’ But we must understand this illness as pharmakon, that 
which transmutes “the drug into a remedy, [...] the poison into a counterpoison”; that 
which “harbor[s] within itself  that complicity of  contrary values, and [...] presenting 
itself  as a poison [the germ manifesting as the illness], may turn out to be a cure, may 
retrospectively reveal itself  in the truth of  its curative power.”23

However, this ‘turning out’ or ‘revealing’ occurs by dialectical means, much like 
the unfolding alternation of  distance between and nearness to the Creator and its 
created, thus Guyotat must always and each time suffer the loss via abandonment of  
his creations, a point to which we hear the echo of  Simone Weil repeating herself  
from the point of  this essay’s opening, but altered to suit the subject: “The Creation 
is an abandonment. In creating what is other than himself, Guyotat necessarily 
abandoned it.” This is Guyotat’s ‘God-created destiny,’ to mirror and mimic the 
Creator Himself, and, in doing so, to suffer the pangs of  God’s same illness and 
sustain the loneliness born of  God’s own loneliness (the illness of  this loneliness, 
though, which becomes cured by his simultaneous nearness through the neshamah and 
through the sefirot).

The trauma of  separation...is it any wonder that Guyotat’s Tales of  Samora 
Machel—the novel Guyotat was composing before it precipitated his coma—remains 
unpublished? Because, as he states, “Samora Machel is the book with which, as I said, 
I practically went over to the other side with my characters and my places. I could 
publish it but I would have to confront a period of  my life that I don’t really want to 
go close to.”24

The trauma of  separation, and yet the pleasure in the play of  the creative act must 
have been the motive force for God to form the world, and no doubt He delighted 
in bearing witness to the formation of  what He bore forth from Himself, and 
nevertheless, despite His distance, He watches the turning of  the world through the 
eyes of  His figures, and thus the “beautiful language of  desire” Guyotat hears as

21. Ibid. p. 102.
22. Ibid. p. 109.
23. Derrida. “Plato’s Pharmacy.” Dissemination. p. 125.
24. Guyotat. Interview in The White Review. Issue 11. p. 16.
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he imagines such a scene must be the echoes of  the same language of  desire which 
compelled God to produce the mortal stage upon which His figures would dance, 
and to write the same text of  the world He could then read as it unfolds across time. 
If  it were so then it is the same for Guyotat to whom “Vision and language are 
inseparable,”25 Guyotat for whom the question of  transgression, of  stealing into the 
territories of  his own text is one answered by his being always already present within 
them in much the same way that God is at once present and absent in the world 
because “I exist in all the characters, and all the characters exist in me.”26 Guyotat, 
like God, sees the within of  his texts from those who are themselves within it, while 
standing entirely without at some infinite remoteness from the inside. Because the 
Creator sees through the created, the immediacy of  their sight is mediated by the 
Other. To this point, Maurice Blanchot—staging an exchange between an unnamed 
speaker and their absolute yet selfsame other—writes,

— ...to see is certainly always to see at a distance, but by allowing distance to 
give back what it removes from us. Sight is invisibly active in a pause wherein 
everything holds itself  back. We see only what first escapes us by virtue of  an 
initial privation, not seeing things that are too present, and not seeing them if  
our presence to things is pressing.
— But we do not see what is too distant, what escapes us through the separation 
of  distance.
— There is a privation, an absence, precisely through which contact is 
achieved. Here the interval does not impede; on the contrary, it allows a direct 
relation. Every relation of  light is an immediate relation.
— To see is thus to apprehend immediately from a distance.
— ... immediately from a distance and through distance. To see is to make 
use of  separation, not as mediating, but as a means of  immediation, as 
immediating. In this sense too, to see is to experience the continuous and to 
celebrate the sun, that is, beyond the sun: the One.
— And yet we do not see everything.
— This is sight’s wisdom, though we never see only one thing, even two or 
several, but a whole: every view is a general view.27

The light of  which Blanchot speaks illuminates our way forward; let us earmark this 
concept to return to later.

First, we return to chapter 1:1 of  the Sefer Yetzirah, to the idea of  engravement, 
seeing that God engraved the “32 mystical paths of  Wisdom” (represented by the 
ten Sefirah and the twenty-two letters of  the Hebrew alphabet which connect them 
on the Tree of  Life). What is at stake here is this idea of  production occurring by 
means of  subtraction, of  the writing of  text performed by the removal of  material, 
of  writing as the production of  wounds. As Blanchot himself  states, “The game of  
common etymology makes of  writing a cutting movement, a tear, a crisis,” that it is
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“a butchery: a kind of  violence—the word flesh is found in the family, just as graphy 
is a scratch.”28

Kaplan writes that the Hebrew word for engrave is Chakak, seen in Isaiah 
22:16—“Engrave (chakak) yourself  a dwelling in a rock” and that “Derived from this 
root are the words Chok and Chukah, meaning ‘rule’ and ‘decree,’ since rules and laws
serve to remove some of  the individual’s freedom of  action. Thus, the word Chakak is 
closely related to Ma-chak, meaning ‘to erase,’ as well as to the root La-kach, meaning 
to ‘remove’ or ‘take.’ The word Chakak is [thus] very closely related to the concept of  
writing.”29

SELF-SURRENDER AND SPLIT IN THE TZIMTZUM-CONSTRICTION

Here we circle back to the concept of  light since God, as understood by the Kabbalah, 
is nothing like a deity but rather a force, energy, action potential; here we find it 
necessary to repeat ourselves: There is no place that is empty of  God—Ain Sof, the infinite—
because He is the limitless light within whose space opened by His self-constriction 
we ourselves exist.

The ‘cutting operation’ of  writing, this limitless light, the dialectical play between 
presence and absence, immediacy and mediation, and Weil’s idea of  the Creation as 
an abandonment...Aryeh Kaplan explains:

Before a universe could be created, empty space had to exist in which it could 
be made. But initially, only God existed, and all existence was filled with the 
Divine Essence, the Light of  the Infinite (Or Ain Sof). It was out of  this undif-
ferentiated Essence that a Vacated Space had to be engraved. The process, 
known to the Kabbalists as the Tzimtzum (Constriction), is clearly described in 
the Zohar:

In the beginning of  the King’s authority
The Lamp of  Darkness
Engraved a hollow in the Supernal Luminescence.30

The hollow engraved in the Supernal Luminescence is the Vacated Space, in which 
all formation of  matter subsequently occurred, hence an emptiness needed to be 
produced within God’s infinite fullness, producing a position ‘before the beginning’ 
from which the ‘in the beginning’ could be produced—this ‘in the beginning’ being 
the point from which Creation then followed. Thus, when Genesis 1:2 states that “the 
earth was chaos and void,” we can understand this chaos as the plane of  potentiality 
in which something may exist, in which something could be created; understanding

28. Ibid. p. 28.
29. Kaplan. Sefer Yetzirah. p. 13.
30. Ibid. p. 13-14.
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that this chaos and void was the chasm produced by the Tzimtzum-Constriction by 
which God constricted His infinite light. The light of  God being light itself, this 
Lamp of  Darkness by necessity needed to shine a ‘negative light,’ a light suffused 
with darkness so that vision and sight are made possible, and we can see this dialectic 
dramatized through the following verses:

Job 37:21: “And now they do not see light, it is brilliant in the skies...round about 
God in terrible majesty.”

Psalms 18:12: “He made darkness His hiding place.”
Psalms 139:12: “Even darkness is not dark to You. Night shines like day—light 

and darkness are the same.”
Creation then occurs within this hollow produced by the constriction by God of  

His own light, and all that he creates are vessels which retain some capacity of  His 
light within them, therefore the infinity of  God is expressed and realized through 
Creation as finite and as differentiated, like pipes, tanks and wells that form a network, 
an assemblage of  vessels channeling and containing the free form of  water, and yet 
they are a multiplicity which, because of  their interconnection, can all be added up 
to produce the sum of  God (God which here is the Infinity and All).

Here we will call upon Kaplan to attempt to sew the final stitches into our 
patchwork understanding:

In Kabbalistic terminology, the concept of  giving is referred to as “Light,” 
while that of  receiving is called a “vessel.” Both Tohu (Chaos) and Bohu 
(Desolation) allude to these primeval Vessels.
... The original Vessels consisted of  the Ten Sefirot in their most primitive 
form. In this state, they could not interact with each other, and hence, could 
not give anything to each other. All they could do was receive from God.
In order to receive God’s Light, however, a Vessel must in some way be 
connected to God. The basic difference between the spiritual and the physical 
is the fact that space does not exist in the spiritual, and hence, there is no way 
in which the Sefirot can be physically connected to God. The only possible 
relationship is therefore resemblance. Hence, in order to receive God’s Light, 
the Vessel must, at least to some degree, resemble God.
This presents a difficulty, however. If  God is the ultimate Giver, while the 
Vessel only receives, the two are then absolute opposites. Therefore, in order 
for a vessel to properly receive, it must also give.
What is therefore needed is a vessel that gives as well as receives. The ultimate 
such vessel is man.31

The beautiful language of  desire, going over to the other side with one’s characters and 
places, the chasm between self  and other, the collapse of  the self  into the other...
Guyotat writes,
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I endeavor to relocate what little interior current I still possess into the collective 
current of  the human community; I even wish for that frail current to be swept 
away there. Living without others is impossible, yet if  you give yourself  up 
to them, you disappear in them. And thus I have disappeared into my fictive 
figures, into the Italian ones, into those closest to me, and who draw from me 
what they dare not draw from God himself.32

And thus I have disappeared; behind the constriction of  light, so to speak, which grants 
his figures the vision through which he sees his own created world and which binds 
them to their Creator, remaining the One and the All in the same moments the same 
as God, seeing the world he has created through the eyes of  his figures, and being 
himself the site in and from which his texts were written. Yes, among his figures and 
yet hidden, present and absent in the same moment since his presence is mediated 
through the other of  the fictive figure(s), understanding Guyotat’s texts the same as we 
understand the Sepher as the book of  the world that God has written.

Again Guyotat speaks to this idea of  ‘creation as abandonment’ in reference to 
his novel, Le Livre (on which he worked at the same time as Samora Machel prior to 
his coma): “At the same time that I decide never again to publish, reinforced by my 
refusal of  the designation ‘writer’, these voices [of  mine] disappear into what I no 
longer call writings, but matter.”33 Here we must repeat ourselves yet again (so insistent 
on the same ideas): is it any coincidence that Guyotat’s Tales of Samora Machel...
remains unpublished? Because his figures are created from within himself, and he as 
Creator disappears into them thereafter. Because the very process that produces their 
traumatic dis-union from their Creator is exactly what constitutes them as created or 
as creation; what solidifies them as matter distinguished from the simultaneous All and 
therefore Nothing that is the infinite light of  the Creator prior to Creation, and thus 
what produces this inextricable union with the Creator.

Perhaps this is why Guyotat, even to the very end of  his life, refused to publish 
Samora Machel, because its places and its figures were at once so wounding and yet so 
precious and profound that he could not stand to release them from within him, to 
abandon them, to enact that process which would satisfy their dis-union from him 
(understanding publication as the point at which the work is cut, split or divested from 
the author), and as a result of  this somato-spiritual struggle he, at the end of  a long 
bout of  starvation and lapses in consciousness, nearly lost his own life.

It is here—granted we understand him now as Author-God and thus as Creator, 
and recognize as well the dynamics and processes which permit this understanding—
we begin to speak of  the body, the author’s own in its almost immediate relation to 
those of  his fictive figures that we turn to the somatic elements of  Guyotat’s writing—
the stoikheia of  which the Greek Atomists Plato and Aristotle speak.”

32. Guyotat. Coma. p. 112.
33. Barber. “Pierre Guyotat: The Matter of  Writing”. Revolutions & Aberrations. p. 18.
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TO SPEAK THE BODY INTO BEING

The body of  the Creator is what gives a body to the Other; to all that has, has had or 
will have a body. It is the prehistorical point of  history, and we may imagine the figure 
of  God—were He to have and speak from a singular figure; as a figure Himself, the 
prehistorical figure from which the body of  prehistory escapes and thus begins—
echoing Job in His own peculiar way; an echo which escapes the original and itself  
becomes other: ‘From my flesh I shall create the body,’ the body of  God escaping itself  
to become captured in the Other, to become all bodies; God’s body the prehistory 
through which the body of  the figural other enters into history. Guyotat writes, “I have 
written these things, but it wasn’t I who wrote them. I am the instrument of  that 
writing. I am a body through whom the words pass.”34

What is the Word if  not that which became flesh and made its dwelling among flesh?35 The 
body of  the figure, this flesh which speaks from the in-the-beginning with a voice located 
before the in-its-beginning, dictates its creation to the Creator; its voice demands a body, 
the text demands the book, the light demands the vessel, and thus the infinity of  God 
demands a ‘body,’ assuming the form of  that supernal chasm in which God, separated 
from Himself  by means of  a body detached from the body, reproduces his physicality 
ad infinitum; a rampant hyper-multiplicity. Hence our imperfection, and hence why the 
vessels we are are referred to as shattered vessels, because we were made in the image of  
God, and it was this process of  self-separation that reduced Him from the infinity of  
His perfection in order to grant Him an ‘image,’ to produce a representation of  God—
as imperfect; a finite God distanced from God’s infinitude—to serve as the model for 
our creation, since God before His self-constriction and self-separation—as Ain Sof; the 
infinite, the without-end prior to the constriction of  His endless light—was nothing, pure 
and absolute nothingness, what Aryeh Kaplan calls “the ultimate ‘negative attribute’ 
that can be ascribed to God Himself.”36 Thus, he produced, through the subtractive 
‘cutting operation’ of  writing-as-engraving, the something, the imperfect body that, in the 
darkness produced by the constriction of  His light, was given delineation, distinction, 
form and content. This was the primordial cataclysm, the pre-prehistorical tragedy from 
which prehistory could be prepared within which God could create the ‘beginning,’ 
the genesis of  history from the first act of  creation after having created (creation before 
Creation) “a body through whom the words [may] pass,” the words as Word(s); lest we 
think that the body of  Christ was the first instance of  God’s self-sacrifice, although, 
whereas the body of  Christ was created as that which would be offered to satisfy the 
ritual of  sacrifice, it was through the act of  sacrifice itself—the act of  self-capitulation, 
of  self-surrender of  God from Himself—that the first something, the first body, the first 
moment of  corpo-reality was created.
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The ultimate act of  expenditure. The apotheosis of  sacrifice—the first sacrifice. 
This is the destiny towards which Guyotat aimed, whether consciously or otherwise, in 
the span of  his history detailed in Coma, a novel which details in fragments continually 
opening and closing as if  in syncopation with his own lapses in consciousness his 
almost fatal physical decline.

“When writing,” Guyotat begins, “I settle into the central axis of  the Earth, my 
existence, as a humble plowman of  language, is grafted onto that axis, onto the axis of  that 
movement, which is more grandiose than human movement alone: the movement 
of  the planet: the rotation of  the planet, with its sun and stars: and in this way 
to elude even the feeling of  death.”37 Because becoming attuned to the movement 
of  the earth on its axis, following and becoming that movement dissolves the tragic 
recognition of  distance between I and I, between the I of  the Creator that is at once 
split into the I of  the created; this distance which mimics the feeling of  death because 
to write or speak the I is to lose it, to obliterate the I uttered in the citation. Thus, 
what is writing if  not an effort towards this obliteration, towards the reduction of  the self, 
its neutralization in the other, and what is a text but the altar upon which the author 
enacts their own sacrifice?

“How can I reduce this self ?” writes Guyotat. “Can I make it disappear, smash 
it the way the Virgin smashes the serpent? I circumscribe it within myself  so many 
times during the day, chase it from my actions toward what I am forced to call ‘others’ 
but through each of  whom, by nature...I am more than I am myself, and from whom 
I am separated only by skin and social mores.”38

This goal of  Guyotat’s, to smash or make disappear the self, to affect its death so 
as to live on through if  not completely become the other which is more this I than he 
is himself, is surely one he imagines with great pleasure. A pleasure to disappear, a 
pleasure to die, and to die one’s own death, to really feel as one’s life slips away, and 
sigh in agonal ecstasy as one breathes their last labored gasp...this is death, this is 
orgasm—la petite mort—because, for Guyotat, the act of  writing, and thus of  being 
reduced, of  having his self  beaten and smashed—because he is being beaten—is an act 
of  sexual gratification.

Alain Badiou describes Guyotat’s writing as “a theory of  the world, a theory of  
the universe, which is at base a theory of  the atomism of  bodies,”39 because the bodies 
in his texts, his figures, theses atoms are compelled by natural forces of  attraction to 
make love and take love, to fuck and be fucked, kill and be killed. Guyotat, then, 
through the intermediary of  the fictive other—as atomic substance within his worlds 
themselves—inhabits each text as a multiplicity, as stoikheia, as every neshamah divested 
from the greater breath of  the divine. The language of  desire, then, is one spoken 
between the world in which Guyotat writes and the world in which he is written 
(into which he writes himself), and from this split, this disjunctive synthesis between

37. Guyotat. Coma. p. 52.
38. Guyotat. In the Deep. p. 52.
39. Badiou. “On Pierre Guyotat’s Atomistic Cosmology.” Animal Shelter. Issue 4. p. 118.
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self  and other, world and worlds, and Creator and created arise the “contradictory 
drives to be both seen and see-er (‘seer’), pimp and bawd, buyer and bought, fucker 
and fucked, and these drives were partly reflected in the apparatus employed during 
the masturbatory session [this apparatus being the ‘beat-sheet,’ a sort of  jock strap 
assembled from crumpled texts of  his that we will return to later],”40 drives which, 
when satisfied, culminates in the author’s climax, his little death, the enjoyment of  
his—if  only temporary—reduction and disappearance after which, having crashed, 
he returns to that detested self  once more.

Once I crash, the signature of  my desire and of  my spurt is a nearly-dead 
body, and at the end of  my hand as it opens, a few emphatic lines on the 
paper—and sometimes, the temptation to cover what little that is with a crime. 
But whom can I kill but myself ?41

The pre-prehistorical self-divestment of  God was the release, the rupture, the spurt 
of  matter into being, but the little death of  the ejaculatory self-divestment is a useless 
expenditure which wastes the Creator the same as Onan, “the son of  Judah in Genesis 
who is killed by Yahweh for ‘wasting his seed on the ground,’” to say nothing of  
Guyotat “wasting it into a rag!” although, to his own defense, he writes that “Onan 
doesn’t create text through his act.” The ejaculatory self-divestment, because of  the 
apparatus, imbues the text with the seed of  life itself, thus writing becomes a double 
act, an auto-affective process which nevertheless beheads the problematic prefix, 
detaching the auto- to effect his self-separation. This double act he calls ‘orgiastic 
writing,’ and writes that, “Orgiastic writing and sperm are the only visible, palpable 
productions of  my freedom. And, at least after the first ejaculation...I can touch 
them with my hand, filaments, lumps as fragile as life, fragments of  brain, trails of  
trembling embryo, sentences, words interrupted or traced during orgasm when the 
self  is freed from the self.”42

Through this orgiastic writing, the copula arises from the play of  copulation, the 
seminal becomes the semantic, and the ejaculation bursts forth as spurt and speech. 
The materiality of  the text is constructed into the apparatus of  the ‘beat-sheet’ which 
is worn as a harness constricting the cock and the testicles through which Guyotat 
masturbates while writing, his member swelling with the same anticipatory pressure 
as his figures as they all await their release through the author’s little self-surrender. 
“The tight lacing of  the cloth on the member, its erection screwed down, or forced 
to the back of  the balls, induced a text of  narrative and speech in which the hard 
economic facts of  prostitution (sale, hire, price of  bodies, cost of  manipulating these 
bodies, accountancy of  the number of  times, etc.) found their expression in the 
handwriting itself, cramped and more deliberately vertical.”43
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42. All quotations in this paragraph from Ibid. p. 51-52.
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TWO SIDES TO THE VEIL

Creator. Father. Mother. Insemination of  the womb of  the page to birth the bodies 
who would aid in the orgasmic release of  those who would visit the brothels of  
his texts. Desire flowing through that beautiful language that demands from the 
Creator a body in which to aim themselves towards the same recurrent, partial death 
through which the Creator would give them life; the river of  semen and cervical 
mucus which flows through, between and among the Creator and created; “There 
is a tear between the reality that must be lived and another reality that belongs to 
poetry,” writes Guyotat. A tear, an ‘engraved’ subtracted space between which the 
visceral prima materia of  (pro)Creation—those “lumps as fragile as life, fragments of  
brain, trails of  trembling embryo”—flow back and forth between that breach in the 
hymen. The resultant connection between “the reality that must be lived” and the 
reality which “belongs to poetry”44 is one of  copulation, of  recurrent penetration and 
retraction, flowing inwards and outwards in recurrent rhythms matching those of  the 
sexual encounter. 

This tear is represented in a body in Guyotat’s Coma. Indeed, it is the body of  
François K. in the text’s second chapter that reveals itself  to Guyotat in their intimacy 
as the tear itself; François’ body being the hymen through which Guyotat feels 
himself  within both realities at once. François is a young artist who Guyotat has cast 
in a theater piece he is composing the text for, and with whom he becomes sexually 
involved. François, through and beyond his performance of  Guyotat’s writing, lives 
the text and blesses it with a body—his own. “He delivers the text in its entirety, with 
gentleness, violence, he growls it, clamors it, he sings it,”45 he lives the text, offers it 
the material of  his flesh seated atop a throne of  animal carcasses the two of  them 
have received from a slaughterhouse to place as stage decorations. And, because 
the body of  François is itself  this tear between the two realities, Guyotat remarks 
that, “He writes, he draws, often with his own blood, at times, he scarifies his body. 
He offers me slashed, bloodied skin to caress, in the sweat of  our embraces or our 
housework”;46 offering Guyotat the womb whose bloody flows are the streams of  life 
which pass between the two worlds for his communion.

The text does not therefore enclose, but marks its margins and limits to signal 
to and beg for their transgression; for flesh to form from writing, for writing to 
structure and animate the body. Writing, then, as we see repeatedly (recurrently, 
our re-citation assuming the feverish, vacillating rhythm of  copulation) is something 
physical, something palpable, something able to be grasped, fucked, and wrestled 
with. Something to be loved, and thus embraced, as we encounter yet again in 
Coma where Guyotat describes himself  on a camping trip lying prone in his tent

44. All quotes in this paragraph from Guyotat. “The Strange Illness of  Poetry.” Animal Shelter. Issue 3. p. 102.
45. Guyotat. Coma. p. 27.
46. Ibid. p. 27.
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as he labors over the text of  Samora Machel; labors because he does not merely write but 
“grasp[s] Samora’s body again, his eyes and ass, the folds between his shoulder and 
neck...I work, stomach against the ground, late into the night.”47

Two sides to the veil, to the tear between the reality of  life and the reality of  
poetry, and each side turns a different face to the one who wishes to pass. The side of  
the tear through which one enters into poetry through life bears the face of  François, 
where the side through which one enters into life through poetry bears the face of  
Samora Machel. But the passage through the tear cannot be gentle—the tear must 
be entered by means of  a tearing-through. One must tear through the tear. Because 
the bodies of  the two men, of  François and Machel, themselves are the hymen 
through which Guyotat must penetrate. Flesh formed from writing, writing becoming the 
language of  the body...as Stephen Barber puts it, “The origin of  the matter of  writing 
is in its revelation of  the duplicity that exists between the body and language, and in 
the shattering act of  collision which also welds them together.”48

Creation as procreation. Sexuality, textuality; these two are the same. So much 
love and labor, spit and bloodied flesh (the scarified skin of  François) and flows; of  
semen, of  semantics, of  language, of  desire. Fathering the text or Mothering the 
text; these two are the same, and we see this metaphorical unity, this alchemical 
conjunction, in the concatenation of  fluids and matter produced by a young Guyotat 
who, during a session of  orgiastic writing, wears the apparatus of  his beat-sheet 
stuffed with a tampon saturated with fresh menstruation fetched from the bathroom 
garbage bin. He writes, “That blood, mixed with ‘substance,’ wafts up to my nostrils: 
to experience that smell, which is also the smell of  massacre, so close to my mother! 
A mother only secretes her children!”49

Much like his “contradictory drives to be both seen and see-er,” so too does he 
mean through this combination of  vital substances to be both father and mother of  
his texts. The smell of  menstruation is the perfume of  motherhood, and the sterile 
odor of  sperm disseminates the cologne of  fatherhood. To both father and mother 
his texts is to birth texts that in turn would engender him in much the same way; 
mothering and fathering him as their parentchild.

Guyotat writes:

Climbing the stairs, as my member palpitates near a last discharge, in the slimy 
fabric, I wonder why this divine filiation, still! I am my own creation: I must 
accept all of  myself; it’s from my own desire, from the desire that I’ve created 
for myself  that I pull what needs to be transformed into the power that terrifies 
and tortures my double.
Strong is how I must accept myself, not compliant: strength is always 
scandalous. Saul, Job, and so many others, prophets, artists, each is tormented 
by an unprecedented Destiny—madness, sanctity, oeuvre.50
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Here we risk our venture up to this point by stressing a distinction between creation 
and formation, because so often where we spoke of  creation in this essay, we would 
no doubt have done better to invoke instead the idea of  formation. The Kabbalah 
defines creation as something from nothing, whereas formation is producing 
something from something. All creation, then, is creation ex nihilo, and formation 
thus occurs ex materia. As Kaplan writes in The Bahir Illumination, “Light emanates 
from God’s essence, and is therefore ‘something from something.’”51 Yes, God spoke 
the words, “Let there be light,” and it was so, but because we understand that God 
Himself  was the pure ‘nothingness’ of  endless light, God, then, was the very something 
from which the light (as constricted, as ‘shining’ with darkness) was formed.

We see this turn towards the difference between creation and formation perhaps 
as undermining the very groundwork laid by this essay up to this point, for one thing 
since Guyotat figures himself  as Creator, but we see that he is Creator, principally, of  
himself  (“still! I am my own creation”). And have we not seen this exact process—the 
pre-prehistorical Creation of  the Creator—earlier in our essay? But here we encounter 
a problem, a contradiction, and so we must turn back to an earlier point in our essay.

...it was this process of  self-separation that reduced Him from the infinity of  His perfection 
in order to grant Him an ‘image,’ to produce a representation of  God—as imperfect God; a God 
distanced from God—to serve as the model for our creation, we said, understanding that God-
as-Creator (to be understood henceforth as God-as-Maker, as one who produces from 
the something of  substance or material [which He Himself  is for His formations]) was 
created ex nihilo, from the ‘nothing’ of  the infinity He Himself  was before He jettisoned 
Himself-as-something from Himself-as-pure-nothing. Could we not reason, however, 
that the nothingness or everythingness of  God—these being one and the same—was 
the very something, the very materia from which God formed Himself-as-something?

How do we resolve the contradiction of  this God which ‘still! is His own 
creation’? Kaplan explains that another word for Ain Sof (or Without End) is Ain-
Nothingness, and that the use of  the word Ain-Nothingness is used to reference 
the essence of  an individual made in God’s image: “we refer to the ultimate ‘I’ 
that cannot be known. ...when I try to imagine...the real ‘me,’ all I can depict is 
nothingness.”52 Thus we understand that this nothingness, insofar as we understand 
it through ourselves since we are made in His image, is a something; of  course 
something which “is higher than thought itself ” but a something nevertheless much 
like, for Heidegger, the nothingness of  the thing (Das Ding) serves to constitute the thing 
as much as the thing-ness of  what materials were used to construct it. As Heidegger 
writes, “The empty space, this nothing of  the jug, is what the jug is as the holding 
vessel. ... The vessel’s thingness does not lie at all in the material of  which it consists, 
but in the void that holds.”53 Therefore, if  we understand Guyotat as a homologue 
for God, we must remedy our understanding of  the two; no longer Creators, we

51. Kaplan. The Bahir: Illumination. p. 98.
52. Kaplan. Inner Space. p. 50.
53. Heidegger. “The Thing.” Poetry, Language, Thought. p. 167.
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must instead recognize them as Makers, and thus correct Guyotat’s formulation—a 
declarative we by rights apply to God as well—to “still! I am my own formation.”

THE TIMELESSNESS OF TIME

Let us not commit the mistake of  perceiving contradictions as a threat to our 
enterprise since contradiction and impossibility are themselves the spaces in which 
Formation operates, and the grounds that constitute the reality that must be lived 
as well as the reality of  poetry, and that establishes their linkage, and would we as 
readers dare to deny this? and on what grounds, since we stand from the first moment 
of  our entry into a text to the last upon groundless grounds? Nevertheless, we must 
admit the difficulty in navigating the Kabbalah which defines creation as ex nihilo 
and yet describes Hebrew as the language of  creation (because something produced by 
naming, from the material of  the spoken word should define Hebrew instead as the 
language of  formation). Everywhere there is a crisis that demands correction, moments 
of  disbelief  that beg our faith or suspension, and negations that demand negation. 
Such are the difficulties in wrestling with God, He who was, is, and will be; this we 
see in the construction of  the Tetragrammaton itself; YHVH (יהוה), the first letter of  
which is Yud* (י) which, when used as a prefix, means ‘He will.’ Kaplan writes, “It 
therefore indicates God’s potential of  which we can speak.... When God speaks of  
Himself, He calls Himself  Ehyeh (I will be), while when we speak of  Him, we call 
Him YHVH, which has the connotation of  ‘He is-will be.’ The Yud is therefore the 
first letter of  the Tetragrammaton, since it is the first level of  our understanding.”54

God is in His I-will-be-ness, an expression we might reformulate as, I will be once 
I have first become, a formulation which shows God laying claim to an impossible I 
that pre-dates His presence, that speaks before the One who possesses the voice, a 
voice that speaks before the becoming of  its speaker in order to produce this very 
becoming. This pervasive I anticipates its own formation because it always already 
was, because it has been and will be immanent in itself.

This aporetic ontology is reproduced in the metaphysical framework of  Guyotat’s 
later works, the fragmentary novels, Coma and In the Deep, the former in which we 
see a scene where his father shows the young Guyotat a photograph of  his mother 
seated on a pier and tells him that he was conceived there in the hotel shown in the 
photograph’s background, an experience which shows him as he was before himself, 
as being in his I-will-be-ness. Guyotat writes, “My heart instantly starts racing and 
palpitates as if  bound to another: I was, I am, in that thinking womb, before being 
there; before that human ‘conception,’ I am.”55

The pre- of  history. The be of  becoming; the voice that speaks before the body. All
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of  it is nothing, in the sense that God is nothing, in the sense of  the void that is 
the thing-ness of  the vessel, and it is yet to arrive, yet to be formed. “The future 
is what doesn’t yet exist;” writes Guyotat, “it’s what I must create out of  nothing: 
poetry and its double: the text of  the deep—‘beyond-creation,’”56 and yet the future 
exists, arriving as that thing which has yet to arrive or is always arriving. ‘The text of  
the deep’ that In the Deep is presents itself  to us as existent-text and as existing-text, 
where words occur as ripples and remain as ripples bounding across the sea of  time 
because the speaking-I invokes the present, thus what is or occurs ‘is’ as ‘always-is’, 
occurs as always-occurring. However, because these texts are fragmentary, they defy a 
historical chronology (insofar as we grant that a life produces a history of that life) and 
thus come to pre-figure the future, to speak of  that which has yet to be as already-
being; within its space we trace the shattered rhythm of  language and thought the 
same as their Maker who wrote, “the very words and letters with which the universe 
was created...[and] which constantly sustain it;” shifting through disjointed time from 
present-, past- and future-tense with only the space of  an indentation to signify the 
rupture in time. 

Both Coma and In the Deep trace the a-temporal course of  speakers both plagued 
with the same ‘illness of  poetry’ who both are engaged in a struggle to lay claim to an 
I which may speak and write itself  free from the other; both of  whom hurl themselves 
to the outermost limits of  their psychic and somatic thresholds to locate the I that lies 
beyond the many other’s they have willed themselves into becoming, those who are their 
vessels through whose eyes they see the worlds they have formed. The speaker in each 
text suffers immensely—to the point of  near fatality, in Coma—and suffering always 
arrests time, shatters its unity and scatters the pieces. “There,” in suffering, writes 
Maurice Blanchot, “the present is without end, separated from every other present by 
an inexhaustible and empty infinite, the very infinite of  suffering, and thus dispossessed 
of  any future: a present without end and yet impossible as a present.”57 The mise en 
abyme of  the present when one is in the throes of  suffering—through suffering we lose 
our purchase on time, plunging from one unseated and indifferent present into another 
without memory of  our passage. “[P]recisely through this suffering,” writes Blanchot, 
“[one] is deprived of  the ‘I’ that would make him suffer it.”58

As In the Deep staggers feverishly toward its end, we see the teenaged Guyotat 
wandering the streets at night almost entirely nude were it not for that apparatus devoted 
to his orgiastic writing in his addled devotion to raising himself  to the level of  God, to 
“think as He does,”59 to feel himself  within or as the Maker and to accept thereby the 
call to be Maker himself; to lay claim to that dizzied and powerful I which lords over the 
text and wanders within its gardens. He writes feverishly in the midst of  masturbation as 
he meditates on these matters; this meditation, this last round of  orgiastic writing that

56. Guyotat. In the Deep. p. 185.
57. Blanchot. The Infinite Conversation. p. 44-45.
58. Ibid. p. 45.
59. Guyotat. In the Deep. p. 403. 
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leads the novel to its ultimate climax. “Will I have the strength to walk,” writes Guyotat, 
“to lie down on the bed, and wait, tampon at my wrist, for the transformation?”60

Both novels detail a journey towards an I that is whole, a self  free from the other 
that is entirely One; a movement towards a reified I after the originary shattering 
that is mirrored in the fragmentary nature of  the texts. But what does it mean for 
Formation to be whole, or for the Maker Himself  to be all of  a One? Could unity 
only exist in the intervals between its interruption, or is it the interruption which 
underscores and reveals a unity by means of  its fragmentation?

Blanchot writes,

[T]o speak (to write) is to cease thinking solely with a view to unity, and to 
make the relations of  words an essentially dissymmetrical field governed 
by discontinuity; as though, having renounced the uninterrupted force of  a 
coherent discourse, it were a matter of  drawing out a level of  language where 
one might gain the power not only to express oneself  in an intermittent manner, 
but also to allow intermittence itself  to speak: a speech that, non-unifying, is no 
longer content with being a passage or a bridge—a non-pontificating speech 
capable of  clearing the two shores separated by the abyss, but without filling in 
the abyss or reuniting its shores: a speech without reference to unity.61

The success of  this endeavor—entering into the wholeness of  Formation and the 
Oneness of  the Maker—is produced by its failure. The I may only ever assert 
itself  as such by and in the absolute presence of  the other, and yet the utterance 
affects the vanishing of  the one who dares utter the I since, as Blanchot writes, 
“Certainly, when I speak, I recognize very well that there is speech only because 
what ‘is’ has disappeared in what names it, struck with death so as to become 
the reality of  the name; the life of  this death.”62 The language of  Formation, 
for Guyotat, then, is the language of  death; every sentence signals to the 
disappearance of  the writing-I into the written-I, effecting a play of  mirrors, the 
projection of  sight, the throwing of  one’s voice to be spoken through the mouth 
of  the other, the fictive figure; the I can only recognize itself  as all of  a One the 
same as Ain Sof Himself  recognizes his Oneness, ‘still!’ in the multiplicity of  the 
All or the everything that He has formed, and this is the same for Guyotat. The 
fragmentation of  Guyotat’s texts as well reveals the shatteredness of  the I which 
writes and is written, and mimics the shattering of  time produced by the process 
of  Formation since the Maker is Himself  He who was, is, and will be; since the history 
of  the Maker enacts a play of  the abyss or abysses in the pre- preceding His prehistory.
The I of  the Maker is the All; the All is everything formed by and through the I.

And here, at the end of  all of  this, is where Guyotat will see us off; his voice one 
which throws itself  towards us from the other side of  life far beyond the body (of  flesh 
and of  text):
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After the clinic comes the time to enter into gentle depression, slow healing: 
instead of  the enchanted palace we think we have won by the sweat of  our 
dead blood, the reward for this run through death is a disenchanted world, 
without notable depth and color, drab gazes that no longer see you, voices 
always directed toward others since you have returned from too far, a daily 
obligation to survive, a heart that only pumps blood, and blood that is no 
longer warming. You must wait. Without anger. Apply yourself  daily to eating, 
to sleeping, to cleaning yourself, to dressing, to walking: all of  it, almost alone, 
and without even yourself  by your side: try in jolts, so awkward to take heart.
Patience, patience.63

63. Guyotat. Coma. p. 220.
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four collages

where light ends
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the solitude of dreamless sleep
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Sunpost at Outset

on the map we are depicted
stationed at what aspire
to be trees, irregular distances
from the ambient vagueness
of  suburbs. as cartoon tendrils
fidget-spin the compass rose
our positions update
w/ reference to the new
riverbanks. in real time
one can hope.
that’s funny he said
marking time with a pen
it feels like I’m the one moving
or at least the one moved.
the vegetation buckles in a seam,
dusty laughter. the ambush occurred
in what I made out was the winter
of  our salad days. we won
I think, the way a sigh
pushes back the stale air
or rustles the stenciled mountains.
or we didn’t, and where I am
these thorns and edges blur
on my mark. mark my words
with your pen.

three poems
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Nemo’s Day

after we had untied grace
we stood under the last expanse

cat-pupil
last dry slivering
equinox drop

after autoplay of  war

one word
in this stale beam
saturated/ wrung

and what sorry
could I mean

for you? what centuries
never taught me to squander? I know,
but come on, gray squirm of  ‘enough’

linear milk of  the father
a trickle
sincere the cold rocks

sincere accumulating strategies

hiding your plenty
the silent cloister
thankless/

juiced

joshua wilkerson
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Not This, Not That

the soul before dawn
takes the form of  a fist

an object until you open it

that’s form
fraying in the actual

dark, not the stupid wreath of  syntax
splitting into less than air
against the glass I thought

I wanted to shatter
she said

by the way you have pianist’s
hands or shadows
wrestle their source

to the shred of  a line

just stop opening
some ruined sun

in your mouth
of  etcetera & They Who Act
breaks in light frills open

to none
such tireless threads

gold of  the moment
keys or splinters

left as a warning in every door

three poems
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five drawings

two lips
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five drawings

my blue lake
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playhouse
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five drawings

poppet



It has been said that myth is a public dream, dreams are private myths. Unfortunately 
we give our mythic side scant attention these days. As a result, a great deal escapes us 
and we no longer understand our own actions. So it remains important and salutary 
to speak not only of  the rational and easily understood, but also of  enigmatic things: 

the irrational and the ambiguous. To speak both privately and publicly...
—Mary Zimmerman

There’s a thread you follow. It goes among
Things that change. But it doesn’t change

—William Stafford

Quaerendo Invenietis

Postmodernity moved through Western civilization like a bracing 
wind, sweeping away universal constraints, breaking free of  the 
past, billowing through paper thin façades and the artifices of  high 
culture. Its centurions and prophets included Jürgen Habermas; 
Jean-François Lyotard, and Jean Baudrillard.1 Postmodernity’s 
persistence over time worked to erode ivory towers and to crumble 
structures designed to harbor those who spoke code and advocated 
a singular ontology. But while initially freeing, the movement’s ardor 
for arbitrariness, its incessant ironic and iconoclastic gesture, and its

1. Barry. Beginning Theory: An Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory. 85-89.
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Northrop Frye 
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resulting subtle and seismic fissures tore community asunder, and made union and 
commonality all but a quaint hope of  power-hungry antiquarians. What was once 
a positive turn toward deconstruction and individual empowerment, transformed 
into a greedy hydra no one could fathom nor bear to speak to; postmodernity made 
for this monster a subdivision of  myriad towers, a plurality of  babble, a landscape 
of  teetering edifices sagging and shifting under the weight of  its own self-generating 
gravity on a miasma of  shifting sand. 

Now, ours is a fractured society characterized by rampant relativism, swelling 
skepticism and seeping nihilism. This postmodern era, of  increased exclusion 
and isolation,2 of  deceptive, stealth marketing,3 of  personal broadcasting and so-
called “ego-casting”4 is an age of  divisiveness and destruction.5 While its hallmark 
technological advances has spawned virtual social connection—half  of  the top 
ten sites on the “Global Top 500” most visited Web sites in the world are social 
network sites6– postmodernity’s connectivity has done little for community, in fact 
some estimate our technologically-advanced contemporary society is quickening the 
erosion of  community: 

[O]ur technologies—especially the Internet—are encouraging group 
polarization: ‘As the customization of  our communications universe increases, 
society is in danger of  fragmenting, shared communities in danger of  
dissolving’.7

We’re “bowling alone,”8 hooked up to iPods, downloading viral videos from 
YouTube.com, eating dinner alone, watching our two-hundred channel satellite 
TiVo universe in an engagement with mania that is literally making us sick.9 What 
was once a “people over profit,” a “voice to every person” milieu, slouches now 
toward Gomorrah. “Americans have embraced a culture where steep profits and 
shallow relationships have multiplied our possessions but reduced our social values,” 
writes Peter C. Whybrow in American Mania.10 Society, community, is dying—or in 
some estimates is presently as dead as God—and one possible avenue of  revival (an 
inexpensive, low-tech, public, democratic avenue at that) is to be found, rediscovered, 
in literature11 or by its more pervasive and prosaic nomenclature, narrative, which 
can be found in the leaves of  books; but also as the backbone of  film; the content 
of  spoken word; the thread of  dance; the serialized programs of  television. 
“Reading,” these narratives serves to help read ourselves, tell our story, shows us 
our own visage—democratic and inclusive. “Reading Homer can peel the cover
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back and allow us to see ourselves as we are,” Mark Edmunson of  the University 
of  Virginia writes in Why Read.12 Literature, the blueprint of  narrative, is unifying 
in the search for identity. “We read to know we’re not alone,” the famous quote by 
C.S. Lewis goes. In literature the narratives of  a society, of  people, what the late 
pragmatist Richard Rorty called “final narratives,” can be read and shared:

All human beings carry about a set of  words which they employ to justify 
their actions, their beliefs, and their lives. These are the words in which we 
formulate praise of  our friends and contempt for our enemies, our long-
term projects, our deepest self-doubts and our highest hopes. They are the 
words...the story of  our lives.13

Notice our. Our friends, our enemies, our deepest self-doubts, our highest hopes. 
Our lives. In the spirit of  sharing final narratives, in hopes of  mending the fissures 
postmodernity has wrought, revivalists would be well served to reintroduce the 
work of  Canadian literary critic Northrop Frye into the conversation. Frye knows 
the way forward is to take a step back, to glance over our collective shoulder; 
for in his exhaustive study of  myth and archetype Frye discovers not Lyotard’s 
“metanarratives,” but more specifically, empirically, the sun, the moon, the 
seasons—a cyclical yearning—a structure to our stories, a universal form to share 
in our common humanity; it braces the towers against toppling, but doesn’t make 
demands on who gets to live in them or what the occupants can or cannot shout 
from the rooftops. For rather than grounding a corrective to postmodernity’s 
fractures on universal conceptions of  value, Frye’s structuralism, his “mythoi,” 
seeks to reconcile exclusion, to alleviate skepticism and discombobulation by 
having society look within the pages of  literature—our stories—to see our universal 
quest structure for meaning. It is the search for this that is important for only in 
joining in commitment to share in this quest can intersections and connections 
ever hope to be realized. It’s a starting point. One learned scholar put it this 
way: “Communities are human social groups united not by mutual assistance in 
reaching predetermined aims but by mutual assistance in trying to identify and 
shape the aims toward which we will aspire and work”.14 Undoubtedly—and this 
cannot be stressed enough—the structuralism of  Frye cannot be, and is not, the 
sole answer to what ails us, but it is a start, a recognition, and one that begins 
back at the creation of  narrative itself, at the very onset of  our story together 
when we were wild and unencumbered by factionalism, conceit nor irony.

Northrop Frye was a Canadian literary critic and theologian whose advocacy 
of  a systemic analysis of  literature; an objective dissection of  literature’s 
mythic structure and its explication of  archetype flourished in the latter decades
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of  the twentieth century. While today, fifty years later, Frye’s myth criticism is no 
longer in vogue, “...its legacy is powerful. Frye’s work remains deeply influential”.15

Under the umbrella of  Structuralism, Frye sought to have literary critics “isolate 
the underlying set of  laws by which...signs are combined into meanings,” largely 
ignoring content in service to form, or structure.16 Through this scientific approach 
to literary criticism Frye suggests the critic:

[W]ill read any literary work first in terms of  its linear units of  narrative, then 
in terms of  its spatial structure of  imagery and in the way that narrative and 
metaphor interpenetrate to create the rhythm of  the work, then in relation to 
those structures in other works of  the same genre, and so on to the structures 
of  the literary universe itself.17

In this way Frye suggests that each text is a palimpsest—a text that reflects its historical 
origin—and that an organizational pattern—a recurrence—could be discerned. 
Form and or genre according to Frye didn’t develop over time—nor exist before its 
creation—but rather atemporally exists only when composed, temporally, and that 
the composition is one of  unconscious repetition of  recognizable, epiphanic, shapes 
and forms. These units Frye calls, in several of  his works on myth and literature, 
the “archetypes of  literature.” Archetypes and a recurrence of  organization, that 
of  a cycle, came to Frye as a clear sign of  narrative’s birth, which was to have been 
borne through ritual. In “Archetypes of  Literature,” (first published in 1951 as “My 
Credo,” in Kenyon Review), Frye presents a rough draft of  his theory that stipulates that 
in ritualistic agrarian celebration narrative was born; Frye elaborates and deepens 
his mythoi theory in essay three found in The Anatomy of  Criticism and exemplifies its 
use by Christianity in his work entitled, The Great Code. This paper primarily relies on 
“Archetypes of  Literature,” as its founding text, but supplements and expands upon 
concepts via both Anatomy of  Criticism and The Great Code.

In “Archetypes of  Literature,”18 Frye writes that art is measured by time and 
space; that is, art is presented in time, like music, and in space, with painting. 
The principle that organizes these arts is recurrence—in music the recurrence is 
time or rhythm; in painting the recurrence is space or pattern (brushstrokes). “In 
other words, all arts may be conceived both temporally and spatially,” writes Frye. 
Literature is situated for him between music and painting. Frye says words reach 
toward musicality and form patterns, metaphor and so on, and “approach the 
hieroglyphic or pictorial,” or spatial. So literature contains both the rhythm of  
music and the patterns of  painting—the recurrences of  those two arts: Literature 
contains both time (patterns) and space (forms/archetypes). “We hear or listen to 
a narrative, but when we grasp a writer’s total pattern we ‘see’ what he means,”
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writes Frye. Recurrence at its purest is “unconscious repetition”—an endeavor 
cultivated from humanity’s propinquity to that of  the nature cycle. This cycle is the 
glance backward, the desire to reconnect with nature, a return to songs of  innocence, 
one might say. Frye writes in Spiritus Mundi, “Man lives in two worlds, the world 
of  nature which forms his external environment, and the constructed world of  
civilization and culture which he has made himself  because he wants to live in such 
a world”.19 Civilization’s celebration, its rituals, is an effort to renew rapport with 
nature, from whence it came, both in secular and ecclesiastic senses of  this concept. 

He exemplifies this conception of  renewal by calling our attention to mating 
birds. As observers, we notice or know that the birds are engaged in a mating dance, a 
ritual which has its origin, its biological impulse, in the cyclical quality or demands of  
nature—a felt sense in the bodies of  creatures great and small. The birds are unaware 
that what they are doing is a ritual and so are “unconscious” of  the repetition; it is 
in their nature, much like today avian experts say birds know when to migrate when 
the bird begins a stage called “zugunruhe,” or agitation or excitement, a precursor to 
movement. The bird is unaware of  this stage, the bird-watcher is not. For Frye, readers 
and some critics are similarly blind to the repetitious pattern in literature. Frye writes:

All the important recurrences in nature, the day, the phases of  the moon, the 
seasons, and solstices of  the year, the crises of  existence from birth to death, get 
rituals attached to them, and most of  the higher religions are equipped with 
a definitive total body of  rituals suggestive...of  the entire range of  potentially 
significant actions in human life.20

This pattern is matched by a repetition of  space, of  images, which are 
called archetypes and are the chief  vehicle for space and time; pattern and 
form, is that of  myth and at the center of  myth is the visage of  the hero. 

This quest, this myth for theorist Frye is the great cipher of  literature, since its 
presence brings to text coherence, a familiarity, because its pattern is the epiphany 
in the reader that was is being read, or heard, or watched is the story of  their own 
lives, their own life cycles, which are birthed, borne and carried through by ritual—a 
result of  naturalistic world origins. Experts time immemorial equate hero typology 
with that of  human consciousness; the hero goes where we cannot, to places of  
desires, to levels of  power impossible for humans; heroes complete what humans 
will come to complete—a journey home, a return, a cycle. Myth pulls it all together, 
what we desire and what we used to have—“The myth is the central informing 
power that gives archetypal significance to the ritual and archetypal narrative to 
the oracle,” Frye writes.21 The collective body of  knowledge, of  pattern, Frye calls 
the mythoi. In contemporary parlance, mythoi are to narrative what an operating 
system is to a personal computer. Mythoi are the systems of  operation and order.

19. Frye. Spiritus Mundi. p. 108
20. Frye. “Archetypes of  Literature.” The Norton Anthology of  Theory and Criticism. p. 1452.
21. Ibid. p. 1452.
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Operating systems, mythos, values, do not determine output, but instead provide, in 
latent code, foundation and universal usability. 

In his seminal work on archetypes and mythoi, Anatomy of  Criticism, Frye writes 
that the first level of  pattern is split between the descriptive sign, which moves 
outward from the locus to other areas of  discourse, and the symbol as motif, which 
moves toward the center into the language of  literature. Then the symbol is treated 
as image, which includes formal or rhetorical analysis; treated broadly in terms of  
its place as archetype; and finally, on the level of  the unconscious, revealed as a 
replica of  the literary universe itself. In the third essay of  Anatomy, Frye explores 
the variations of  the “pregeneric” mythoi of  comedy, romance, tragedy, and irony 
or satire on a wheel of  the parallel seasons beginning with spring; these mythoi lie 
behind all narratives. Frye also elaborates the archetypal imagery that embodies 
Aristotle’s dianoia, the meaning of  those myths from apocalyptic at the top of  the 
cycle to demonic at the bottom. 

Frye’s ardor for myth is shared by probably the world’s foremost authority on 
myth, the late Joseph Campbell. In Thou Art That: Transforming Religious Metaphor, 
Campbell said, “If  we listen and look carefully, we discover ourselves in literature, 
rites and symbols of  others, even though at first they seem distorted or alien to us.”22 
For the mythologist, a myth is a passing-over, a going from one place to another. 
Metaphors carry us from one place to another; they enable us to cross boundaries 
that would otherwise be closed to us. In Thou Art That, Campbell scholar Eugene 
Kennedy writes in his introductory remarks that, “Spiritual truths that transcend 
time and space can only be borne in metaphorical vessels whose meaning is found 
in their connotations ... not in their denotations, the hard, factual, unidimensional 
casings of  their historical reference”.23 This lends flexibility for the truths to be 
universally distributed as structure or organization of  narratives.

For Campbell mythology is “an organization of  symbolic images and narratives 
metaphorical of  the possibilities of  human experience and the fulfillment of  a given 
culture at a given time.” Myth is metaphor, and they function in a number of  ways, 
Campbell writes, including: “reconciling consciousness to the preconditions of  its 
own existence.” Myths function to reconnect with the mystery of  being; to present 
“a consistent image of  the order of  the cosmos;” to support moral order; to “carry 
the individual through the various stages and crises of  life.”24 Hannah Arendt, a 
political theorist and philosopher, says myth is an illustration of  how we think: “More 
precisely than could any terminological language, the old myth(s) tell us what happens 
the moment the thinking process comes to an end in the world of  ordinary living”.25

Frye shared this belief, but also attempted to codify its component parts. 
“Knowledge of  the archetypes,” Frye writes in “Archetypes of  Literature,” enables

22. Quoted by Kennedy in Editor’s Foreword: Thou Art That: Transforming Religious Metaphor. By Joseph Campbell. p. 12
23. Ibid. p. xvi.
24. Thou Art That: Transforming Religious Metaphor. By Joseph Campbell. p. 1-9.
25. Arendt. The Life of  The Mind. San Diego. p. 86
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us to perceive the shared myths that literary works rely on and explore: through that 
awareness we can glimpse the underlying structure of  the structures of  all works.”26 
And that structure, of  nature, of  narrative, of  myths and our inchoate need of  story 
is the realization of  inclusion—of  a hierarchical order, which begins anagogic and 
moves to be subsumed through conscious reckoning. To quote Leibniz (as found in 
Arthur O. Lovejoy’s seminal work on ontology The Great Chain of  Being): 

...since the law of  continuity requires that when the essential attributes of  one 
being approximates those of  another all the properties of  the one must like-
wise gradually approximate those of  the other, it is necessary that all the orders 
of  natural beings form but a single chain, in which the various classes, like so 
many rings, are so closely linked one to another that it is impossible for the 
senses or the imagination to determine precisely the point at which one ends 
and the next begins...27

Stories—found in film, in books, on stage, sung in operas and hip hop—have 
embedded in their DNA the code of  mythoi, an operating system that over the years 
has been upgraded, keeping intact its extant qualities, while adopting and adapting to 
incorporate and disseminate. But art doesn’t change wholesale, it retains important 
information, in fact it does so enacting one of  human nature’s primal modes—
sharing—whereby, “every type of  copy preserves all the information in the original 
theme, in the sense that the theme is fully recoverable from any of  the copies”. In this 
way, our art is in fact, “...an information-preserving transformation.”28

Cognitive science might describe this sense of  sharing as a partial isomorphism, 
“...connecting the brains of  people whose style of  thinking is similar—in particular, 
a correspondence of  (1) the repertoire of  symbols, and (2) the triggering patterns of  
symbols”.29 This repertoire and triggering pattern recognition is just another way 
of  explaining mythoi. So in reading literature, in textual analysis or in “seeing” the 
story behind any art form, it is apropos to say if  you find yourself  in there, you will 
ultimately find your fellow beings. Our bodies contain the same intestines, the same 
blood, and bone; and for Frye, our bodies, our text, contain the same patterns and 
codes—rings, if  you will. Our being and our story have moved upward and away from 
its inciting moment of  ritual to mimesis; from myth to short stories, poems, novels—
literature. This architecture speaks, latently, much the way the internet connects 
and directs the infusion and flux of  millions of  storytellers and contributors around 
the world. It matters not to the individual that their computer is speaking to other 
computers via binary pulses racing through a vast web of  interchange; it matters 
only when the system breaks down and one is isolated and rendered dysfunctional. 
Mythoi, Frye’s structuralism, are equally hidden, but also equally important to 
mutual understanding.

26. Frye. “Archetypes of  Literature.” The Norton Anthology of  Theory and Criticism. p. 1452.
27. Lovejoy, Arthur O. The Great Chain of  Being: A Study of  the History of  an Idea. p. 145
28. Hofstadter. Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid. p. 9.
29. Ibid. p. 371.
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Since the Renaissance, literary critical progression has come largely from exterior 
forces or developments, theorists suggest. In the sixteenth century Aristotle’s Poetics 
was being acted upon by Christian culture; in the mid-eighteenth century a bid to 
marry the science of  mind with Neoclassical literary theory, a science of  criticism 
if  you will, was pursued; Coleridge attempted to bridge “old school and the new 
school” with his Biographica Literaria. Contemporarily, literary criticism has undergone 
similar torque from external developments and advancements in fields other than 
art. “Some thirty years ago I.A. Richards, in his Principles of  Literary Criticism, restated 
traditional critical ideas in terms of  both the psychology of  impulse and equilibrium 
and of  the new and exiting field of  semantics,” writes Abrams in his survey of  literary 
theory, Doing Things With Texts.30 Frye’s attempt to systemize literary criticism was no 
different.

Frye’s archetypes of  literature, one of  four approaches, attempts, at an integral 
part of  his anatomy of  criticism, which sought a body of  knowledge akin to the 
sciences, is the synthesis of  its creator’s influences, to be sure, but also of  his milieu. 
This means Frye’s systemic approach, his yen for objective criticism, in the burgeoning 
late nineteen-fifties had to account for interrelated developments of  the period, writes 
Abrams; Frye had to, or was heavily influenced to do so, include developments in, 
“depth psychology, theories of  ritual and myth and other cultural anthropologists,” 
and a renewed interest in medieval symbology”.31

Chief  among Frye’s influence was German writer Oswald Spengler. From 
Spengler; The Decline of  the West, the Canadian critic found the reality of  the world 
to be obscure; that civilizations and history are organic and prone to decay and that 
culture goes through a seasonal cycle.32 Frye writes in Spiritus Mundi that through his 
reading of  Spengler he came to the conclusion, “The essential reality of  this world 
eludes the ‘reasoner’ and experimenter: it is to be attained rather by feeling, intuition, 
imaginative insight, and above all, by symbolism”.33 Frye critic Robert Denham says, 
“What attracted Frye to Spengler was his view of  the organic growth of  cultures and 
his ability to assimilate a large body of  material, to design a mythical structure from 
it...”.34 Denham goes on to explain that Frye took Spengler’s approach to culture 
and married it with Structuralism, but not in the “formalist mold of  Jacobsonian 
or Levi-Straussian structuralists”.35 Frye used pre-existing archetypes—in partial 
homage to Carl Jung and his notion of  the collective unconscious—and codes not 
to fix meaning in myth, but rather to point out myth as the “key,” as the “model 
for creating structure, symbolism, metaphors and conventions for stories and plots,” 
suggests A.C. Hamilton, another Frye critic.36
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Frye’s work was to incorporate depth psychology, ritual and archetype into his 
attempt to create a systemic approach to literature, suggests Denham, placing him 
with the very people from which he drew his greatest influence “in the company 
of  the great twentieth century encyclopedists of  symbolism—Frazer, Freud, Jung, 
Cassirer, Eliade and Spengler”.37 Frye’s work—“the grammatical rudiments of  
literary expression”—fit in with grammars of  human imagination via Frazer (The 
Golden Bough); the grammar of  literary symbolism as suggested by Jung and with 
Eliade’s grammar of  religious symbolism.38 Clearly, Frazer and Sigmund Freud had 
a huge impact on Frye’s composition of  theory. 

Denham, reviewed in a Modern Philology survey of  Frye’s essayists, is said to place 
high emphasis on Frazer’s The Golden Bough and its disclosure of  “universal ritual 
patterns beneath the surface variations of  all cultures,” and Freud’s Totem and Taboo 
and its tracing of  social evolution through the “substratum of  unconscious desires”.39 
And with good reason: “the early twentieth-century resurgence of  cyclical theories 
of  history and the emphasis on a subconscious universal substratum...reflect[ed] a 
widespread loss of  confidence in the progressive development of  Western society,”40 
which Frye saw as being ushered along by meddling literary critics. The schematic 
critic sought to return literature and its analysis back to its structural origin, its 
universal substratum of  archetypes and myths, and its objectivity that plainly showed 
Western civilization was not better or worse than any other, it was simply old. This is 
important to the present argument, in refuting claims of  foisting master supremacy 
upon divergent cultures, that Frye wasn’t saying the Western subsumed other 
cultures, but rather its relative age lent it precedent. And it was a poet, ultimately, 
that alerted Frye to this, through literature the archetype of  literature—the anatomy 
of  criticism—began.

“In my Brain are studies & Chambers filled with books & pictures of  old, which 
I wrote & painted in ages of  Eternity before my mortal life; & those works are the 
delight & Study of  Archangels,” writes William Blake.41 It was through Frye’s study 
of  the poet Blake that the code of  literature began to reveal itself. He writes in Spiritus 
Mundi:

[Blake] realized that the Bible has provided a mythological structure, which had 
expanded into a mythological universe, stretching from creation to apocalypse 
in time, from heaven to hell in space, and that this universe had formed a 
framework of  imagery for all European poets down to his own time. It had 
either destroyed or absorbed other mythological structures, including the 
Classical, the Celtic, and the Norse, and provided the basis for the cosmologies 
of  Dante and Milton. The existence of  such a universe in Western culture was
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neither incidental nor accidental. Some such universe must always exist 
wherever any human culture does.42

Frye writes that Blake came to the realization that the secular progress that moved 
civilization from largely a rural, agrarian one into an urban, market-driven society; 
and the ecclesiastic Fall from and expulsion from the garden, signal in people a 
desire to return to some other world, a world they did not currently reside in, but 
reconnected with through ritual to a world not as it was, but how it was desired to be. 
Frye writes in Spiritus Mundi that Blake found that:

The mythological universe is a model of  the latter world [of  nature]: it is 
usually believed to be, at least in its earlier stage, the structure of  the former 
world also, but it is ultimately not a proto-scientific construct, even when 
it develops or tries to develop a science. It is a world built in the image of  
human desires and anxieties and preconceptions and ideals and objects of  
abhorrence, and it is always, and necessarily, geocentric and anthropocentric, 
which the actual environment is not.43

Through Blake, Frye came to discover that the poet’s “private mythology” was anything 
but. It existed prior to Blake, at the onset of  narrative, in ritual to the external realities 
facing a developing consciousness—our own, for in a lot of  ways ours is still a primitive 
consciousness. “Literature is one of  the products of  the constructive or imaginative power 
in the mind, and is the verbal part of  the process of  transforming the non-human world 
into something with a human shape and meaning...” Frye writes in Spiritus Mundi.44

But can myths of  old, structured as keys to our understanding or not, be of  
any use to postmodern ills? Frye thought so, but then so did many others including 
cultural critics, psychologists and a coterie of  literary theorists. M. Scott Peck writing 
in The Different Drum, says:

To most people a myth is a tall tale, a story that is not true or real. Increasingly, 
however, psychologists are coming to realize that myths are myths precisely 
because they are true. Myths are found in one form or another in culture after 
culture, age after age. The reason for their permanence and universality is 
precisely that they are embodiments of  great truths.45

Campbell wrote in The Hero with A Thousand Faces that myths not only serve 
universal truth, but in form exemplify universality—the cycles of  lives, of  seasons 
and in particular, heroes. “The standard path of  the mythological adventure 
of  the hero is a magnification of  the formula represented in the rites of  passage: 
separation-initiation-return: which can be named the nuclear unit of  the
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monomyth”.46 Otto Rank and Lord Raglan found similar cyclical, universal, hero 
patterns in literature. But Frye’s breakthrough wasn’t isolated to mere explication 
of  myth’s enduring power; it was in origins and repetition, or cycles, that his 
structuralism, “a rational account of  Western civilization’s literature in the context 
of  is Classical and Christian heritage,”47 drew its greatest strength.

This repetitive quest for Frye is the great cipher of  literature, since its presence 
brings to text coherence, a familiarity because its pattern is the epiphany in the reader 
that what is being read, or heard, or watched is the story of  their own lives, their 
own life cycles which is birthed, borne and carried through by ritual—a result of  
naturalistic world origins, he writes in broad strokes in “Archetypes of  Literature”.48 
From nature came narrative and the chief  vehicle for narrative, for the dissemination 
of  archetypes of  literature into the likes of  romance, ecstasy, comedy, idyllic, tragedy, 
death, satire. For Frye, literature is a mimesis of  nature, its narrative and it carries 
with it archetypes of  significance. All other forms of  narrative—song, film, drama—
follow in a great chain of  being.

Borrowing from the very cycles of  nature, Frye developed the literature phases—
Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. Spring heralds the birth of  the hero; revival 
and resurrection. This phase chronicles the defeat of  darkness, and is the archetype 
of  Roman and ecstatic poetry. Summer focuses on marriage and triumph of  god-
like people often found in paradisiacal settings, and is the archetype of  comedy, and 
the idyllic. Autumn is, of  course, the fall, of  dying and sacrifice. Here there is the 
isolation of  the hero, where the archetype of  tragedy and elegy gets its start. Winter 
is a time of  darkness, a return to chaos and the defeat of  hero; it is the Twilight of  
the Gods, and is the archetype of  satire. In these archetypes of  literature, patterns 
emerge. There in animal, vegetable, mineral; in the unformed and the human we see 
patterns and images: rivers, seas; glowing stone and distant temples; dark woods and 
dying trees; beasts and creatures of  prey; birds and birdsong; marriage; friendship, 
order, communion and love.

“Knowledge of  the archetypes,” Frye writes in “Archetypes of  Literature,” 
enables us to perceive the “shared myths that literary works rely on and explore: 
through that awareness we can glimpse the underlying structure of  the structures of  
all works”.49 Understanding this architecture can help a fractured society reflect on 
its foundational commonalities, a basis for shared inheritance.

In Anatomy of  Criticism, Frye writes mores specifically about the archetypes of  myths 
and speaks of  the critical move, which transformed humanity’s interaction with the 
world around it, of  the act of  creation, a ritual which began in “transmutation of  act 
into mime, the advance from acting out a rite to playing at the rite,” and is “one of  
the central features of  the development from savagery into culture”.50
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This transmutation of  mime evolving into narrative and into myth is borne 
by humanity’s subconscious desires and fear. “The human cycle,” he writes in 
“Archetypes of  Literature,” “of  waking and dreaming corresponds closely to the 
natural cycle of  light and darkness, and it is perhaps in this correspondence that all 
imaginative life begins”.51 For in this external existence of  light and dark, lies the 
subconscious contrast or irony that, “it is in daylight that man is really in the power 
of  darkness...it is in the darkness of  nature that the ‘libido’ or conquering heroic self  
awakes”.52 In this imaginative desire, Frye points out that art has, “its final cause the 
resolution of  the antithesis, the mingling of  the sun and the hero, the realizing of  a 
world in which the inner desire and the outward circumstance coincide”. And in this 
way, art becomes a social function, “closely connected with visualizing the goal of  
work in human life”.53 For Frye human life, its subconscious desires and fears, found 
in art came in three organizations of  myth and archetypal symbols—three that might 
be called the struggle of  heaven and hell; the romantic; and realism. 

The first organizational pattern of  myth and archetype Frye calls, “the undisplaced 
myth” which concerns itself  with gods or demons and two contrasting worlds, one 
desirable—“apocalyptic,” the other undesirable—“demonic.” The second, he termed 
“romantic,” in that the mythical world closely resembles the human experience. The 
third is where “content and representation” is emphasized more than the shape of  
the story, “its mythical patterns being as a rule more suggestive of  the demonic than 
of  the apocalyptic”.54 In this way, the triptych of  narration, “rooted in a specific 
society transmits a heritage of  shared allusion and verbal experience in time,” Frye 
writes in The Great Code.55 As a result, mythology creates a “cultural history.” As in 
human cultural history, myth is not a static property or an observable phenomenon, 
but rather the illustration of  acts and deeds. Frye writes in The Great Code that myth:

Belongs to the world of  culture and civilization that man has made and still 
inhabits. As a god is a metaphor identifying a personality and an element of  
nature, solar myths or star myths or vegetation myths may suggest something 
of  a primitive form of  science. But the real interest in myth is to draw a 
circumference around a human community and look inward toward that 
community...56

Western civilization’s many communities have myth as a tool—as Hannah Arendt 
suggested, it is the process of  thought, not the thought itself—not in describing 
specifics in a universal way, but rather to provide a structure for truth, to “contain it 
in a way that does not restrict its significance to that one situation. Its truth is inside
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its structure, not outside”.57 For Frye, truth—in particular as it is suggested through 
the Christian bible, is not “Weltgeschichte,” but “Heilsgeschichte”: “This may not 
be what you would have seen if  you had been there, but what you would have 
seen would you have missed the whole point of  what was really going on”, Frye 
offers,58 answering his critics many of  whom throughout the years have suggested 
that structuralism, Frye’s archetypal approach to our story, is imperialistic, akin to 
attempts to place master narratives upon all peoples. Myths speak of  a salvation 
from savagery, not of  specific custom, but of  subconscious fear banished within the 
context of  Classic and Christian heritage produced ritualized patterns and shapes of  
survival and desire. To Frye the Bible was not a factual document of  any one tribe’s 
dominance, but rather a codex of  civilization’s metaphorical linqua franca. 

 
For all intents and purposes, any particular literary theory appears to have somewhat 
of  a generational lifespan—and Frye’s brand of  structuralism; his contemporaries 
and his adherents, have long ago been usurped by other theories and surpassed by 
several generations willing to supplant and support other approaches to literature 
and culture, and amongst them we find phenomenology, deconstruction, and most 
contemporarily and virulent, pervasive postmodernism. Aside from the march of  time 
to the tune of  fashion, any theory which purports to address universality is bound is 
be the target of  slings and arrows, and Frye’s mythoi is not immune to attack. During 
the seventies any universal concept was roundly chastised as simply being a move of  
an oppressor to quell and control the quarrelling masses—a reassertion of  colonial 
dominance, perhaps. Therefore, any assumption that literature “embodied universal 
value” was frowned upon in an era of  intellectual angst and social upheaval; of  post-
colonialism and cultural divergence; and a renewed call for social justice, equal voice 
and protest against government corruption. Terry Eagleton aptly captures the tenor 
of  students in the “Afterword” of  Literary Theory: An Introduction:

Students had traditionally been expected, when encountering a literary text, 
to put their own particular histories temporarily on ice, and judge it from 
the vantage-point of  some classless, genderless, non-ethnic, disinterested 
university subject. This was an easy enough operation to pull off when those 
individual histories sprang from roughly the same kind of  social world; but 
it was becoming much less apparent to those from ethnic or working class 
backgrounds, or those from sexually dispossessed groups, that these supposedly 
universal values were in any real sense theirs.59

These were students interested in other things, bored with class issues, largely 
ignorant of  labor history, and found talk of  imperialism underwhelming and 
uninteresting.60 Art in this period, this postmodern world of  “arbitrary, eclectic,
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hybrid, decentered, fluid, discontinuous, pastiche-like,” reflected a reality, an 
approach to examining our story that was highly individualized, one of  surfaces, 
“contrived depthlessness,” a willful disregard of  high-modernist culture with a “user-
friendly art, suspecting all hierarchies of  value as privileged and elitist”.61 Still today, 
since its arrival in the seventies, does postmodernity’s hold on cultural and literary 
worldviews continue its fracturing of  community, of  communal voice, of  solidarity 
and share notions of  what’s true, or right, or beautiful. To this age, Frye is an old man 
and his theory laughable for its sheer naïveté. 

But the call for redress, for a reexamination of  Frye’s mythoi is not a call to 
supplant, but to augment. What is important here is the form, the structure of  
literature, where its component parts can be as diverse as the cultures that today vie 
for intellectual and political attention. Western civilization, our society can celebrate 
the cacophony of  voices all it likes, but in this celebration society has lost an ability 
to speak to one another. At the heart of  this chatter is the constant contradiction, the 
contrariness prominently expressed to mask what is meant or understood. This is an 
age of  irony. “The simplest and most stable forms of  irony rely on the audience or 
hearer recognizing that what the speaker says can not be what (he or) she means,” 
Claire Colebrook writes in Irony.62 “And this is because in order to speak at all we have 
to share conventions and assumptions”.63 But what is becoming increasingly difficult 
is to share those conventions and assumptions and even then to have the agility to 
recognize the level of  irony deployed. If  one is not in the speaker’s community, one 
would be hard pressed to recognize much. We share so little now. So we speak in code, 
and alienate anyone outside of  particular spheres. In this isolation, conversation is 
stifled and so with it goes any sense of  communal responsibility—which I might very 
well contribute to myself—the supreme motive, I believe, behind the irony grip. It 
allows speakers and writers to avoid responsibility. Oh that’s not what I mean at all. Or, if  
meaning is obtuse, or poorly executed, claiming irony becomes its chief  excuse. Being 
aware of  this, and perhaps not being adept at its use, I find communication today to 
be little more than a card game of  micro-tells. If  we don’t say what we mean, with 
any sincerity, we lie. But perhaps that is the way it’s supposed to be. “Lying is what 
makes me a man,” says rapscallion Razumikhin in Crime and Punishment. “Not one 
truth had ever been reached without first lying...” he says in Dostoevsky’s classic, “...
Lying in one’s own way is almost better than telling the truth in someone else’s way.”

But at the very least, society can point to a grounding found in literature, 
discovered by Frye, the recurrence of  our natural desire to reconnect, to regain a 
rapport with nature—albeit a desirously anthropocentric one. Those who would 
label Frye and his theory the bid of  some nameless oppressor, an out of  date 
Romanticist, fail to recognize Frye was a socialist at heart,64 who advocated a classless
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approach to literature and for whom many view his work remaining as “a singular 
and imposing presence in our recent critical attention”.65 Robert Denham argues that 
“Frye offers his own ‘structure of  criticism’ which harbors no disguised prejudices 
and considers literature from the transhistorical standpoint of  an ‘ideally classless 
society”.66 Surely a postmodernist interested in any shred of  Marxist or Feminist 
theory could align themselves, even in advancing its own angle, with a theory which 
posits a “classless” society. Not only classless, but without privilege. It is as egalitarian 
as the World Wide Web—there would be no World Wide Web without accessible and 
user-friendly operating systems that intuit functionality and desire—which connects, 
but in outstripping its original intent becomes isolating.

The objective measures, the systemic approach to discovering the structure of  
literature, does so without concern for race, class, gender, or whether the material 
itself  is of  value—that is to be determined by others. What Frye and his theory are 
concerned about is the form, the shape of  our story then and now. “[H]e considers 
myth as ‘in-formation’ as a model for creating structure, symbolism, metaphors, and 
conventions for stories and plots, and as a key to their workings or meanings,” writes 
Nohrnberg; Frye is less interested in what the stories speak of, or for whom the stories 
are treasure. His approach unlocks the shackles of  history. As Denham writes, “Frye 
considers the universality of  the imagination as the means through which we are 
lifted clear of  the bondage of  history and participate in the vision of  the goal of  social effort, 
the idea of  complete and classless civilization”67 (emphasis mine). Thankfully, this present 
argument, this call for a rereading of  Frye, is not without a renewed interest and 
widespread support. 

On the fiftieth anniversary of  the publication of  Anatomy of  Criticism, April 2007, 
it was noted that “during the past two decades about twice as much has been written 
about Frye than in the previous forty or so years”.68 Intellectual interest in Frye’s 
mythoi, contrary to popular belief, has not abated, it has grown:

During the 1980s and 1990s he figured importantly in more than six 
dissertations per year and for the years 2000-2003, eight per year. In 2003, 
Frye was indexed as a subject in fourteen doctoral dissertations, which was the 
highest number for any year, and the majority of  these have to do with topics 
treated in the Anatomy.69

Paul Griffith’s writing in The New Yorker upon the celebration of  an all-Beethoven 
program at Carnegie Hall posited a panacea for postmodernity’s skepticism, its binary 
reaction to literature and culture as being either true or untrue, between belief  and
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disbelief, suggesting a belief  in the classics—be it music or literature—is not adherence 
to a law, but rather as an instrument of  freedom —a freedom to search. “Rather than 
grounding community on fully shared possession of  a conception of  the good...we 
in the postmodern condition can live in a community,” writes John Churchill, vice 
president of  Hendrix College; “only by joining in commitment to share the search” 
does the possibility of  finding answers of  mutual benefit seem possible.70

This sharing, this drive to form and find form in the world around us is most 
natural, writes Margaret J. Wheatley and Myron Kellner-Rogers in their book A 
Simpler Way. “Life is attracted to order. Everywhere we look, we see life combining 
with other life. The universe pulses with forces of  attraction that call individuals 
together to form more unified wholes”.71

Frye’s mythoi supplies an operating system from which all our stories can cycle 
and recite. His structuralism gives society the scaffolding it needs, to sate the deep 
impulse. “The history of  life is a history of  organization, disorganization, and 
reorganization. Life opens to more possibilities through new patterns of  connection” 
(emphasis mine).72 It is time to reconsider Frye and in this reconsidering provide our 
fissures, our isolation, a reason, and a salve to unite; to conquer and live together for 
the joys of  speaking privately, publicly. 

For in art we reconnect, join together in a rapport that gives our culture a 
summons of  “the many to come join the parade”73 in what some deem a “human 
birthright, a trait so ancient, universal and persistent that it is almost innate.”74

This is our story, our narration:
To narrate means to speak here and now with an authority that derives from 

having been (literally or metaphorically) there and then. In participation in the 
world of  the living and of  the dead, in the sphere of  the visible and of  the invisible, 
we have already recognized a distinctive trait of  the human species. What we have 
tried to analyze here is not one narrative among many, but the matrix of  all possible 
narratives.75

 
The center of  reality is wherever one happens to be, and its circumference is whatever 

one’s imagination can make sense of...
—Northrop Frye
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Dressing For Rain

I considered feigning demonic possession
to catch her eyes, but the demons
weren’t responding. I was stuck
with charm and skill.
I called my man in Macao
asked him once again
for the price of  mangoes
in Iceland, a thousand
ways to combat insomnia. He
looked for some demons,
but they didn’t answer him, either.

I stared at her again but she
kept looking the other way.

five poems
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The Moon Is Red

a bloodmoon rose tonight
in twilight, brilliant blue
sky accentuates the red

normal moon in twilight
with the slightest yellow tinge
a lusty dandelion

pallid white witch’s moon
lost in snowdrift, albino
beauty, solid, sexy

but the bloodmoon, red
forebodes the danger
of  forest fires, portends

disaster
there are scars

on moonface, stark in yellow,
dusky blue in white
the bloodmoon hides disfigurement
and shows the world a face created
to beguile it into false

complacency, the fickle moon
casts off its mask so cruel
white shines through again

robert beveridge
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People Who Do Not Believe in the
Devil are Never Possessed by the Devil

Lie on your side, hot water bottle
beneath your kidney, and listen
to the popcorn in the kitchen, soon
enough ready to eat. It’s the holidays,
so the usual channels are stuffed
with the usual movies about joy,
redemption, the beauty of  selflessness,
slashers who have to escape
a zombie-infested San Bernardino
with a briefcase full of  insulin
that will save the life of  the waiflike
daughter of  the director 
of  the Government Publishing Office.
You know the ones. You’d rather
spend your time with shots
of  cinnamon schnapps
and a Bertrand Blier retrospective,
but ever since your doctor told you
your kidney had turned into a diamond,
it’s the hot water bottle for you.
You surf  the internet, search 
for discounts on flotation beds
with supercharged heaters
and cupholders large enough
to hold the buckets from your
local 24-screen multiplex.

five poems
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The Pretty Girl

Hey you.
Yeah, you, the pretty girl
in the baize native-style shirt
and ripped up jeans.

What are you doing in my cell?

I sit in here
and breathe the vacant air
a prisoner crucified
for nothing
but existence

I have always been in this cell.
I take it with me
on grime-streaked buses
crawl into it at night.
There is comfort in iron bars.
There is comfort in rubber walls.
There is comfort
in the termite-ridden cross
I hang myself  from
every night
for the world to see.

What business have you here
key in hand
scented, boyish body
slick with lust?

How can you just lay back
on my bed, brown hair
everywhere like a shattered
glass of  Coke
and whisper “take me” with your eyes?

robert beveridge
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My fingers clenched 
on the bars begin
to bleed
as you drop
your shirt to the floor
show skin the color
of  walnut’s meat

I want to take my hands from the bars
and touch you

but I can’t see
(and you can’t assure me)
if  there’s a floor
between these bars
and the key
on a silver ribbon
around your neck

five poems
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Ranking the Sultan’s Emus

get this right, it’s gonna be
a Hallmark Channel Original
Movie come the holiday 
season. Don’t let any slip
away over the horizon,
the trainer says they have
some sort of  magic number
or summat. They dance
circles in the light 
of  the full moon, or eat
alfalfa in some special way
that sends the prognosticators
into tizzies or whatever. 
In any case, we gotta keep 
‘em together, herded like 
a ball of  wax on the slippery
slope beyond the castle walls.

No, I don’t know what criteria
we’re supposed to use, other 
than intuition. What do emus do
to separate themselves 
from the pack? I’ve asked
them to sing Laura Branigan,
but they just looked at me
until I gave them apples.
Wait—that one right there is up
on point. Let’s sit back 
and evaluate the show
after the moon rises.

robert beveridge
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five stages of grief

denial
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anger
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bargaining

five stages of grief
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depression
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acceptance

five stages of grief



(Part Two: Late 1920s)

It is a few days now into my stay—I had gained lodging at a quaint 
hotel in a small village, Port-de-Paix, near the ocean, having already 
visited the town square my first evening there, its rollicking music 
halls and new-fangled vaudevilles at the playhouse—and I now 
stand towards the back of  a crowd congregated in the woods on the 
outskirts of  this seaside town. Having been friendly with some of  the 
locals at the market down the boulevard from the hotel as I did my 
shopping—it does not hurt that I am a Negro and of  dark complexion, 
like my father, and speak French—earlier in the afternoon, and having 
engaged in genial chatter about what life is like for me back in the 
States versus what I have already experienced here on the island, I had 
been able to discover when and where some of  the town’s residents 
would be having their next Vodou ceremony. Of  course, my true 
intention is to find information on my father but, in the meanwhile, I 
have to maintain appearances.

A ceremony conducted by the Vodouisants, devotees of  Hayti’s true 
religion, who maintain its principles most faithfully and who greatly 
believe in an all powerful and supernatural being on whom depends 
the workings of  the human world, the serpent-spirit Dambala; and 
who profess his doctrine: “Knowledge of  the past, realization of  the 
present, foreknowledge of  the future.” Dambala and his fellow spirits, 
the lwa, or “mystere,” communicate their power to humankind, solely
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through the medium of  a high priest, the houngan, a man chosen by the Vodouisants; 
and even more so the spirits translate their will through the physical being of  the 
Black woman whom the love of  the sect raises to the rank of  high priestess, or 
mambo. Houngan and Mambo are inspired by Dambala—although the serpent-
spirit manifests this gift of  inspiration within the devotees as well— and thereby bare 
the pompous titles of  “King” and “Queen”, or the despotic ones of  “Master” and 
“Mistress” or, best yet, the touching names of  “Papa” and “Mama”. They are made 
chiefs for life, this Houngan and Mambo, of  this grand family of  Vodou, determining 
all manner of  subject such as who Dambala approves for admission into their religious 
sect; prescribing the obligations of  the sect and the duties which its members must 
fulfill; and receiving the gifts of  the Vodouisants for the serpent-spirit and his lwa who 
expect these as just homage for their creation, and continued maintenance, of  the 
world. To disobey the High Priest and High Priestess, to resist Houngan and Mambo, 
is to resist God himself, they believe, and expose oneself  to great misfortune in life.

Here I am, privileged to behold what is normally a secret ceremony, held now 
when night has cast its long shadow on the earth and the town is sound asleep, 
under cover from every profane eye not belonging to the head of  a member of  this 
grand family, and I am even more honored to be able to participate as an initiate. 
As the congregation gathers before me in these dark woods, I, along with the other 
initiates, place on my bare feet—I had been informed earlier to come to this meeting 
without shoes—brown leather sandals and fasten around my half-naked body—for 
each individual wishing to become a full devotee comes to the ceremony dressed 
simply in a loose garment covering our sex—red kerchiefs, one on each arm, like 
some sort of  band. The other Vodouisants gathered around us are more clothed, the 
women in white dresses and white head-wraps contrasting their dark skin, the men 
bare-chested and wearing long white pants, all of  them barefoot. The Vodou King, 
Houngan, wears his garment more beautifully than those of  his fellow devotees: a 
red robe stitched with an intricate pattern on its back, of  two snakes entwined around 
a tree within a purple sea, his neck adorned with a gold cross necklace. He wears a 
red kerchief  as well, serving as his crown, for painted on its front in white is the veve, 
the symbol of  Dambala, the image once more of  two snakes circling each other, but 
this time around a simple black cross. To add a finishing touch to this grand display, 
Houngan also wears a blue sash across his red robe. The Vodou Queen, clad in a 
white robe similar to the female devotees, along with the same white head-wrap, 
begets a more luxurious elegance than her counterparts in that her head-wrap also 
carries the veve of  Dambala, marked in the brightest of  red and her eyes, unlike 
those of  the other black women I can see, blaze green.
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How is this possible? I am merely reading the journal of  this man, but I physically feel as 
if  I am in his body. Once again, I am seeing the same color eyes I had seen of  the elderly 
black man on the beach, and of  the woman I had seen at the Vodou ceremony with my 
cousin, Alex. 

The Vodou King and Queen assume their place at one end of  the circle we devotees 
make near an altar, the poteau-mitan, on which is placed a silver box, jewel-encrusted 
and with slits on the sides, holding a live snake—Dambala in his worldly form—
which each congregant is able to view through the bars, even from a distance. Behind 
the altar lies a litany of  scarlet candles, burning before the painting of  the Catholic 
Saint Patrick, his skin rendered black in the image like that of  his Vodou followers; 
two silver chalices filled to the brim with milk, the favorite drink of  the serpent-spirit; 
two wooden bowls, one holding milk-rice dazzled with syrup, his favorite food, and 
the other empty; and a sack of  flour. A quick headcount is taken by the King of  those 
gathered before the altar and the Vodouisants begin their ceremony, first with an 
adoration of  the serpent-spirit through a chant in their native language of  Kreyol:

Li soti nan syel e late, soley a,
Danballa Wedo, m solid o!
Li se syel e late, soley yo,
Danballa Wedo, m solid o, wi!
Li soti nan syel e late, soley a
Danballa Wedo, m solid o!

He is of  the sky and the earth, the suns,
Oh my Danballa Wedo is strong!
He is of  the sky and the earth, the suns,
Oh my Danballa Wedo is strong, yes indeed!
He is of  the sky and the earth, the suns,
Oh my Danballa Wedo is strong!

Amidst the chanting, the initiates come forward, I amongst them, and place 
their hands in those of  the King and Queen Vodou, promising to their 
Mother and Father a vow of  secrecy which is to serve as the foundation 
of  their new association with the faith; I do the same. The Queen, Mambo, 
moves towards the altar, so graceful her steps it appears she floats and, 
taking the flour, gestures towards us initiates to retreat slightly, to create a 
small space between her and us servants. She pours the flour on the ground 
in a swaying motion left and right, almost as if  dancing, creating another
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veve for Dambala in the dirt, the same as those which mark her forehead and that of  
the King. Houngan moves towards the veve and traces a large circle over the symbol 
with a blackening substance, a powder he pours from a small bag he withdraws from 
beneath his sash. He calls each initiate forward. When it is my turn in line, he places 
in my hand a packet of  herbs, horse-hair, and pieces of  goat horn. Then, tapping me 
lightly on the head with a little wooden calabash he also pulls from beneath his blue 
sash, he intones the name of  the serpent-spirit which those who surround us in the 
circle repeat in unison. I begin to tremble uncontrollably—the sudden shaking of  my 
body both surprising and frightening me for, although I participate in this ceremony 
out of  respect for the custom, I did not genuinely believe in the rituals proscribed—
whereupon the Vodou King orders me to stop by tapping me lightly once again on 
the head with his calabash; and my body stills immediately. I am in awe already, and 
we have barely begun the ceremony. The other initiates and I are next conducted to 
the altar before the silver box and the image of  the Saint Peter. Mambo returns to 
the altar a second time, now taking a burning scarlet candle in each hand. She bends 
downwards over the veve and sets it ablaze with the small flames of  the candles. We 
initiates are made to stand, one by one, on the flaming symbol, the red kerchiefs on 
our arms glowing ever more brightly in its light. Some are silent as they walk into the 
fire before me and, though their bodies seem to burn in the fire, when they come out 
their flesh is unscathed; yet others shriek and howl when it is their turn despite their 
being uninjured as well, perhaps this screaming serving as the sign of  their possession 
by the flame and by the serpent-spirit. But sound or none, all are now members of  
the Vodou family, the new children of  the King and Queen. I cannot understand 
how this is possible, that the flame does not appear to harm them even as they stand 
in it so long. I hesitate as I stand before the burning veve and, for an instant, I wonder 
to myself  how I can escape this crowd and return to the safety of  the town outside 
this dark forest and to the comfort of  my hotel. The Vodou King gives me a hard 
stare as if  attempting to penetrate the depths of  my soul and motions me towards the 
fire with his calabash. “Come forward, Andre,” his voice baritone.

Wait, I had been watching all of  this unfold, as if  in an otherworldly experience. Was I 
inhabiting this man’s body? I wondered how he knew my name. He spoke my name as if  it 
was the same as this man whose journal I was reading.

But I think quickly that perhaps one of  the other devotees had told him prior. The 
Queen sways to and fro beside him like the serpent on the altar behind them and the 
Vodouisants dance and sing behind me and around me, blocking me on all sides. I 
have no choice but to step forward into the flame, shutting my eyes and clenching my 
teeth as I do so, in anticipation of  the pain. To my great shock, there is none. Indeed,
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I feel powerful and soothing warmth as I open my eyes. I can see nothing around 
me except the bright flame and, for what seems no more than a second, there flashes 
before my sight a patch of  blue sky and white cloud and from that cloud emerges 
a rainbow which then coils into the form of  a snake, before vanishing altogether. I 
wonder to myself  if  I am dreaming or if  I am still present in reality. I hear the King 
tell me to come out of  the flame and I obey. I can once more see the crowd around 
me and the altar in front, the silver box and the candles gleaming in the night. I feel 
no pain, not even a drop of  sweat on my brow. I look down at my arms, the only red 
marks on them the kerchiefs I had knotted earlier. I look at my chest and see no burns 
there either. I am utterly confounded. 

Before I can process what has happened, the crowd of  Vodouisants—for there 
is no longer any distinction between initiate and devotee at this point—scattered 
around me and re-assembled in a new line, a new semi-circle, to implore Houngan 
and Mambo, representatives of  Dambala, each according to his or her needs or 
desires. One asks for more money, another wishes to recall to him a faithless mistress, 
and yet another seeks a speedy cure for her illness. There is no passion asked for 
which does not utter a vow of  consent from the King and Queen, even when one 
of  the Vodouisants ask for a favor that a crime he had been planning to commit the 
following day succeed without his being caught by the authorities. At each of  these 
invocations, the King Vodou’s dark face appears wrapped in thought, as the spirit of  
the serpent-spirit works within him. Suddenly, he grabs the silver box wherein the 
snake resides on the altar behind him, places it on the ground before the now charred 
remnants of  the veve and implores his Queen to stand upon it. As soon as the sacred 
ark touches her feet, she becomes possessed by Dambala, and made his pythoness. 
She shivers, her entire body convulsing and her white dress flowing about as if  caught 
in the wind, despite its absence, and the oracle speaks through her, her voice booming 
such that it seems it might break her body, in a new chant, as the crowd scatters about 
again:

Vye Danballa mwen asire
Le arive pu’m ale oh

Vye Danballa mwen asire
Le arrive pu’m ale oh
Mwen se petit Papa Vye Danballa
Kote m pase m’signe nom mwen

Ancient Danballa I am assured
The hour has come for me to go
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Ancient Danballa I am assured
The hour has come for me to go
I am a child of  Ancient Danablla
Where I go, I sign my name

The Vodouisants then reform a circle for the third time as the Queen continues 
singing, and the snake is replaced on the altar by Houngan. Awed beyond belief  by 
the might of  the serpent-spirit and his power to claim the body of  the Vodou Queen 
as his own, I fall forward on my face, almost as if  in prayer before the King and 
Queen, yet no words escape my lips. I have come to partake in a ceremony where 
I thought I would merely be observing for research purposes, never believing that I 
would actually be overcome by the power of  the lwa. 

From the back of  the crowd I hear the braying of  a goat, an animal brought for 
sacrifice, its legs tied with rope, the sound of  its cries made more audible as two men 
carry it to the front of  the altar and place it on the burned veve. The Vodou King 
takes a silver knife from without his blue sash and, calling the name of  the serpent-
spirit, bends forward and slits the throat of  the screaming goat. The Queen, still 
possessed, it appears, shuffles towards the altar and takes the wooden bowl, which is 
empty, and places it under the goat’s neck to collect the dark blood gushing. Swaying 
back and forth, she raises the bowl of  blood to the night sky, tilts back her head and 
drinks from the bowl, the blood flowing down her neck like a river and staining 
her white dress. She shrieks and drops to the floor, onto the blackened symbol of  
Dambala still present in the dirt, writhing and convulsing with the almighty power 
of  the serpent-spirit. The Vodou King reaches into his blue sash again and pulls 
out a second, larger calabash carved with the veve of  Dambala, and on whose end is 
attached a vein of  horse hair. He rattles it before the crowd so as to signal the dance 
of  the spirits, the final part of  this ceremony that has already changed me irrevocably. 
The dance of  the spirits, the dance of  the Vodou, a Black dance brought from Africa 
to Hayti, to Guinee, the island beneath the sea, common to all Vodouisants born 
here, and practiced from birth to death.

In preparation for the dance, the Vodouisants have apparently built two large 
drums. One end of  the first drum is kept open, and stretched over the other end is 
sheepskin. The shorter of  these drums, is called bamboula, someone besides me says, 
because it is made of  thick bamboo. Now comes from out of  the crowd three sets 
of  drummers, in each set one drummer carrying a long drum and the other a short 
drum, both striking their drums with the wrist of  one arm and the hand of  another, 
slowly for one drum and rapidly for the other. To the rhythm of  this monotone 
beat is then joined that of  a number of  smaller calabashes half-filled with small 
stones, or with grains of  corn, being shaken by the female Vodouisants, to the left of
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the altar and the Vodou King, whose white dresses are also animated by the music. 
To complete this impromptu orchestra, a few of  the male Vodouisants add in the 
banza, another person next to me quips, a sort of  Bass violin with four strings which 
they pluck while standing to the right of  the altar and the Vodou Queen. Those 
Voduisants not playing instruments help regulate the tempo of  the music by clapping 
their hands and replying in chorus with a chant:

Tout zan’g se zan’g oh, zan’g anba se mwen
Damballa Wedo, Ayida Wedo
Tout zan’g se zan’g oh, zan’g anba se mwen

All angels are angels oh, the angel below is me
Damballa wedo, Ayida Wedo
We are all angels, the angel below is me

From both sides of  the crowd come male and female Vodouisants towards the center 
of  the circle who begin to dance. Each appropriates a partner at random so as to 
cut a figure before the altar and the Vodou King and Queen, the latter of  who is 
still lying on the ground but has stopped convulsing. I am grabbed by my right arm 
and lifted up by one of  the female dancers who leads me towards the middle of  
the crowd. I am still in shock from witnessing the possession of  the Vodou Queen 
and cannot hope to dance, for at that moment I am not able to distinguish one foot 
from the other, I am so flabbergasted; but I need not worry. My new companion 
guides me in the dance such that it seems she is a puppet master, pulling me along by 
invisible strings. The dance itself  consists of  a movement where each foot is raised 
and lowered successively, striking with force, sometimes the toe and sometimes the 
heel, on the ground. My partner swings me around her body, and we switch places. 
As we move about, she stares at me with bright green eyes, like those of  the Vodou 
Queen I think, and holds my gaze as she unties the red kerchiefs on my arms, takes 
one and motions for me to begin to swing the other as she does the same. The dance 
seems to never end, though it finally does. My companion smiles at me, a smile as 
white as her dress and which brings a glow like the flames of  the candles to her face. 
She lets go of  my hand and goes back to where the other female Vodouisants stand 
one side of  the crowd, the men on the other. 

The ceremony finished, the Vodou King places his foot on the silver box wherein 
lies the snake, and is suddenly overwhelmed with emotion, similar to that which 
had previously overcome his Queen, who is now, I can see, sitting still and upright 
near the altar. The commotion raging within the King’s body as he falls to the floor, 
and begins writhing and convulsing, somehow spreads around to the entire crowd,
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including myself. I fall to the ground once again, without volition, writhing and 
contorting also. I can hear the sound of  other bodies falling around me, and the forest 
is soon filled with the moans and howls of  coyotes. I cannot control the movement of  
my body, but I can still see the bodies to my left and right trembling with the might 
of  the serpent-spirit, and some begin to even slither about like snakes, the motion 
so smooth it seems their heads and shoulders have dislocated themselves and they 
no longer have bones in their necks or the rest of  their bodies. The delirium merely 
increases: fainting fits, swooning, a kind of  madness. And finally it comes about that, 
in this Bacchanalia, the Vodouisants tear off their clothes, the women their white 
dresses and the men their white slacks, and bite into their own flesh. The King and 
Queen, who have become senseless and still amidst their crazed devotees are carried 
away by a few of  their servants, without interruption to the activity of  the crowd, 
into the darkness of  the trees nearby where there are soon heard sounds of  a sexual 
nature. 

As I continue to shake on the ground, everything grows dark around me and 
all becomes quiet. I see before me the image of  the veve, of  two snakes intertwining 
against the backdrop of  yellow stars and a purple sea. Then I lose all vision.
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Ballet of the Gods

Once they pierced your heels
to hobble you, bound up
feet and ankles to lash
you to the earth, there weren’t
angels then, no wings, just the pain
of  toes crushed inward,
the silent agony of  motion,
a cruel joke played by gods
starved for entertainment.
But Terpsichore, hearing
Erato’s song, set them free
brought them to a pointe,
allowed them to take wingless
flight, and toes became a platform
from which their joy rose up
spinning, whirling, slashing
until even the most jaded
of  the gods fell silent in awe.

five poems
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Blessed

Barchu, for the slugs of  the Chinese
knockoff AK-47 which tore
through his legs, twisting
to avoid the artery and nerves.

Barchu, for the moon hanging
in the frosted night
seeking shelter in the mist
cutting into me, lashing me
to reality.

Barchu, for their memory
the small circle of  candles
that burn eternally
in the rain.

Barchu, for the sleep
that slides over him
and sets him free
if  only for an hour.

Barchu, for the evening
and the morning,
another day.
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Canine

The dog refuses to walk
around the house and check
the driveway, and so
the shells will rain on the village
as they do each time she senses fear.

She has a sight beyond that
I can fathom, curled under 
the heat vent, as though
the cries of  children carry
in her dreams, her tail
dances against the grate.

On most nights when she makes
her final trip, the automatic light
over the garage flips on 
and we can all sleep peacefully
until we realize 
that God has chosen
a furry surrogate, lives
resting between her paws.

five poems
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Crucifiction

I am mystic, thief, madman,
all that, considerably more,
never begging, always taken
what is arrayed before me
favor curried, passage guaranteed
coins gathered, stored so there
are none to cover the eyes or pay
the ferryman’s wages.
I can turn wine to water
and hide fish in the midst
of  loaves, the trick is
to distract you so the order
is reversed, a sleight unseen.
I am truly the prodigal son
vaudevillian and fall guy
and the spikes are a bitch
but the view is something to behold.
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Hell Done Over

My ultimate goal, never to be achieved
is to redesign hell and all of  its circles
to better reflect the world we live in now. 

Of  course I’d need two circles for
politicians, one for each major party,
and independents get to choose. 

Catholic priests, minister and rabbis
who abused members of  their flocks
get a circle of  their own with the movie

Dogma playing in an endless loop.
There would be all the usual circles
for the those whose lives fell short

and one for Buddhists. Imagine
a run down Motel 6 in the worst possible
neighborhood, since they will only

stay until their reincarnation as
something truly ghastly and detested. 
Those would be my desirables, but

the one certainty, the absolute is
the worst of  all, set aside for those 
who spent untold hours toiling 

to write catchy but ever so vapid, cloying
melodies and lyrics that become stuck
in your mind like an intractable fungus.

five poems



In The Interpretation of  Dreams, Sigmund Freud suggests that taking our dreams seriously 
allows for the dreamer to have a better connection and, therefore, better access to the 
dream content. While many are smugly convinced that they “don’t dream,” what is likely 
the case is that the repressed content of  the dream is suppressed further by the rejection 
of  what it has to offer: its symbols, its meaning, and, perhaps most importantly, its potency 
and guidance towards actual representations of  our personal truths. By journaling, telling 
(whether to an analyst or to a friend), and expulsion of  our dreams in other ways, we 
become much closer to accessing the unconscious, as our unconscious becomes less 
censored and inhibited in showing itself  to us.

The dream is how we speak to ourselves beyond ourselves, understanding that this 
‘beyond’ remains nevertheless within us, and yet outside since the unconscious is the 
discourse of  the other, and thus the site of  our origin (or: the site in which we might become 
sensible to ourselves precisely through our becoming sensible to the other). This, in some 
partial sense, is the concept of  extimacy—that which is so inseparably intimate to or within 
us, and yet which remains beyond us because it is expressed through the unconscious, 
through methods and means beyond our control; through slips of  the tongue, through 
repetitive speech or behavioral patterns, or in dreams.

To take dreams seriously is to take images seriously, and to take serious what they 
attempt to express (since the dream-image speaks in our place; speaking to us from within-
outside of  us). By taking these images seriously as a form of  discourse, we recognize the 
‘natural,’ non-aesthetic quality of  these combinations as their own complicated language 
of  speechless expression. These images haunt us in the waking hours either as shameful, 
lustful, completely non-sequitur, or as a glimpse of  hell. These aforementioned qualities 
must be reckoned with on their own terms, as images without interpretation.

For this reason, we must avoid the temptation to aestheticize our dreams. Let them 
stand as they are (or as much as quirks in recollection and thus in memory and sense-
making will allow us to) so that we might better understand how and why they say what 
they will. Here we provide a space to make this possible, and to encourage that dreams 
be taken as seriously—if  not more seriously, given that the unconscious expresses what we 
ourselves fear to make evident to ourselves—as our experience of  waking life. Because life 
is but a dream, yes, and because Jacques Lacan assures us that truth has the structure of  a fiction.

DREAM
JOURNAL
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SR
November 25th/26th, Wednesday into Thursday 
This night, I had a series of  very somatic dreams:

I. I am the victim of  a hostage situation, as if  out of  a movie. A man and I are 
kidnapped and tortured; we are tied and bound—the interior of  the space is a dingy 
basement with dripping pipes and scurrying rats. Seedy like a 70’s New York City. I 
am blonde and outside of  myself. Our captors slice the skin connecting the big toe 
to the foot and then free us, threatening to shoot if  we don’t flee. In my escape, I lose 
the man. I return to being in my body instead of  seeing myself  from the outside. I am 
walking around the streets by Erickson, the elementary school I grew up in, leaving 
a trail of  blood. No one says anything for a long time. Eventually, a Black man and a 
younger white man approach me and comment on my bleeding. I say that ‘I know’ 
and they take me to an unstated location. The men clean and bandage my bare feet. 
I wake up, and I am sleeping on my stomach. My right toe is bent, with the toenail 
pressing into the mattress. 

II. An owl flies into my window, but it was a bat upon its transgression over the 
threshold, mutating its form. I was scared for my cat, Claude, who was asleep next 
to me. I couldn’t figure out how the creature got in. The room changed shape. The 
window was no longer above my bed but instead next to it. The owl was tapping its 
beak against the glass to leave, as the window is shut now. In the morning, I awoke to 
the tapping sound of  the warming heating pipes suspended from my ceiling.

May 19th/20th, Wednesday into Thursday

I am employed to kill people. I kill people to feed an insatiable group of  men and 
women that I don’t know. Their bodies are skinny and frail, with bones poking out 
with no lust for fat or carbs, only blood. I am unsure if  they are cannibals or if  they 
are vampires. The killing room floor is my childhood home. The hallway breaks off 
like a ‘T,’ I drag the bodies to the apex of  the hallway after stabbing as hard as I can 
into their chest plates. That bone is thick and solid; the tool I use grinds and shrieks 
against the hardness of  bones as I am often drilling into their bodies with an electric 
drill. The shrillness cannot mask the moans of  hungry crowds, cowering in what was 
my mother’s office, my brother’s bedroom. Whenever the blood sheds, their senses 
awaken, and they attempt to take me too as if  confusing my labor with the blood of  
another as if  they could access any organs they want through my living, breathing 
body. I fight them off so that I may continue my work; I have bills to pay. I finally have
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a rational moment in the dream. The censorship of  the dream wears off, and I begin
to wonder about the consequences of  my trading of  death for money. How do I get 
out of  this? What am I going to do when I get caught? It will be hard to convince 
anyone of  my innocence.

Douglas Doornbos
Four Dreams Sharing Certain Pathetic Masculine Motifs 

I. In the countryside near Waterloo, I stop beside a charming house with a wide 
lawn. I say aloud how nice it looks. The owner hears and asks, “Would you like it?” I 
say that I would, not believing my luck. She is an older woman with short, pale hair. 
She guides me around inside, holding up various objects, insisting that I touch them. 
This is a vital part of  the tour. Only simple things at first, but soon, I am poking 
strangely carved sculptures. The lady of  the house grows more and more delighted. 
The situation becomes clear—I have walked into a witch’s trap. By touching specific 
points in a specific order, I am casting a spell on myself. I leave before it can be 
finished. No hard feelings.

II. A growing horror at the realization—the long-haired woman I’ve been speaking 
to mutilated herself  long ago. Everything below her waist is not her. It is not her body. 
It is false. It is another man, in an agreement with her to share his legs. 

III. A festival on an island. A crowd of  people and tendrils of  smoke. C.S. informs me 
that smoke is the only REAL element. I ask if  the event is for women only. No. I am 
allowed to observe. I recognize a few people—some watching, some participating. A 
circle of  women hold hands. Something invisible passes through them, around and 
around. One woman faints, then another. Those remaining try to grab the fallen 
hands, but it is too late. Whatever was moving around the circle has stopped inside 
someone. It won’t let her go. She rises off the ground. It is E. from the coffee shop. 
A demon queen has possessed her. She tells the crowd of  onlookers to stay or leave, 
light or dark. I run to a gravel road. In order to remain safe, I need to kiss my own 
goddess—a marble statue of  a woman with pleasant, leafy tentacles growing from 
her head. 

IV. The apartment has tall ceilings like the old houses of  Cedar Falls. It’s a party. 
Everyone has a drink in their hand. Someone disrespects A. and me. We shove him 
away and I continue to fight him. We’re in the kitchen now. I throw a decisive punch. 
He falls out of  sight, knocking down several cups. I go to the floor with a rag, but 
the liquid has already seeped through the wall. I leave the apartment and check the
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corridor outside. The liquid has spread along every edge and corner of  the walls, 
leaving a reddish brown stain. A tremendous sense of  dread wells up. There are 
doors to other apartments here, all closed except one. The door furthest from me is
open, though I cannot see inside from this angle. A voice within calls out to me—a
woman who knows I am in the corridor, who knows what I did. She is luring me with 
her loud voice. I run back to the party and wake. 

LK
Two Dreams Involving Rubble and Debris

I. I’m working  in a small office in a ‘cool’ part of  town doing some kind of  computer 
or clerical work for a business which, in retrospect, seems to have some relation to 
the work I used to do in real life years back for my father’s plumbing company when 
we lived in the same state. The only other employee, again, seems to have some 
associative relation with one of  his office managers who worked there the longest out 
of  his other managers. At some point I am harassed by a cop—looking back, I think 
I was suspected of  murder—who has no evidence for his claims, and I berate him for 
continually harassing me (despite this being the first and only observable instance of  
our interaction within the dream) based solely on the fact that I am brown (strange 
because I am thoroughly white in real life). What’s odd is I feel that I usually dream in 
third-person, but the dream shifted to first-person during my interaction with the cop, 
perhaps to hide what would have otherwise been an observable and blatant falsity(?).

Some time later, a woman with horribly large buckteeth who I nevertheless find 
very attractive asks me for a job, but tells me she will only work at the company until 
she is able to pay for whatever procedure would somehow correct the size of  her 
two front teeth. I tell her that’s fine—somehow I have managerial authority—and 
then the scene turns to us walking down a hallway, and, after walking through a 
door in our office (again, the building we work in is very small), we are suddenly 
in a giant hotel that is also a mall, within which I (by myself, since the woman/our 
new employee has vanished without note) wander through a bookshop numerous 
times—once while it is closed—looking not for a particular book, but for a particular 
section, which of  course I was unable to find. I make plans to walk to a bookshop 
further on in this strangely enormous hotel/mall, but the bookshop is in some alcove 
high up in the wall that can be reached only after going through an obstacle course 
that doubles as a puzzle (whose design in a moment seemed far too complex for me 
to bother entering into).

The scene then turns to me walking on the street near where I work—presumably 
on the following day—hand in hand with my oldest sister who is thirteen years 
younger than me in real life, but who in the dream seems to appear as she was when
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she was a child. For some reason, we walk through a restaurant, through its kitchen, 
and exit through a side door to end up back on the street (across from my workplace), 
after which the scene then turns to the two of  us on the outskirts of  town, a strange 
composite of  a previous residence of  mine in Chicago and the outskirts of  town that
are numerous in the Las Vegas valley where housing development has only recently 
begun. But rather than empty or developing lots where houses have been built, half-
built or have yet to be built, there are Vegas-style cookie-cutter houses and the types 
of  multi-unit buildings typical of  Chicago, sure, but there is so much rubble as well, 
as if  so many structures were completed and then collapsed. The scene in this ways 
seemed a composite of  Vegas and Chicago, but also of  all of  the images of  Gaza I 
saw during the eleven days of  Israeli airstrikes against the Gaza Strip after the IDF’s 
raid of  the al-Aqsa mosque. This is about where I remember this dream ending.

II. I can’t recall what, if  anything, occurs prior to my running into/meeting Dasha 
Nekrasova from the Red Scare podcast (and thus am unsure if  we somehow were in 
contact before this, or met and spoke for the first time there in the mall), but she asks 
if  I want to hook up with her, and I say okay, to which she tells me I’ll need to get 
condoms first. I tell her alright, and go off on my own for some reason, and, as in the 
scene of  the bookstore from the last dream, I can’t find what I’m looking for in any 
of  the stores (not ever stopping to ask myself, of  course, why the hell I would expect 
to find condoms anywhere in a fucking mall).

At some point during my wandering, and without warning, the scene turns (I 
continually mean turning here as elsewhere to denote a sudden shift, from one dream-
setting to another without observable transition) to the mall’s interior after having 
been obliterated. There is rubble and water everywhere, as if  some flood (from 
where?) surged through. I walk and leap across where the piles of  debris have formed 
platforms or bridges over the water, and, after some time, I encounter some huge 
reptilian-looking beast, and me and some other people in the area decide to fight it 
like it’s a boss battle in a video game. I think the dream pretty much ends before any 
fighting begins.

dreams
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Danielle Goshay
Two Dreams

I. I got off work late and rode the bus south. I was anxious and wired like I needed 
to go out. He texted me to meet him at the lake. I go down to the docks and wander 
onto a boat as I wait. I climb up the sail and my backpack falls in the water with my 
camera inside. I hurry down and my bag was floating, my camera was fine. I walk 
port side and see a security camera and red laser on me. I can feel him, sense him 
there watching me in the flesh, but see no one. The boat starts moving on its own 
eastbound and I settle in. We pass an unfamiliar city, a mall and casino, the lights 
shine on the water. I fall asleep and wake up beached in a far away country. I watch 
the morning sun, the busy merchants and fishermen, and feel safe.

II.  Summer 2019
We meet at the beach. I lay on my back in the sand finally able to relax and be myself. 
You’re laughing about something with the sun shining behind you. The scene is too 
serene, idyllic until a pack of  wolves run up attacking the crowd. They dart close to 
me, but swerve as if  protecting me. The sand is covered in bodies and blood. I find 
you in the water. You emerge hurt and disheartened, regretting getting into this, my 
drama. I walk through the arches and leave ready to tell my story.
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